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Abstract 

When building natural language systems, computational linguists must ultimately be 

concemed with pragrnatics, i.e., with designing decision procedures that draw on contextual 

and cornrnonsense knowledge to select the most 'plausible' interpretation from a multitude of 

alternatives that syntactic and semantic analysis deem equally valid. A ctassic example is the 

practicai problem of choosing the most plausible quantifier scope ordering, in formulating 

database queries, which remains one of the most challenging problems in cornputational 

Iinguistics. Despite overwhelming evidence suggesting that quantifier scope is a 

phenomenon that must be treated at the pragmatic level, most computational treatments of 

scope ambiguities have thus far been a collection of syntactically motivated preference rules, 

This work investigates the thesis that, in a circumscribed environment, very effective 

procedures for resolving quantifier scope ambiguities at the pragmatic Ievel can be attained. 

In particular, we present a process that views resolving quantifier scope arnbiguities as an 

inferencing procedure that utilizes cornrnonsense world knowledge. 

En designing the proposed scope resolution algorithm we have tried to address three major 

challenges: (0 the scope aigorithm must account for a number of linguistic phenornena that 

involve quantification; (io the scope algorithm must account for the apparent differences in 

scope preferences that are due to variations in the Iinpistic context; and (iii) while we 

expect the scope resolution algorithm to utilize some cornmonsense world knowledge, Our 

goal was to design a highly effective procedure that does not suffer from the bottleneck of 

s t o h g  and reasoning with a vast amount of background knowledge, as such procedures can 

be intractable. 

In addition to achieving these design goals, we believe our approach raises some interesting 

questions from the psycholinguistic standpoint, which are briefly discussed throughout the 

thesis. 
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1 Introduction 
It has been nearly hdf  a c e n w  since the mathematician and computing pioneer Aian 
Turing envisioned a machine that could converse in English, in such a manner that would 

render the machine intelligent. The genius of Turing, in our view, was not only iii his 

theoreticai analysis of what is ultimately computable and what is not, but in his visionary 

analysis of what language understanding entails, so as to consider it a suitable test for 

intelligence. It took researchers in natural language understanding (NLU) few decades to 

appreciate the complexities in building systems that can comprehend natural language text. 

Chief among these obstacles has been arnbigrrity, in its various forms. 

As far as humans are concerned, however, ambiguity is not a sin! In fact, ambiguity in 

natural language, as Givon (1984) has convincingly argued, exists because of Our ingenious 

method of data compression that we employ for performance and storage effectiveness. We 

store several meanings (senses) of words under the sarne token, so as to build srnaller and 

smaller lexicons. We also cornpress our natural language expressions, leaving unnecessary 

details and exphat ions out, hoping that our background knowledge and the overall context 

are enough to decode the message being conveyed. This linguistic invention, which has 
served us well, is a monumental challenge for machines. 

Thus, while linguists and logicians study ambiguity, in natural language processing (NLP) 
ambiguity is an 'illness' that computational linguists speak of trearing. A query to a database 

system must be an unambiguous logical formula that is either true or false of some situation. 

A particularly challenging task in fonnulating database queries has been the task of resolving 

quantifier scope ambiguities. 

As wiIl be discussed in this chapter, there seems to be ample evidence suggesting that 

quantifier scope is a phenomenon that must be treated at the pragrnatic level. in spite of this, 

virtually ail the computationai approaches to this problern employ a number of syntacticaily 

motivated preference mles. The work presented here investigates the thesis that in a 

circurnscribed environment, such as that of a database system, a highly effective inferencing 

procedure for resolving scope arnbiguities can be attained. Before we discuss our strategy, in 

the remaining of this chapter we will define the boundaries of Our investigation, and present 

some evidence in favor of an inferential and a pragrnatic approach to resolving scope 

arnbiguities. 



Excluding structural, lexical, and other types of arnbiguities, a sentence with n quantifiers 

has potentially n! distinct interpretations that are due only to the different possible scope 

orderings of quantifiers. A4s a simple example, consider the sentence in (l), which can admit 

the two interpretations given in la  and Ib: 

(1) Every child ate a cookie 

la. ~ c ( c h i l d ( c ) +  3 k ( ~ o o k i e ( k ) ~  ~ t e ( c , k ) ) )  
Ib. 3k(~ookie(k)~tlc(~hild(c)+ ~ t e ( c , k ) ) )  

In a truth-conditional mode1 of interpretation (Montage, 1974; Cresswell, 1973), where the 

interpretation of a sentence is the set of conditions under which the sentence is true, deciding 

on the correct interpretation of ( 1 )  is crucial since l a  and lb may potentially describe two 

distinct possible States of affairs. 

What makes quantifier scope arnbiguity distinct from other types of ambiguities (e-gr  
structural, lexical, etc.), is that it is not at d l  that dear  at what level in the overall 

interpretation process should scope ambiguities be addressed. Partly a linguistic and partly a 

logical phenomenon, scope ambiguities have received considerable attention from both 

linguists and logicians where two related yet quite distinct notions of 'logical form' have 

developed. Ln both cases, the challenge was to (syntactically, or semantically) explain how a 

seerningly unarnbiguous sentence can admit different interpretations that are due only to the 
different quantifier scope orderings. 

Linguists interested in a syntax-level explanation of scope arnbiguities suggested that the 

possible distributions of quantifiers can be explained by a covert syntactic operation, 
tenned quantifier raising (QR), which allowed the movement of quantified constituents as 

long as some rules were not violated. Since the early years of its introduction (Rodman, 

1976), the optirnism surrounding QR was in the hope of establishing some syntactic rules 

that could universally account for al1 possible quantifier movements (see Reinhart, 1983; 

May, 1985; Fox, 1995; Reinhart, 1997). Indeed, a number of interesting patterns (of 

movements) were observed, and structural 'principles to explain quantifier phrase 

movements were established, such as the linear order and c-command principles, islands 

constraints, and wh-movements. 



WhiIe quantifier phrase movements can reduce the number of possible readings (as sorne 

permutations might be disallowed), QR is not itself a decision procedure that can predict a 

'single' preferred reading. Moreover, the initial exciternent surrounding QR has dwindled in 

recent years, as it becarne apparent that a singIe syntactic operation is not going to provide 

an explanation for al1 the predictable movements of quantifier phrases'. As the experiments 

of Kurtzma. and MacDonald (1993) suggest, no structural  principle aione seem to always 

predict the preferred scope ordering. Other principles, such as lexical bias and world- 

knowledge also seem to be operative in sorne situations. Nevertheless, QR and similar 
Linguistic approaches have inspired a number of scope resolution algorithms in 

cornputational linguistics (see Hobbs and Shieber, 1987; Grosz et al., 1987; Allen, 1987; 

Moran, 1988; Moran and Pereira, 1992; Park, 1995). 

Within the logicophilosophical tradition, scope arnbiguities were exphined by a covert 
semantic operation, known as quantifying-in (Montague, 1974; henceforth PTQ). In PTQ, 
due to strong compositionality, scope arnbiguity had to be explained by positing a different 
derivation for every possible scope ordering. m i l e  it was an ingenious invention to salvage 

compositionality (see Thornason, 1974; Gamut, 199 1), the quantifying-in d e  introduced an 

arbitrary number of derivations for a stnicturally unarnbiguous sentence, a shortcorning that 

was later remedied by the 'Cooper storage' method (Cooper, 1983)~. 

u 

Figure 1. The basic rnechanisms of quantifier raising and quantifying-in. 

- - - -- - 

' A recent study by Reinhart (1997) chat provides an excellent histoncal analysis of QR. does suggest some 
recommendations that rnight yet again revive the early optirnism. 

It should be noted here that the 'Cooper storage' method is not strictiy compositiona1. Since the method requires 
the maintenance of a state (storage), a purely dedarative denotational semantics c m  not be attained. See (Pereira 
and Pollack. 199 1) for a more elaborate discussion on this subject. 



Like QR, which aimed at providing a syntactic explanation of scope arnbiguities, 

quantifying-in or Cooper Storage are not techniques for resolving scope arnbiguities, but are 
a semantic explanation of scope ambiguities3. Figure 1 above is a very simple illustration of 

QR and quantirning-in. Note that both operations achieve the sarne purpose: reverse the 

scope orderings of the quantified NPs at the logical form level. (We will have more to Say 

about quantifying-in in chapter 6.) 

It is important to note that quantiQing-in (and consequently Cooper storage), as well as more 

recent techniques for coping with scope arnbiguities, such as underspecified discourse 

representation structures (UDRS) (Reyle, 1995), do not suggest an inferencing strategy to 

'select' a single preferred reading, but are extensions to the logical forrnalism that would 

allow logicai reasoning to be perfomed on underspecified (arnbiguous) logical forms. From 

a logical standpoint, this is very crucial. For example, suppose we were told S, where 

S=Every studenr read a book, and that Steven is a student. Regardless of the scope ambiguity 

in S, the following reasoning is valid: 

 tudent dent (x)+ 3 y ( ~ o o k  (Y)* R e d  r y  
3y ( ~ o o k  (Y )A  tudent dent (x) + Read x, y 

Student (~teven ) 
I 1111 

:. 3y ( ~ o o k  (y ) A  Read (~teven , y )) 

That is, regardless of whether every student read a different book (narrow scope a), or al1 the 

students read the sarne book (wide scope a), the conclusion 'Steven read a book' follows. 

Note that bers we have reasoned with S by representing the ambiguity as a disjuncrion of al1 

possible meanings". From a logical point of view, therefore, both readings are equally valid, 

and neither can be said to be more plausibIe. To be sure, semanticists and logicians were 

never concerned with 'plausibility' (Le., with selecting the most 'plausible' meaning), but are 

primarily concerned with developing an aigebra for rneanings, whatever these meanings are. 

In PTQ, for exarnple, lexicai items such as 'engineer' and 'president' share the same syntactic 

category, and thus from the sernantic point of view al1 that is required to know is that such 

items have the (extensional) semantic type <e,t>, representing a (wth-functional) predicate 

that is either true or false of some entity. Thus, semanticists are not concemed with what we 

-- 

3 As has also been show by Weisler (1987). movements due co quantifier raising (QR) in generative semantics 
perform the same function as quantiQing-in in Montague's intensional logic. 

Disjunction is not the best representation of ambiguity however (see van Deemter (1996)). 



know about engineers and presidenrs, but what we know about the tokens 'engineer' and 

'president'. In other words, the fact that common knowledge says that institutions often have 

many engineers but one president does not concem semanticists. These differences, 
however, are apparently part of the reason why different scope preferences seem to be 

available in the following: 

( 2 )  Every senior engineer of a major sof3vare cornpany artended Inrernet'98 
(3) Every president of a major sofrware company attended lntemer'98 

Whiie many readers might contemplate a wide scope a in (2), they are not Iikely to admit a 

wide scope a in (3) ,  which implies the existence of several presidents for a single software 

company. Lacking any syntactic or semantic differences between (2) and (3), we argue that 

readers must be relying on the encyclopedic facts that while software companies might have 

rnany senior engineers, they typically have one president. These pragrnatically relevant facts, 

however, are irrelevant to Iogic and semantic anaiysis, and, as of yet, there is no evidence 

that these differences are encoded at the syntactic leve15. 

When building natural language systems, these differences are crucial however, and a 

treatment for the syntactic, semantic, pragmatic, as weIl as the plausibility of an 

interpretation, must be provided6. While for a semanticist al1 meanings were created equal, a 

query to a database system must ultimately be translated into an unarnbiguous logical form 

(LF). In the absence of syntactic or semantic evidence in favor of a single preferred reading, 

the resolution of scope ambiguity will inevitably require a decision procedure to infer, based 

on some pragmatic considerations, the most plausible interpretation. As Kameyama ( 1  996) 

aiso argues, pragrnatics must be the last resort in selecting the most plausible scope ordering, 

as it is also the process where anaphora resolution, prepositional attachment disambiguation, 

etc. must be perforrned. 

-- - - .- 

It is precisety this point chat rnakes the effort CO develop the quantifier raising formaiism of considerable 
importance. That is, if srrucrural principles that could account for al1 predictable quantifier rnovements can be 
discovered, then the argument of a universal grammat that encodes much more than syntax would gain 
considerable suength. 

In formal Ianguages a sirnilar situation arises. For example, the s).ruur of a certain programming laquage might 
dlow us to construct expressions of the f o m  mfn. The semorttics of the language would replace the symbols by 
their meanings (m and n by their values, and T by some division procedure). Pragrnarics is then responsible for 
making sense of tbe meaning of the whoIe expression, For example, if n had a value of 0, the meaning of the 
whoIe expression, aithough semanticdly valid, would be rejected. Condition niles in Knuth's (1968) atuibute 
grammars were one such device that took the meaning (denotation) of an expression as input and enforced some 
pragmatic rules. (Frost and Saba, 1991) used such condition ruIes in a pragrnatics module for pronoun resolution. 



The argument for a pragrnatics-based approach to scope ambiguities is not uncontroversial, 
however, since algorithms based on the processing of background knowledge might be 

undecidable (Reinhart, 1997). As van Deemter (1996) notes, "the computational difficulties 

involved in the use of background knowledge to discard impossible or udikely readings are 

notorious, since this requires the storage of, and reasoning with a vast body of encyclopedic 
knowledge." 

As will be argued in this thesis, however, the background knowledge that we assume 

reasoners have recourse to in resolving quantifier scope arnbiguities is minimal. We witl first 

present our approach by making two very simple assumptions regarding the knowledge 

representation. In particular, it will be assumed that a quantifier scoping algorithm has access 
to (c3 a cardinality constraint associated with every binary relation between two concepts; 

and (ii) the typicd cardinaiity of every concept's extension. 

In Iater chapters these assumptions are discussed in detail. For now, it suffices to say that 

whether or  not these assumptions are borne out, the engineering appiications of Our results 

are clear. Specifically, it will be demonstrated that these two simple assumptions are 
sufficient to design a highly effective inferencing procedure for predicting quantifier scope. 

1.2 EVIDENCE OF THE INFERENTIAL ASPECT OF QUANTIFIER SCOPE 

Various processing principles have been suggested in the literature as to what might govern 

the process of resolving scope ambiguities, such as structural principles, lexical bias, forma1 

properties of quantifiers (van Benthem, 1986), and world-knowledge. 

A detailed review of the main approaches to quantifier scope ambiguities will be a v e n  in 

chapter 6 .  Our irnrnediate concern, however, is to point out that arnong the various 
approaches to scope ambiguities M e  effort has been given to the development of inferentiai 

algorithms that utilize cornmonsense world knowledge. In this section we wiIl present some 

evidence suggesting the need for such an approach. 

1.2.1 A Corn binatorial Puzzle 

Most cornputational approaches to the resolution of quantifier scope arnbiguities are based 

on applying a number of syntactically rnotivated rules in an incremental fashion. Typicdly, a 



scope-neutral (Allen, 1987), or a quasi-logical form (QLF) (Aishawi, 1990) is constmcted7. 

For each s-structure with n quantifiers there are initidly n! possible scope orderings that 
must be considered, as has indeed b e n  done in some implementations (Grosz et al., 1987). 

A number of niles are then applied to reduce the number of permutations considerably, such 

as c-cornrnand and other structural principles (Reinhart, 1997), econorny of scope principles 

(Fox, 1995), and various logical constraints (Hobbs and Shieber, 1987; Park, 1995). Hobbs 

and Shieber, for example, argue that (4) has 42, as opposed to 120 (5!), valid readings: 

(4) Some salesman of evev  department in most companies 
saw a few samples of each product. 

In this approach some readings are not admitted on logical grounds; e-g., readings that result 

in logical forrns with unbound variables are disallowed. It is also assumed that further 

processing on the remaining 'valid' readings is needed to select the 'plausible' readings. This 

incremental approach to the selection of the most likely reading is somewhat problematic 
however. As noted by Poesio (I996), a sentence such as (5) has "hundreds of thousands of 

scopaily distinct readings if d l  permutations were considered admissible yet most people 
seem to deal with these sentences effortlessly." 

( 5 )  A politician can fool most voters on most issues rnust of the tirne, but no 
poiitician can fooi ail vorers on ever-y single issue al1 of the time. 

From a computational as well as from a psychological stand, this Combinatorial Explosion 

Puzzle is somewhat problematic. Given the speed by which readers cornprehend large 

linguistic fragments (Shastri and Ajjanagadde, 1993), perforrning a number of inferences 

dong the way, it is highly unlikely that readers initidly consider al1 the syrzracrically and 

semantically valid interpretations. As several authors have d s o  suggested (Cherniak, 1992; 

Johnson-Laird, 1994; Corriveau, 1995), a system performing linguistic inferences must take 

into account real time constraints and limitations on working memory. Considering al1 

possible readings, while it has the advantage of being an indefeasible inferencing process, is 

neither cognitively, nor computationally plausible. A more promising explanation might be 

' A scope-neutrai logical fom is a logical form where no cornmitment has yet been made regarding the scope of 
quantifiers. Typicdly such decisions are made in a pragmatics module that takes the output of the semantic 
andysis and discourse information into consideration. In such a module, scope arnbiguities, as welt as a number 
of other arnbiguities, are resolved. In ment years a nurnber of powerful techniques for representing and 
reasoning with underspecijied (i.e., ambiguous) forms have been developed. See (van Deemter and Peters, 1996) 
for a recent collection of papers on this subject. 



one where readers initially select the most plausible reading given an appropriately defined 

context, with the caveat that such an inference could be retracted in the future. 

1.2 The Transformational Puzzle 

One of the strongest indications of the pragmatic and inferential aspect of quantifier scope is 

the so-called "transformational puzzIe." Consider the following: 

a. Every student subrnitted a paper 
'6) 6. A paper was subrnitted by every studenr 

a. Evev stud ent attended a serninar 
(') b. A serninar was aftended by evey stud ent 

a. Every student speaks a language 
(') 6. A langwge is spoken by  every studerrr 

While many syntactic theories in the Chomskian tradition suggest that the active and passive 

forrns are sernantically equivdent, the reader cari easily venfy that the meanings implied by 

the two forms gradually become radically different. In (6),  for exarnple, the meanings 

implied by the passive and active forms are quite similar. In (7), however, the situation 
seerns to be gradually changing, as both interpretations of (7b). implying one or several 

seminars, couId be conternplated. Moving on to (8), the meanings implied by the passive and 

active f o m s  start to be radically different. 8a simply states that every student speaks some 

language, while in 8b there seems to be a much stronger statement being made, narnely that 

there is some Ianguage that every student speaks. 

This 'graduai' (soft?) change in the salient reading seems to suggest that there is some scaiar 
aspect to whatever parameters this process might be a function of. This is even more evident 

in examples such as these: 

student(s) submitted a paper IO AAAIr97 

While the only differencz between the sentences (9-1 1) is in the determiner of the head noun 

phrase, it seems that the likelihood of a single paper being implied by the sentence gradunlly 
increases as we speak of Iess students, while concurrently the passive form seems to 

gradually imply a different meaning from the one implied by the active fom. Lacking any 
syntactic or semantic explanations these examples suggest that some process that lies beyond 

syntax and semantics must be operative. 



1.23 Beyond Syntax and Semantics 

In (2) and (3) (repeated below) we argued that the only apparent difference seems to be in 

the choice of the lexical item in the head noun phrase. 

( 2 )  Every senior engineer of a m j o r  sofivare company attended Internet98 
(3) Every president of a major software company attended Inrernet198 

It seerns reasonable to argue, then, that the apparent differences c m  still be captured by 
semantics; by attributing the difference to the meaning of the lexical items 'engineer' and 

'president'. Without debating where wurd rneaning stops and world knowledge begins, we 

hope to argue that the difference between (2) and (3) is not simply a function of a single 

lexical item only, but a function of the interaction between several lexical items. Let's 

elaborate. First, consider the following: 

(12) John advertised a restaurant on every street 
( 13) John visited a restaurant on every street 

In compositionai semantics in the Fregean tradition, e.g. (Montague, 1974), the form dictates 

the construction of a certain logicai form (LF) thereby forcing a specific scope ordering of 

quantifiers. Having identicai syntactic derivations, the sarne semantic rule would be used to 

constmct a LF for (12) and (13), and mechanisms such as QR and quantifying-in are needed 

to account for d l  possible readings, ail of which are, as far as semantics go, equally valid. 

However, while most readers rnight admit the possibility of a single restaurant being 

advertised on every street @y having a outscope every in (12)), they are not likely to admit a 

reading of (13) which implies the physical existence of the same restaurant on every street8. 

The question, then, is what are the apparent differences in the scope preferences of (12) and 

(L3) due to? Since the only difference here seems to be in the choice of the main verb, it is 

tempting to suggest that the semantics of the main verb play a crucial role, as has in fact 

been suggested by a number of authors (e-g., Scha, 1981; van der Does, 1994). While this is 

indeed a sound observation, we suggest that it is only part of the puzzle. For example, in (2) 
and (3), the differences c m  only be attributed to the difference in the head noun. To illustrate 
this point even further, let us consider another lexical variation on (12) and (13): 

While we are discussing declaracive scatements, our concern is interpreting queries such as 

( 1) Did John advertise a resrawanr on every srreer? 
Essentiaily, the answer to ( 1 )  is (12) or its denial. To generate a query for (12), then, we rnust select a single 
reading for (1). 



(1 4)  John visited a restaurant on every occasion 

While (13) and (14) differ only in the noun of the prepositional phrase, it is easy to see how 

this could also affect the choice of preferred scope orderings considerably. (The same 

restaurant codd not be visited on more than one Street, although it could be visited on more 

than one occasion). 

What these examples seem to suggest, then, is that an appropriate scoping algorithm would 

have to be a function of (the rneaning of) various constituents. This conclusion, as it stands, 

is not radically different from various proposais that have been previously suggested. In fact, 

several authors have suggested that the preferred scope ordering must be a function of: 

1. The quantifiers and their structural positions (Reinhart, 1983; May 1985) 
2. The semantics of the main verb (Scha, 198 1 ; van der Does, 1994) 
3. The cardindity conditions underlying the main relation (Sher, 1990) 
4. The functional dependency irnplied by the main verb (Park, 1995; Hobbs, 1996) 

While we agree with these observations, we want to suggest that the process does not 
involve just a single constituent but instead is a function of the interaction between aii the 

constituents. Moreover, and to Our knowledge, the specifics of how these vanous parameters 

contribute to an inferencing module for predicting the most plausible scope ordering, as well 

as the nature of the inferencing process itself, have never been Iaid out. 

In this chapter we have argued that when building naturai language systerns some procedures 

for resolving quantifier scope ambiguities must be developed. Furthermore, we have 

provided some evidence suggesting that information regarding quantifier scope seem to be 

encoded at the pragmatic level. 

The logical consequence of this latter hypothesis is the devdopment of inferential 

procedures that utilize cornmonsense knowledge. The challenge in meeting this goaI is in 
identifying the relevant world knowledge that is sufficient for such an inferencing strategy, 

as well as the developrnent of effective procedures that do not suffer from the well-known 

bottlenecks in knowledge engineering and knowledge acquisition. 



With these tasks in mind, the thesis that will be defended here c m  be surnmarized as 
f0Uows: 

1. Much of the information regarding quantifier scope is a function of an 
individual knowledge base, and is encoded at the pragrnatic level. 

2. The process of inferring the most plausible scope ordering is a defeasibie 
inferencing process, as additional information could in principle result in 
retracting the initially inferred scope preferences. 

3. In a cir~umscribed environment, such as that of a database systern, a highly 
effective procedure for predicting quantifier scope at pragmatic levei could 
be attained. 

As will be demonstrated throughout this thesis, the inferencing procedure that we suggest 

will explain a number of quantifier scope phenornena, including the transformational puzzle, 

branching quantifiers, as well as account for generalized quantifiers, variations in the 

linguistic context, and the modal and tempord aspects of a relation. 

1.4 'TkE SCOPE OF THIS ~ M ~ X I G A T I O N  

In developing an inferential strategy for predicting quantifier scope, we are not necessarily 

clairning that all information regarding quantifier scope is encoded at the pra,gmatic level, 

but that pragmatics must be the last resort, and that syntactic and sernantic approaches do not 

necessarily suffice. 

As such, we will not be concerned with cases where syntactic and semantic information 

could adequately resolve the ambiguity. Our concern is to address those particular cases that 

seem to escape bath syntactic and semantic andysis. In a sense, then, the inferencing 

procedure that we will suggest could be part of a pragmatics module that takes as input (n!- 

(sl+s2)) possible readings, where SI and s2 are the number of readings that were rejected by 

syntactic and semantic analysis, respectively, and where n is the number of quantified NPs. 

That is, the inferencing procedure that we propose takes as input an un-scoped (or a scope- 

neutral) logical form that has been arrived at by traditional syntactic and semantic analysis. 

In such a model, traditional syntactic and semantic approaches to quantifier scope could be 

applied at their respective stages. Our algorithm is invoked in those cases where the syntactic 

and semantic modules faii to amve at a single preferred reading; in particular, in those 



situations where the disambiguation seems to require an inference based on some 

cornmonsense world knowledge. 
Admittedly, however, this sequential processing mode1 (of syntax, then semantics then 

prammatics) is sornewhat simplistic, since conceivably a more sophisticated process that 

performs syntax, semantics and pragmatics in tandem could be developed. We do not 

address this issue in this thesis, although the results of our investigation could be used to 

rethink some of the proposais suggested at the syntactic and semantic levels. 

Another important boundary that we drew around Our investigation is the roIe of syntax. 

Since our thesis is not concerned with the anaiysis of quantifier scope at the syntactic level, 

we only consider very simple syntactic structures, although a number of syntactic forms for 

noun phrases were considered due to the role these linguistic variations play in the 

inferencing strategy. 

Finally, and although our strategy assumes the existence of some ontology, the inferencing 

procedure itself is not committed to any particular knowledge representation. Nevertheless, 

Our proposa1 for an inferential approach to resolving quantifier scope ambiguities does raise 

some important knowledge acquisition and knowledge representation questions that we will 

address in some detail in chapter 4. 

1.5 S T R U C ~  OF THIS THESIS 

The rest of this thesis will be stmctured as follows: 

In chapter 2 we discuss Quantificational Constraints, which we argue is a piece of 

comrnonsense world knowledge that interpreters (Le., readers) of naturai language have 

recourse to, and which is sufficient to resolve scope ambiguities. In this chapter we will 

also show how Quantificational Constraints result in logicd constraints that can be used 

to test the plausibility of a scope ordering using logicd entailment. 

In chapter 3 we expand the notion of Quantificational Constraints considerably and 

develop a more general numeric procedure that not only cm be used to predict the 

plausibility of a reading but also to rank al1 the plausible readings and suggest which, 

arnong these, is the preferred reading. Also in this chapter we will show how the 

numencal scoping algonthm can address a number of issues relating to quantifier scope, 



such as accounting for generalized quantifiers, variations in the linguistic context, as 
well as the modal and temporal aspects. 

In chapter 4 we discuss a number of representational and computational issues Ieading to 

our discussion of the irnplementation in chapter 5. 

Chapter 5 discusses in some detail Quasi, our Java implementation of an inferential 
strategy for predicting the most plausible quantifier scope ordering. 

In chapter 6 we review some related work, and, finally, in chapter 7 we sumrnarize and 

discuss some future work. 



2 Quantificational Constraints 
In chapter 1 we have made the argument that computational linguists must develop an 

inferential approach to resolving quantifier scope ambiguities. In this chapter we will discuss 

the nature of the world knowledge that might be required in this process, as well as the 

inferencing strategy itself. 

An important assumption that we make in this thesis is that speakers of natural language 

associate with a binary retation R between two concepts (represented extensionaIIy as two 

sets) CI and G a quantificational constraint (QC), that we define as: 

where 
rn, = the number of elernents of C, rhat are in relation R to the sarne elernent of C2 
rn2 = the number of elernents of C2 that the same elernent of C,  could be related to by R 

Intuitively, that is, QC(R,Ci,C2) is a pair of values a l  ,mp where ml and mz are assumed to 

be either constant nurneric values (e-g., one, rwo, at least three), standard linguistic 

quantifiers (e.g., a, some, every), or context-dependent (or hzzy) linguistic quantifiers (e-g,, 

few, several, many, etc.) Regarding these quantifiers, we will assume the folIowing intuitive 

ordering: 

(jèw C) c (some C) c (severai C) < (many C )  < (mort C )  < (al1 C )  

i.e., we are suggesting that regardless of how much is few men, it is less than several men, 

and that in tum is less than many men, etc. Moreover, we will use the notation 

3! (n)c~ C(.  . .c.. .) instead of the longer ~C'GC((ICI=~)AVCE C'(. . .c..  .)) to Say that there are 
at least n elements in C such that (. . .c.. .), where n is a numeric or a linguistic quantifier. 

What is potentially troubling in combining numeric and fuzzy linguistic quantifiers is that 

some way of camparing the two (e.g., few men and 3 men) must be established. Conceming 

such cornparisons we will assume the following: 



Whiie tbese numbers are admittedly ad-hoc, they are simply suggested to 'transfonn' fuzzy 
linguistic quantification into some numericd value. The actual proportion itself is not 

crucial, as wiil become apparent in the next chapter. 

2.2 QUANTIFICATIONAL C O N S ~ S  AND QUANT~FIER SCOPE 

To motivate the use of quantificational constraints we discuss two examples. Consider the 

(physically located) On relation defined between a house and a street, and the Eat relation 

defined between a child and a cookie. We suggest that given an appropnately defined 

context, which we wil1 shortly discuss, speakers of ordinary English must have a 
quantificational constraint defined on these relations. For the moment let us assume that 

these values exist in some individual's knowledge base as: 

That is, we have assurned that some individual 'believes' that rypicaily there are many houses 
located on a given street (and that no house c m  be on more than one street), and that a single 

child could eat several cookies, each of which is typically eaten by a single child. As the 

reader might have already observed, such quantificational constraints can only be reasonably 

accepted if they were defined on typical elements, since the existence of potentially an 
infinite number of exceptionai cases makes such a representational assumption very 

questionable. 

Fortunately, in resolving quantifier scope arnbiguities, we need only consider typical 

elements, as wiIl be demonstrated in chapter 4, where the representation of quantificational 

constraints and typicd elements are discussed in some detaiI. For the moment, we need to 

point out that assurning that such quantificational constraints do exist in an individuai's 

knowledge base, one must also consider a number of other parameters that a quantificational 

constraint must depend on. These are discussed next. 



2.3 C o r n  AND POSSIBLE WORLDS 

The QC in (18) reflects some individual belief that a house c m  be physicdly located on one 

smet, where there could be rnany. Clearly, this belief is a function of a possible world, as it 

is conceivable that some individual would associate a different QC in some fictional world 

where a house might be located on several (or all) streets. In Our rnodel, therefore, it is not 

crucial for a QC to have any specific value, but that such QCs do exisr in the knowledge 

base. That is, we are cornmitted to the assumption that understanding quantification musr 
involve the evaluation of a QC given a filly specijîed context. In a sense, then, QC is a 
character (Kaplan, 1979), it needs a context to yield an interpretation. This possible need of 

a context of interpretation in understanding quantifiers is also suggested by (van der Does 

and Verkuyl, 1996). 

In Our case, we will assume that the context is a pair dcb,ind> denoting a knowledge base 

associated with some individuai. On this view, scope preferences are a function of a reader- 

based (Corriveau, 1995) value that could also change over time. For instance, it is not 

unreasonable to assume that by observation (by induction on the instances in the database, or 

by some other means), a child might corne to believe that the MarriedTo(Person,Person) 

relation has the quantificational constraint <1,1>, Le., that a person, if rnarried, typically has 

one spouse, who also has one spouse. The sarne child might however at some point 

encounter cultures wliere it is not uncommon for a spouse to have more than one spouse. In 

that case, one would assume that the relevant QC is slightly modified. Depending on the data 

(the overall number of instances of the reIation), the individual rnight even store several 

QCs, reflecting what is necessary, what is typical, and what is simpIy possible. These modal 

aspects are therefore very crucial to Our forrnuIation of a quantificational constraint and are 

discussed next. Before we tum to this discussion, however, we want to underline the 

individualistic character of QCs, which, in Our view, is the reason why different readers tend 

to have different scope preferences for the same linguistic context, and why, over time, the 

same individual rnight have different scope preferences given the same textual conrext. 

2.4 MODAL AND TEMPORAL ASPECTS OF QUANTFICATIONAL CONSTRAINTS 

2.4.1 The Role of Modality 

Consider again the quantificational constra.int given in (18), with a similar example of the 

(physically located) On relation: 



As in (19), the QC in (20) reflects sorne individual's belief that a book can be physically 

Iocated on one shelf, where there could be many. However, there is an important difference 

between the two situations that is not captured by (19) and (20). White it rnight be necessary 

(or at least highly likely) for a house to be Iocated on some streetg, a book need not be on a 
shelf. There is a crucial distinction here that appears to affect the choice of quantifier scope. 
Let's consider the following: 

(2  1 )  John visited every house on some Street 
(22)  John placed ever), book on some shelf 

While there is a tendency to assume a single street in (21) (by having some outscope every), 

the same does not seem to be the case in (22). Assuming it is necessary for a house to be 

located on some street, the direct reading of (21) does not add any significant information, 
and should be rejected on Gricean gro~nds '~ .  

The case in (22) is quite different, however, since there is quite a bit of information in the 
reading where every outscopes a (since a book might very well be placed on a desk. or in a 

box, etc.) This additional dimension, that of the modality of a relation, therefore, seems to 

explain quantifier scope at a much deeper level. Note that when a precedes every in the 

surface structure, as in the following, 

( 2 3 )  John visited a house on every srreet 
(24) John placed a book on every sheif 

the quantifier scope ordering must be reversed in both cases on QC grounds, since neither a 

house nor a book can physically occupy more than one space. 

In this dissertation we define the modality of a relation R, denoted to by Mod(R), as follows: 

M O ~ ( R )  E {Nec, T ~ ~ ,  P O S )  where Nec 3 3 p  2 Pos 

- - 

Y After dl,  a housc might be located on the top of a mountain. cr in the middle of the NiIe river. 
'O Moran (1988) aIso incorporates a conversational rnaxim of quantity in his preference rules. However, this 
preference must be formaiized so that similar situations cm be explained. 



Note the implications between the modalities: assurning it is necessary for a house to be on 

one Street, then it is typicai, and, triviaily, possible, dthough the reverse is not m e .  We 

discuss the role these modalities play in defining a quantificational constraint, and 

subsequently in inferring the most plausible scope ordering in the next chapter. 

2.4.2 Temporai Aspects 

In addition to the modality of a relation, quantificational constrctints also seem to be a 

function of the temporai aspects. To illustrate, consider the foilowing QC defined on the Lij? 

relation between m m  and ' : 

This QC reflects some individual's belief that it takes at least two men to lift a single pianoi2. 

Clearly, this QC assumes a single lifting event, since two men can lift more than one piano at 

different points in time. This temporal aspect is very crucial to quantification and has in fact 
been investigated extensively, most notably by (Verkuyl, 1989). To see the effect of the 

temporal aspect on the available scope preferences, consider the following: 

(26) Two men lifted four pianos to the second floor 

(37) Four men lifed m a  pianos to rhe second floor 

Given the QC in (25), the two possible scope orderings in (27) would be allowed. That is, it 

is conceivable that of the four men, each pair of two Iifted one of the pianos at the same 

iirrze, or that the four (colIectively) Iifted the two pianos, one piano at a time. The reading 

that most readers would choose for (261, however, can only be explained by admitting at 

least four lifting events, since it will take at Ieast two to lift each piano. 

Scope preferences c m  d s o  be a function of temporal information that is available at the 

syntactic Ievel, as in the following: 

(28) Every stitdent is sitring on a learher chair in rhe dean's ofice 
(29) Every srrrdent sat on a leather chair in the deanS ofFce 

" Throughout we take ta+ to mean at leasr n (or n or more), and n- to mean at rnosl I r  (or n or iess). 
'' Again, the reader should keep in mind that these QCs are assumed to be defined on rypical elements, since a 
100 men with a handicap cannot Iift a piano, nor crin a million men that died in the 1800's. We wiIi discuss the 
notion of a rypical element in chapter 4. 



While it is not likely that al1 students can be sitting on the same leather chair at the same 

point in time (Le., a wide scope a in (28) does not seem to be plausible), it is quite possibIe 

that ail the students bave, at some point in the past, sat on the same (and only) leather chair 
in the dean's office. Regarding the tempord aspect of a relation, therefore, we wiiI assume 

that a relation between two concepts, when referring to an event, c m  refer to a single (T) or 

multiple (If) events. We further assume that fi 2 t. That is, a relation that describes multiple 

occurrences of an event ais0 describes individual occurrences. 

To summarize the above discussion, a quantificationai constraint, which is a piece of 

cornmonsense knowledge that is associated with a binary relation defined on two concepts, 

can be viewed as a function that takes a context and r e m s  a pair of cardinality constraints. 

The context is a possible worid (in Our case an individual's knowledge base) as well as the 

modal and temporal aspects of the relation. In the next section we will demonstrate how this 

simple formulation can be used in an inferencing strategy for predicting the most plausible 

scope ordering@). 

Our goal in this section is twofold. First, we will try to 'tie' the quantificational constraint, 

which is a numeric constra.int defined on two concepts and a binary relation, with the 

quantifiers of first-order logic. Second, we will present a simple algorithm that shows how 

quantificational constraints can be used in an inferencing process to determine the 

plausibility of readings. 

2.5.1 Quantificational Constrainl as Logical Constraints 

In this section we will show how quantificational constraints, which are cardinality 

constraints on a binary relation, can be used to define a set of logical constraints that can be 

used to test the plausibility of a logicai form. 

We proceed with an example. 

Consider the binary relation Builton between houses and streets, with the quantificational 

constraint QC(BuiltOn,House,Street)=emuny,l>, meaning that a house can be built on one 

street only, but many (which for now we take to mean one or more) houses c m  be built on 

the sarne street. This relation can be graphically depicted as shown in Figure 2 below. 



House BuiirOn Street 

Figure 2. The BuiltOn relation between houses and streets 

Note that, in general, the relation does not involve al1 the houses and streets in the universe, 

but selected subsets from the domain of discourse, which we denote by Hi and sj 

respectively, as shown in Figure 2. 

What the quantificational constraint (QC) that we have assumed does is place some 

conditions on how the sets can be generated in the context of the BuiltOn relation. 

SpecificaILy, QC implicitly defines an equivalence relation between the elements of each set. 
In the above example, Le., in the context of the BuiftOn relation between houses and streets, 

elements in the set of houses are implicitly related to each other by the relation 

OnSameStreet. Now note that this reIation is: 

ref lexive, since 
Vh E ~ o w ( ~ n ~ a m e ~ r r e e t ( h ,  h )) 

transitive, since 
Vh, , h, , h, E ~ o u s e ( ( ~ n ~ a m e ~ r r e e t ( h ~ ,  h2 )A ~ n s a r n e ~ r r e e t ( h ~ ,  h, )) + ~ n ~ a r n e ~ r r e e r ( h ~ ,  h3 )) 

Therefore, QC(BuiltOn.House,Street) defines a partition on the set of houses and the set of 

streets, that cm be defmed as follows: 

Intuitively, what these definitions Say is the following: in the context of the Builton relation 

between houses and streets, we c m  only speak of subsets of houses (of size many) that are 



related to one street, and of subsets of streets (of size one) that are related to marzy houses. 

Let us denote the predicates that enforce these conditions by 

< many) A 3! (1  )r E ~rreer ( ~ u i l t ~ n  (H. r )) 
A 3! (manY )h E ~ o u s e ( ~ u i l t 0 n  (h, s )) 

This is a crucial step in Our formulation of a cornonsense inferencing strategy for selecting 

the most plausible scope ordering and thus it is worthy of further elaboration. hitially, we 

assumed the existence of piece of background knowledge that we termed 'quantificational 

constraint'. As we argued above, these quantificational consuaints enforce certain rules on 

how subsets in a given domain can be generated in a certain context. In other words, a 
quantificationd constraint defines al1 the plausible ways a certain relation can be manifested. 

As an exampie, the partitions that are implied by QC(BuiltOn, House,Street) are the unions of 

subsets that can only be generated by the predicates given in (3 1). How could this be used in 

inferential scoping algorithm? 

Let us take our first look at how conditions imposed by a quantificational constraint, such as 

those in (31), can be used to decide on the plausibility of a reading. Consider the simple 

sentences: 

(32)  A house is builr on every Street 
(33)  Every house is built on a street 

Using a simple set-theoretic interpretation13 the processing of the <: 

(33) proceeds as follows: 
ir'rect readings of (32)  and 

is built on every street) 
S a )  A V s  'se ~treer (~ui l r~rz (H,  s)))) 

YS E s treet (~uif t0n (H. s)))) 

e is built on a street 
hi suc that h- is built on n street) 
Hous$(l s ( ~ ( 2  rnany)n 3s E ~ t r e e t ( ~ u i i t 0 n  (H, s )))) 

l3 In a set-theoretic interpretation A(X, Y) is m e  iff (XnY)#@ and Every(X,Y) is m e  # X ç Y .  



Note that a direct reading of 32' (i.e., a reading where the scope of quantifiers is that implied 

by the surface structure) results in generating a set of houses (of size one) that are on every 
street, which is inconsistent with the conditions imposed by the quantificational constraint in 

(3 1). The predicates in (3 l), however, wi11 always imply the predicate generating the set of 

houses in 33'. That is, according to the conditions imposed by the quantificational constraint, 

the set of houses that must be generated for a direct reading of (32) does not seem to be 

plausible, whiIe a direct reading of 33' is quite consistent with conditions imposed by the 

quantificational constraint. Since a direct reading of (32) does not seem to be plausible, let us 

look at the reading with a wide scope every. The processing in this case proceeds as follows: 

a house 's built on si ) 
i many) A 3h E H o u s e ( ~ u i l r ~ n ( h .  s)))) 

The translation in this case could be accepted, since the predicate generating the set of streets 
in this case is always impIied by the corresponding predicate in (31). The truth-value 

obtained here is true, just in case on every street at least one house is built, which is a more 

plausible reading of (32). 

What has happened here, essentially, is that we have managed to find a systematic way of 
testing the plausibility of a certain reading, by selecting readings that are consistent with 

the conditions imposed by rhe quantificational cortstraint'". The above discussion can be 

forrnaIized in the procedure of Figure 3 below. Before we extend the procedure considerably 

we consider another example where the quantificational constraint seems to dlow more 

plausible situations than the restricted QC of the previous example. In Figure 4 below we 

make the following assumptions in the processing of Most stcrdents speak at leasr nvo 

languages: 

~ ~ ( ~ ~ e a k .   tud dent, Lungurige)= ( d l ,  few) 
3L E Lunguage((l S ILI 2 few)h Vl  E ~(~,weak(s.1)))= 3 &w L) E Lunguage (s'peak(s,l)) 
Existential i ort, i-e. we are ass ming sets have at least one element 
(VXE X(P(-ty=3!(all)xE X(P(+!)+ ...+ 3!(feerv)xe x(P(x))+ ...+ 3!(1)re x(P(x) )  

'' The reader c m  easiIy verify that using the sarne line of reasoning both readings of 'Every house was buiir on 
two streets' seem to be equally implausible. However, in 'Many houses were built on nvo streets' (i.e., if we 
sirnply replace every by many), a reading with wide scope rwo seerns to be quite plausible: there are 2 streets, 
where on both (or, coIlectively on each) of chem many houses were built! It is important to note however that 
when we say 'the reader can verify' we are speaking of plawibiiiry and not vaiidiry. That is, the result of this 
'veritication' will depend on the quantificational constraint(s) the reader has in mind, as it should be evident by 
now that different QCs r e d t  in differenr scope preferences. 



Construct nvo logical form LF, and LF2 corresponding 

QC(R, C, ,C2)=  (ml ,m2)  is the relevant QC if ~ S A ( X ,  C, )and ~ S A ( Y ,  CL) 

r, ='direct reading is plausible' r2 ='indirect reading is plausible' 

Figure 3. Using entailment in FOL to test the plausibility of a reading 

That is, we have assumed that some individual believes that a given language can be spoken 

by any number of students (i.e., all), and that very few Ianguages are spoken by the same 

student. Second, we have used a simple notation for 'there exists a few X' which hides al1 the 

details of the inequalities defined in (16). Finally, we are assuming e-ristential impon since 

empty sets c m  be treated outside the scope algorithm dtogether. This, of course, makes the 

last assumption valid. 

Two points should be made regarding the example in Figure 4. First, unlike the previous 

example of the BuiltOn relation between houses and streets, the logicai constraints imposed 

by QC(Speak,Student,Lunguage) seern to allow many more plausible sit?iations. 

For instance, while we could not speak of a single house on more than one Street, it seems 

quite plausible to speak of any number of students speaking any nurnber of ~ a n g u a ~ e s ' ~ .  

Secondly, while both the direct and indirect readings are plausible, the meanings implied by 

15 Here we have assumecl chat the QC(Spe&Student,fungwge) reffects what is possible. and therefore anything 
that is possible will be considered by the aigorithm CO be piausible. Plausibility would have a different 
intcrpretation i f  we started with a QC that reflected what is rypical or necessary. There wiIl be more to say about 
this in the next chapter. 
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each are quite different. In keeping with our requirement that a computational system must 

ultirnately decide on a single meaning, a method must be devised so that the 

algorithm can select a preferred reading when more than one is plausible. 

sco ping 

S = Most stud nrsspenk at leust 2 la g ges 
LF, = Mo (Student.3.S E Studen$q - = Z+ ( L g u a g e z  c L n n g u a g ~ a ) )  
where 
P' = $ P (SI 5 mort) A 3 (2+ ) E *rnguag.(speak(r. 1)) 

fa = \I < < 2 ' ) ~  3! (most)r e studeni(~peak(s, 1 ) )  

Quuntifccrional contraintis ~~(~~eak,~tudertt,Lungua~e) = (a lue W) 

QC defTneshvo parririons Pcl and Pc2 as follows 
P ,  = Lc studeni( P, } 
Pc, = c L47ngw4p2 } 

Sentenœ is in active f o m  

a.. (r, A 5 ), both the direct and indirect readingsare plausible 

Figure 4. Applying the scoping algorithm on Most students speak nt ieasr nvo Icznguages 

2.5.2 A Brief Interim Sumrnary 

The main objective behind the above exercise was to show what has been achieved by 

assurning quantificational constraints on concepts and relations. Essentially, a QC imposes 

iogical constraints on how sets could be generated in a certain linguistic context. Readings 

that are consistent with the conditions imposed by the relevant QC are considered plausible, 
while others are rejected. 

Although logical reasoning is used in this inferencing process, it is very crucial to keep in 

rnind that readings are not being rejected on Iogical grounds. Readings that are inconsistent 

with some pragmatic considerations are being rejected, and thus the scoping rules do not 

test the validity but the plarisibility of a logicaI form. 



In a sense, then, we are trying to ded with cognitive plausibility, while other attempts such 

as those of (Fox, 1995; Reinhart, 1997) could be thought of as dealing with syntactic 

plausibility, and those of (Hobbs and Shieber, 1987; Park, 1995) as dealing with 
1ogicaVsernantic plausibility. 

Finally, it shodd be noted that dthough we have managed to use the conditions imposed by 

quantificational constraints to determine the plausibility of a reading, we do not yet have a 

decision procedure that infers the most plausible (or the preferred) reading. For exarnple, 
while both readings in Figure 4 were considered plausible, it is not readily obvious how we 

could detemine the most plausible reading, which might be crucial when the two readings 

are not equaiiy plausible, Le., when the two readings have different meanings. 

Thus far, plausibility has been detennined by Iogical entailment, and thus we cannot easily 

determine the degree to which some reading is plausible, since we cannot speak of one 

implication being stronger than another. Fortunately. however, the simple aigorithm 

described above can be used as a starting point to discover a more descriptive numerical 

algorithrn, which we discuss in the next chapter. 



3 A Numerical Scoping Algorithm 
In the previous chapter we used the logical constraints imposed by a quantificational 

constraint and logical entailment to describe a simple scoping idgorithm. In this chapter we 

will extend the scoping algorithm considerably. In doing so we will move from an algorithm 

that uses logical constraints and entailment to one that uses numencaf constraints and simple 
numerical operations. 

The numerical method has s e v e d  advantages over the IogicaI method. Ln particular, it (0 
simplifies the m o d e h g  of geneialized quantifiers (e.g., at most s k ) ;  (if) provides a method 

by which we could rank the plausible readings and select a preferred reading; and (iii) 

facilitates accounting for the linguistic context where the size of the quantified sets pIays an 

important rote. 

3.1 QUANTIFICATIONAL C O N S ~ S  AS NUMERICAL CONSTRAINTS 

When modeled in a Iogical process, quantificational constraints were thought of as imposing 

some logical constraints on how subsets from two domains c m  be related. In this section we 

will proceed from these logical constraints to discover a set of numerical constraints. 
Consider again the conditions imposed by a quantificational constraint: 

A quantificarionai constraint QC(R, CI, C2 ) = (ml ,ml) 
defines h t r ~  partitions 

iuherefi = ( ~ S I X ~ S ~ , ) A ~ ! ( ~ ~ ) ~ E C ~ ( R ( X ~ ~ ) )  

where P 2 = ( l < l ~ 1 5 m 2 ) ~ 3 ( m , ~ e ~ 1 ( ~ ( x , ~ ) )  

I n f o d l y ,  the predicate PI in (34) is enforcing the constraint imposed by 

QC(R,Cl,C2)=oni,m2> that there could be up to rn2 C2 that could be reiated by R to any 
subset of CI of size up to ml. Stated yet in other words, P I  in (34) says there must be (rn2/ml) 
C2 for every Cl, and similarly for Pz. More formally, therefore, P I  and Pz cm be stated as: 

Intuitively, what P I  in (35) says is the foliowing: m elements from Cl could always be 

related by R to  n elements of C2, as long as lm5 (m$mi)rn; where (mJrnl) is integer division. 



To get a feeI of how these predicates enforce the conditions imposed by a quantificational 

constraint, let us consider QC(L@,  erso on. piano) = (2+ ,1), reflecting sorne individual's belief 

that it takes at least two men to lift a piano. According to (34), the subsets of men and pianos 

that c m  be related to each other by :he Z L ~ ?  relation must be generated as shown in table 1 

below. 

3 men 
4 men 
etc. etc. etc. etc. 

i f  there are 

Table 1. Cardinality constraints on relations and sets 

thev c m  lifi tu lift 1 rherernurtbe 

For example, if there are four men, then we could speak of up to (at rnost) two pianos being 

lifted. On the other hand, if we were speaking of three pianos being lifted, then there must be 

at least six men, and so on. 

The exact same reasoning c m  also be used to redefine the predicates of the direct and 
indirect readings of a sentence which were given in the aigorithm of Figure 3, as: 

Having redefined the predicates imposed by a quantificational constraint and those of the 
direct and indirect reading of a sentence in numerical t e m  we can now re-interpret logical 

entailment (which was used as a test for the plausibiIity of a scope ordering) numerically. 

Before we proceed, however, we need to recall that the direct reading is considered plausible 

if (P+P) ,  whereas the indirect reading is considered plausible when (Pt+Pa). Using (34) 
and (35) we c m  now easily proceed with transforming the entailment mies of Figure 3 into 



numerical comparisons. In (37) below we consider the case of the active form of a sentence 

and detail the transformation of rl = 'direct reading is plarrsible ', which is tme if (Pl+P"). 

m., Q 
ler nl =-Ic, I,n2 ='Ix~ and PCV) = R(X, ( x k a  free variablein P, and Pb) 

ml Ql 

Transforming the entailment rules for the case of an indirect reading and those of the passive 
form are almost identical to (37). and need not be repeated here. The two rules of entaiIrnent 

in Figure 3 can now be replaced by the foliowing rules: 

These new d e s  c m  be used to do much more than test the plausibility of a reading, which 

the simple implication rules of Figure 3 did. Before that cm be demonstrated, however, we 

need to explain how the inequalities in (38) should be interpreted. This is done next. 

3.1.1 A Space of Plausible Situations 

Consider (again!) the quantificational constraint QC(BuiltOn, House, Street) = (many,I) , which 

could be defined on the BuiltOn relation between houses and streets. This QC defines more 

than one pair of possible combinations, Le., it does not Say that we can only speak of ma- 

houses on one street, but of any number of houses (1 up to many) on a single street. 

Similarly, QC(Spe& Srudent, Language) =(a l [ ,  few) says that any number of students (between 

1 and al[) could speak any number of languages (1 up to a fm). In other words, the 



numerical constraint imposed by a QC is not a single pair of vaiues, but a 2-dimensional 

space. We c m  also see this from the conditions that are imposed by a quantificationd 

constraint as given in (35): 

According to (34). cl and c l .  the number of CI and C, elements 
respectively, can be defined as follows 

What quantificationd constraints do, therefore, is define a 2-dirnensiond space of plausible 

cornbinations of quantifiers. The plausible points in that space, for sorne very cornrnon 

quantificationai constraints, are depicted graphically in figure 5 below, where the shaded 

area represents al1 the points (Q 1,Q2) such that Ql(x)QZ(y)[R(x,y)] is a plausible scope 

ordering. 

Figure 5. The space of plausible combinations defined by a quantificationaf consuaint. 

As is intuitively clear from figure 5, a many-to-many quantificational constraint allows many 

more plausible situations than a more restncted (eg., many-to-1) QC. Given this 

interpretation of quantificational constraints, the conditions in (38) should be read as16: 

16 In relational (Dullea and Song. 1997) as well as in object data models (Rumbaugh er al.. 1991), cardinality 

constraints are aiso modeled by two pairs of values, where each pair essentiaily defines a range [min ..... m m ] .  



3 .  The Linguistic Context 

Note that in (39) rl and r-2 are functions of the sets Cl and C2, corresponding to the general 

concepts in the knowledge base, as well as XcCl and YGC~ that correspond to the noun 

phrases in a given sentence. Depending on the linguistic context, the size of X and Y could be 

a small fraction of the original concepts, since noun phrases do not always refer to simple 

nouns, but c m  in general be very complex, involving any number of adjectives, 

prepositional phrases, relative clauses, etc. As it turns out, these variations in the linguistic 

context play a critical role in the apparent scope preferences, as will be demonstrated shortly. 

The following example demonstrates how the various sets in (39) are identified in a specific 

linguistic context. First, a sentence is parsed producing the following strucnirei7: 

- se (~very  studenr or MIT submitted a paper on pun i  

Der " Every " 

Nvp '' paper" 
PP "on quantificationt* 11 

Given ehis parse, the relevant concepts and quantificationaI constraint can be identified as 

follows: 

CL = GetConcept 
C2 = GetConcep 
R = GetRelati 

:. QC = m t  QC(R, CI, C2 ) =Get~c(~ubrni t ,  Studenr, poper) 

Note, therefore, that the sets coresponding to the relevant knowledge base concepts, i.e., Cl 
and C2 are always associat-d with the nouns, not the noun phrases, which are not always 

simple nouns but could be modified by adjectives, prepositional phrases, relative ciauses, 

I f  As will be discussed in more detail in the next chapter, prepositional phrase (PP) attachrnents are hard-coded in 
our system. That is, in the current irnplementation ail possible PP attachments are considered vaiid readings that 
our scope resolution algorithm could take as input. 



etc. Note also that the function G e t C o n c e p t ( N )  retrieves the relevant concept from the 

knowledge base based on the lexical item N ' ~ .  In retrieving the relevant concept (meaning) 

for a lexical item we have not been concerned with lexical ambiguity. Our 'dictionary' is a 

simple hashtable where a single concept is associated with every lexical item. 

Having identified the two concepts and the relation, the relevant quantificational constraint 

cm be retrieved. However, while the quantificational constraint rnight be defined on the 

Submit relation between Student and Paper, the linguistic context here refers to a specific set 

of students and papers. That is, the sets X and Y in (39) can be identified as foIIows: 

X = Student n   tud dent at MIT) 
Y = Paper n (pàper on quantifLation) 
--.!XI 5 I ~ ~ l ) h   YI ' 1 ~ ~ 1 )  

From basic set theory it follows that the extension of a modified concept will always be a 

fraction of the size of the original concept. That is, the size of the sets referred to in the 

linguistic context will always be a fraction of the size of the concept in the KB. (39), 

therefore, c m  be iürther simplified to the following: 

where = $ 1 ~ ~  1 and b 2 1 

(40) 
1 

where 1x1 = -Ic, 1 and a 2 1 
a 

That is, the size of the concept implied by the linguistic context is aiways a fraction of (Le., 

is always less than or equal to) the size of the original concept in the knowledge base. Note 

that in a void context, student and advisor in Every strrdent has an advisor refers to al1 the 

students and ail the advisors in the database, and a and b in (40) are both 1. 

This also brings us to the question of why are the parameters a and b in (40) thought of as 
capturing the 'linguistic context' while thus far they actually only capture the 'sentential 

context'? The reason for this is that while for now these parameters are functions of the 

irnrnediate (sentential context), in a scaled-up solution where Iarger linguistic fragments are 

l8 Lexical arnbiguiry is not an issue we want (or need) to be concerned with here. However. in Every student and 
facufry at MIï submitred a paper to ACL the hnction GetConcept ("s tudmt  and facufry") is not a simple 
Iookup for a lexical item, but is the least upper bound (lub) of Srudent and Faculry in the concept hierarchy. 



considered, the values of these pararneters might be computed as functions that are 
dependent on extra-linguistic parameters. In particular, these pararneters will have to reflect 
a wider context when the interaction between quantification and reference resolution is 

considered. While this is not an issue we need to be concerned with here, when processing 

large fragments of text it is rareiy the case that the reference of a concept is to al1 the 

instances in the universe (or in the dornain of discourse), but to a subset that has been 

properly circumscribed by the surrounding context (or, as Cooper (1995) caiIs it "the 

background situation"). Clearly, the issue here is the interaction between quantifier scope 
and reference resolution, which is beyond the scope of this investigation. This is indeed part 
of the future work that we plan to investigate, and will be briefiy discussed in chapter 7. 

We now tum to the question of what do the inequalities in (40) mean? Specifically, what 
does it mean to compare ratios that include ranges of values? To get at a feel for what these 

inequalities might mean in some linguistic context, we consider two examples (the process 
of applying these rules will be explained in some detail here as these rules will be repeatedly 

applied throughout the remainder of the thesis): 

a. Every s t d n t  attended a seminar 
b. Every sturént of Dr. Millerattended a serninaron Cham Theory 

A reasonable quantificational constraint that is relevant to these examples might be 
QC(Attend,Student,Seminar) =(lf , l+) ,  stating that any number of students can attend the 

same seminar, and that any number of serninars can be attended by the same student. 
Applying the d e s  in (39) on (41a) now yieIds the following: 

-i 1 = tme only when (ml, m2 ; = (d l ,  1) 



Note that a and b in the inequalities in (40) are both 1 here, since the nouns in the simple 

sentence of 41a are not modified, and thus their denotations (sets) are equd to those of the 
original concepts in the knowledge base. What is more important to note here is the result of 

applying the inequdity tests, keeping in mind that the direct and indirect readings are 
considered to be plausible whenever rl and r2 are true, respectively. What 41a' suggests is 

that the direct reading seerns to be plausible for any combination of m l  and m2, while the 

indirect reading is consistent with only one combination in that space of plausible situations, 

narnely (QI=dl,Q2=1). This situation corresponds to a state of affairs where indeed there is 
a singIe seminar that every student attended, which is in the redm of possibilities. However, 

given the relevant background knowledge (Le., the relevant QC), it would seem that the 

direct reading, implying that every student attended 'sorne ' seminar is more plausible. Thus, 

while both the direct and indirect readings are in fact plausible, it is clear that the two 

readings are not equdy plausible. In such situations we suggest that the reading with a 

narrow scope a must be the preferred reading. 

Let us now look at the situation in 41b, which is a bit more interesting due to the additiond 

linguistic context. Intuitively, while both, the direct and indirect reading should still be 

plausible, in this situation one would expect a wide scope a to have a higher degree of 
plausibility than was the case in 41a. AppIying (39) on 416 results in the following: 

a 

= true for m combinations out of pl, ..., af i lx  [I, ..., nf l l  

where 
1 

( ~ t u d e n t ~ p  r ~ i f l e r  1 = - I~tudenr 1, s 2 1 
S 



As in 41a, the direct reading of 416 is quite plausible. Unlike the situation in 41a', however, 

in 41b' there seems to be many more plausible situations that the indirect reading is 
consistent with, due to the additional linguistic context. The scope function seerns to predict 

that the likelihood of a single serninar increases as more modifiers are used in the noun 

phrase referring to serninar. 

In order to appreciate the various dependencies that are captured by the inequalities in (39), 
however, it is very important to note that the contribution of the linguistic context does not 
always yield the same result. The reason for this is that the inequalities in (39) are not onIy a 

function of the luiguistic context, but of the linguistic conte-~t in conjrtnction with the 

conditions imposed b y  the q~uzntificational constraint. To illustrate this point even further, 

consider the following example: 

(42) Every student of Dr. Miller gave a serninar on Chaos Theory 

Let us assume QC(Give.Studenr,Seminar) =(l,l+) , which is a reasonable quantificational 
constraint in this context. That is, we assume that onIy one student gives the sarne seminar, 
but that the same student can give many (up to al0 serninars. Applying the rules of (39) on 

(42) yields the following (where s and rn are the same as those in 416'): 

Apparently, the situation in (42) is quite different from the one in (41), as no arnount of 
modification to the noun phrase refemng to seminar seems to rnake the indirect reading of 

(42) plausible. That is, regardless of how srnall the set of serninars gets to be, the indirect 

reading would still be implausible, as rz in 42' could never be made true. We leave it to the 

reader to verify that the modifier 'of Dr. Miller' in 'A student of Dr. Miller gave-w seminars 

on Chaos Theory' does contribute positively to the plausibility of a direct reading. 



3.2 A NUMER~CAL MEASURE FOR THE PLAUSIBILITY OF A READING 

The point of the above exarnples was to show how the inequalities in (39) should be 

interpreted. From the examples discussed thus far it seerns that a suitable rneasure of 

plausibility for a reading is the number of ways the inequality 

holds, and sirnilarly for the indirect reading. However, this is the same as saying that a good 
measure of plausibility is the number of ways the following inequality holds: 

where (vkv2)  is the set of x/y for al1 ( X J )  in the cross-product vIOv2. The quantifiers on the 
left-hand side (LHS) of the inequality might also define a range, which is a single value in 

the case of simple (numeric or linguistic) quantifiers. In general, however it could refer to a 
range [nl ,..., n2] (e-g., [2 ,..., al4 for ut least 2)), and thus, the degree of plausibility is the 

number of ways in which the LHS range can be less than the RHS range. In measuring the 

degree to which one interval is less than some other interval, we are interested in the 

following situations: 

In (a), every value in the range I is less than any possible value in J. In this case, the 

inequaiities in (39) hold for dl possible combinations of m l  and m2, and the measure of 
plausibility is 1. In (b) we have the reverse situation, since no value in the range I is less than 

any value in J .  In this case the rneasure of plausibility is O. In (c throughj), the measure of 



plausibility is some value between O and 1. The foiiowing formula can be used to compute a 
measure of plausibility p(l,.l) given two intervals I and J ' ~ :  

Here Pr( lJ)  is the number of elements in the interval I that are strictly less than (Le., they 
precede) al1 the elements in J. Note that for the two special cases of (a) and (b)  above we 
have the following: 

Prior to applying the function that computes a measure of plausibility it is assumed that the 
appropriate ranges (intervals) have been constmcted. In figure 6 below we detail this process 
in a scoping algorithm that takes a sentence as input and returns a measure of plausibility for 

the direct and indirect readings. There are several important points that shouId be made 
regarding this aigorithm. In particular: 

1. The function GetConcept(N) was briefly discussed above, and there will be 
more to Say about these knowledge representation issues in chapters 5 and 6. 

2. The details of how a and b are computed in step Id are discussed in chapter 6. 

3. In step 2 we assign nurneric values to the linguistic quantifiers based on the 
size of the sets they quantify, as  discussed in (16). 

4. In steps 3 and 4 we used ~ W G  hnctions that cornpute the Cartesian division of 
two ranges and the degree to which a range is contained in another range. The 
hnctions are rather simple to implement and are discussed in chapter 6. 

I9 In van Eynde (1990) time intervais are similarly used to mode1 tense and temporal aspects. In a slightly 
different context (Shubert et al., 1983; see also Geller, 1994). a nurnencai method was also proposed for very 
efficient hierarchicai reasoning in a semantic network by associating a pair of values (a,b) with every node N, 
where a is the pre-order traversai number of N and b is the maximum pre-order number below N. With such an 
arrangement, a node is a subclass of another node if it has a srnaIlex- intervai. In such a network, intervals do not 
overlap, and thus a node is either a subclass of another node or it is not. 



5. Finally, the algorithm assumes a sentence with a binary relation between two 
quantif~ed noun-phrases. We will later show how this can be easily generdized. 

In the next few sections we examine the scoping algorithm by considering examples that 

highlight various aspects of the quantifier scope phenornena. 

3.3.1 A Possible Expianation for the Transformational Puzzle 

Besides predicting the plausible scope orderings, the scoping rules in (39) seem to provide 

an explanation for the so-cdled transformational puale which was discussed earlier. in 

particular, the scoping rules can determine when a transformation is meaning-preserving, 

Le., when the passive and active forms imply the same meaning. 

To illustrate this, consider the following, where we make the same assumptions regarding 

the quantificationai constra.int as those made in (31): 

Every student gave a seminar 

Regardless of whether the sentence is in active or passive form, the only plausible reading in 

(43) seerns to be the one with narrow scope a. We Say the transformation is meaning- 
preserving since regardless which form is uttered, one reading (and thus one meaning) will 

always be selected. 

This can aiso occur in situations where the indirect reading seerns to be the only plausible 

reading: 

2 men lîfied a piano to the second jloor 
 ferson, on, L@, piano) - -  = . (2+ ,l) 

= false, Vrnlrn2 except for m, - 2 



Ler pl =' ciegree of plausibili~ of direct reading ' 
p7 =' degree of plartsibility of indirect reading ' 

la. QC(R, cl , c 2 )  = (ml ,ml) is the relevant quant#ca.tionaf consrrainr rff 

Ic. vi = [l, ..., ml v2 = [1, ..., ml qi = ~ a r s e ~ n d ~ r e a t e R a n ~ e @ ,  ) 

2. Assign values to ql . qz . v, . v2 according to the sire of 
X. Y. C l  and C2 respectlvely. (see (1 6))  

3. RIp =(q2+aq .9 i )  
R ~ ~ = ( V ~ + Y ~ ) , -  R ~ ~ = ( V , + L J ~ )  

where 

4. pl = O S  P i ( l p , ~ 2 . 1 )  I 
S1 

where 

Figure 6. Measuring the plausibility of the direct and indirect scope orderings. 

As in (43), one reading will always be selected, although unlike (43), it is the indirect 

reading of (44), 'a piano was lified by two men to the second floor', that will be selected. 

Wliat happens when the two readings are plausible? This could happen in two ways: the two 

readings could be plausible under the exact same conditions, or they may both be plausible, 

but not equally so. In the former case, it is irnmaterial which reading is selected since both 

readings would have the same meaningm. The important question that must be answered 

20 In sentences where the passive and active f o m  have the sarne meaning, such as 'a crime was commirted by a 
teenager' or 'John committed a crime', scope ambiguities do noc arise and the choice of which form the sentence 
might take is perhaps simply a matter of bringing into focus a certain topic. 



now is the foliowing: what should happen when the direct and indirect readings are equaUy 

plausible, although they imply different meanings? Before we suggest an answer to this 

question, let us consider this situation with an example. Consider the following: 

a. Three MIT students submitted a paper on Data Mining to ACL'95 
(45) b. A paper on Data Mining war submitted to ACL'9.5 by three MIT students 

Assuming that on average one or two CO-author the same paper. applying the mles in (39) on 
(45a and b) results in the following: 

1 
= tme. Vm,m2, where l ~ a r a ~ i n i n ~ ~ a ~ e d  = -1 

P 

h (45) both, the active and the passive forms are equally plausible, although the meaning 

implied by each is quite different. In these situations we argue that the simple heuristic 

suggesting that the preferred meaning should perhaps be the meaning implied by the direct 
reading seerns reasonable" . 

This heuristic is very sirnilar in spirit to the topic principle of (Katz, 1980) and the thematic 

principle of (Grimshaw, 1990), where the topic or the main agent of the sentence is 

considered to be the main focus and thus would preferably have wide scope. 

It should be noted, however, that these two principles tell the same story only in this 

particular situation, narnely when the two readings are equally plausible and they imply 

different meanings. The reader c m  easily verify that thernatic and topic principles do not 

apply to other situations, as ail the previous examples suggest. The various possibilities 

disciissed above c m  be graphically summarized as shown below: 

" We are not brave enough to discuss insenrion here. We are merely suggesting that when two readings that are 
equally plausible convey different meanings, it is perhaps preferable to stick with the intention of the author. 
whatever that might be. 



piausbilir y 
of indirecf 
reading 

plausbilit y 
of direcr 
reuding 

Note that the diagonal represents the cases where both readings are equally plausible, and 
thus, according to our heuristic, the points dong the diagonal as weii as those in the area 
iabeled A represent the cases where the direct reading is considered the preferred reading. 

The points in area B (excluding those points on the diagonal) represent the cases where the 

indirect reading is considered the preferred reading. 

3.3.2 Generalized Quantifiers 

The numerical formulation of the scoping rules in (39) allows us to easily mode1 any 
generalized quantifier (Barwise and Cooper, 198 1), such as 'many but less than sUr', 'at most 

three', etc. As the following example suggests, a very subtle change in scope preferences is 

sornetimes due to a slight variation in the choice of the quantifier: 

(46) Every student ar MIT speaks 2 foreign languages 
(47) Every srudenr at MIT s p e a t  at least 2 foreign langrtages 

According to the scoping rules in (39), the direct reading in (46) should be the preferrec 

reading. However, it seems that the addition of 'at least' to the quantifier 2 in (47) changes 

the situation slightly, as can be seen in the following: 

= true for ha[f of (ml . m 2 )  

= truc, for 21 (ml. m2 ) 

1 I 
where I ~ r u d e n t ~ t ~ ~ ~ l =  -I~tudentl; 1 ~or iegnL.un~uo~e l=  -[L.anguagel 

S I 



In 46', Le., without the addition of ut least to the quantifier 2, the indirect reading does not 

seem to be plausible. By quaiifying the quantifier 2 with a t  least, however, it seems that the 

indirect reading implying 

(48) There are at least 2 foreign languages rhat every student ut MIT speaks 

is quite plausible, as s h o w  in 47'. Intuitively, therefore, 47' predicts that qualiQing 2 with a t  

least suggests that we rnight have (at least!) 2 specifïc languages in mind. 

Thus far we have only considered sentences involving a binary relation between two 

quantified noun phrasesz. However, sentences typically involve more than a pair of 

quantifiers, and more complex functional dependencies must be considered. In this section 

we will start with simple extensions to the mode1 and work our way into more complex 

situations involving branching-quantifiers. Before we proceed, however, we need to restate 

Frege's initial formulation of quantifiers, namely that quantifiers are linear in that an 
expression such as (Q~a(&b))(Q~c)R(a,c), where Qj€ (V,3), is interpreted as tme in a mode1 

A with universe D, i f f  

in D a m  such that for each one of them 
b' s in D are such rhat for each one of them 
c' s in D are such for each one of thern  a. b, c )  1 

Thus, in general, for any two linearly-ordered pairs of quantifiers (Qla)(Q2b)(. . .e.. .), the 

expression e refers to Qia and to (QlQ2)b. It is this dependency that must be captured to 
appropriately explain the scope preferences in situations where complex functional 

dependencies are involved. 

3.4.1 Simple Functional Dependencies 

Before we discuss branching quantifiers we first illustrate the relationship between 

functional dependencies and quantifier scope with simple exarnples. Consider the following: 

" We rnust note here that it suffices to fortnulate our aigorithm on binary relations only (corresponding to 
transitive verbs at the syntactic level), since n-ary relation can be reduced to a set of binary relations. 
'3 See Sher (1990). 



(50) {a .  A SCientist w u  consulted by two senators b. A scientist fiorn every country 

A reasonable quantificational constraint that is relevant in this context might be 

~~(~onsult,~cientist,Senator)=<lf,Lç>, stating that the sarne scientist could be consulted by 

many senators and that the sarne senator Mght consult m n y  scientists'". With this 

background, applying the rules in (39) on (SOa) yields the following: 

According to (51), both readings of (50a) are quite plausible, and thus by the simple 

heuristic that we argued for above, the direct reading of (50a) should be preferred. In (50b), 
however, we have a relation between two quantified NPs, one of which (the head NP) 
involves scope ambipities. Thus, at a very high-level, (506) is processed as 

scope(~ scientist from every counrry war consulted by two senators) 
= scops, (scape2 ( A  scienrisr f rorn every country) was consulred by nvo sennrors) 

where scope is a second-order function that repeatedly applies the scoping rules of (39) on 

constituents involving a binary relation between two quantified noun phrases. Assuming that 

a scientist can be from one country only, where there could be many, we can apply scopel 

on 'a scientistfrom every corintry' as shown below: 

2-t Clearly in applying the scoping niles we are treating linguistic quantifiers as numeric vaiues. In fact, 

tinguisticaily. there is no difference between '3 students' and 'several studena'; both answer the question 'how 
many students'. However, we should keep in mind that unlike '3 scientists' and '3 senators', for example, 'rnany 
scientists' and ' m p  senators' do not refer to the same values. These differences cm be very crucial as the 
following example demonstrates: 

( 1 ) Most rebel leaders read a Che Guevara book on guerrilla warfare 
In (1). the rnodifiers on 'book' as weil as the facc Chat m n y  people is a rnuch larger value than many book in 
QC(Person.Read,Book)=crnuny.rnany> combine to make the indirect reading the more plausibte reading. 



By reversing the scope ordering of 'a scientistfrorn mery country', the phrase 'a scientist' 

might potentially refer to many (as opposed to a single) scientist, one from every country. In 
processing of the entire sentence, therefore, we must have the following: 

scopa(A scientirt from every cormtry was consufted by two senators) 
= scope, scope (A scientisr from every count ) was consufted by rwo senators) 
- 1.- (..country c, a scientis~ 
- scOQe~ ~ w o ~  -.senarom..) 1 
That is, in applying the scope function at the (outennost) sentential level we are speaking of 

two senators that consulted several scientists. Moreover, unIike the situation of (50a). in 

(50b) the possibility of a single scientist does not exist. The final scope resolution of the 

entire sentence is then done as follows: 

Every (... Scientist ...) was consufted by  two senators 
~ ~ ( ~ o n r u l t .  ~enaror,~cienrist) = (1+ ,l+) 

rn, = [i, ..., aiil 
52'a = ; ; i ~ ~ m , = [ i , . . . , a u l  = true, vmI m2 except for m, = 1 

" =  7'-] = filse. 'drn,m, except for rn, E {1,2} 

In (52') the direct reading of the passive is accepted, and the final reading of (5Ob) is ' j b m  

every country there is a scientist that some two serzators consulted witlz'. What is important 

to note here is that unIike (50a), the addition of the PP lfrorn every country' makes the 

indirect reading of (50b) implausible. That is, while it is quite plausible for two senators to 

consult with a specific scientist, it is not likely that they would be abte to consult with a 

(specific) scientist, who is a scientist fi-om every country. Unlike 'a scientist', therefore, 'a 

scientist from every country' does not refer to a single scientist, but to severai (one frorn 
every country). Since the scoping rules of (39) are sensitive to the relative size of the 

quantified sets, these subtle functional dependencies can be easily accounted for in our 

rnethod. As we will show in the next section, this process can be generalized even further to 

account for more complex functional dependencies. 

3.4.2 Branching Quantifiers 

A more complex type of functional dependency points to a phenonenon that has occupied 

logicians for a number of yeârs, namely the problem of "branching quantifiers." Hintikka 

(1974) was the first to point out that quantifiers are not always Iinear as has been initiaily 



suggested by Frege. Instead, it was suggested that in (53), for exarnple, there are two pairs of 

quantifiers that are independent in regard to scope. 

(53 )  An author of every noue1 was mentioned in an article by euery critic 

While it is true that some quantifiers are branching, extensive studies by (Fauconnier, 1975; 
Barwise, 1979; May, 1989; Sher, 1990), arnong others, have not settled the issue of "under 

what conditions do quantifiers branch?" Ln fact, (Gurevich, 1988) has shown that the 

problem is NP-hard, which suggests that a computationally tractable solution must rely on 

some "heuristics." Let us see what might be happening in (53). The relevant relations are 

depicted graphically below. 

Write MentionedIn Write 
Critic > Article < Author Novel 

Note that the intermediate relation, Mentionedln, forrns a many-to-many nucleus, which, as 

we have seen above, allows any possible scope ordering, while the relations on the two end 

points seem to be more restricted. Another way of stating this is that it seems that the 

intemediate relation that glues together the entire sentence suggests that once the scope 

ordenng of bath pairs has been decided, the two pairs are independent. The scoping of the 

entire sentence must proceed as follows: 

was mentioned in an article by ever-y critic) 

= scopeo 

Applying the scoping rules in (39) in scopel and scope2 results in reversing the scope 

ordering in both cases (since, with respect to Our hypothesized QCs, we cannot speak of one 

author, who is the author of every novel, and of one article which is written by every critic). 
Once the constituent's scope have been determined, the scope of the entire sentence can be 

deterrnined in two equivalent ways, since as we have seen above, this is the situation where 



the two readings are equally plausible. The reason the two pairs of quantifiers are branching 

in this case, therefore, is a function of the intemediate relation and the quantifiers that 

resulted in noun phrases of each constituent (which in tum is a function of the scoping at the 

constituent level). That is, in scopeO we use 

~ ~ ( ~ e n t i o n e d ~ n .  Author, A nide) = (rnany.rnany) 
and (QI = ~ v e r y ) a n d  ( Q ~  = ~ v e t y )  

Note that if we replace 'every nover by 'a novel' the pairs of quantifiers would not be 

branching and one and only one ordering would be accepted at the top-most level. Finally, 

we must make two important remarks regarding the issue of complex functional 

dependencies and branching quantifiers. First, sentences involving multiple quantified term 

phrases can have quite a complex syntax and a number of important issues are typically 

addressed at the syntactic IeveI pnor to the resolution of quantifier scope ambiguities. h this 

section we have glossed over these issues and, as we have done throughout this dissertation, 

we have assumed that the proper syntactic and semantic analysis has been done, resulting in 

a logicd form which we take as the input to Our process. That is, the purpose of the above 

discussion was to demonstrate that the inferencing strategy we have suggested could be 

scaled-up to handle complex functionai dependencies. A detailed example of how a non- 

trivial sentence c m  be processed using the aigorithm descnbed here is shown in appendix B. 

In conclusion, while the higher-order scope function discussed above is admittedly too 

simplistic to address the many complex syntactic f o m  that could involve branching 

quantifiers, it nevertheless demonstrates that the problem of branching quantifiers is simply a 

composite of pair-wise quantifier scope ambiguities, each of which can be resolved using the 

inferencing strategy that we have devetoped here. 

3.5 EXTE-~VDING THE SCOPING ALGOEUTHM TO Accouhrr FOR THE TEMPORAL AND 

MODAL ASPECTS 

Throughout this chapter we have assumed quantificational constraints that implicitly reflect 

the conditions under which a relation can possibly hoId between two concepts at a specific 
point in time. While this is adequate to explain quantifier scope preferences in most cases, 

there are situations that we bnefly discussed in chapter 2 where the scoping algorithm must 

take the modal and temporal aspects into consideration. In this section we discuss a rninor 

extension to the inferencing strategy to address this issue. 



3.5.1 The Relation Between Modality and the Temporal Aspect 

Consider again the following quantificational constraints involving the (physicdly located) 

On reIation, defmed on two different pairs of concepts: 

Both of these QCs state that neither a bouse, nor a book c m  be in more than one physical 

location at the sarne time. However, as we bnefly mentioned in chapter 2, there is an 
important difference between these two relations that is not captured by (54) and (55). While 

it niight be necessary for a house to be located on a single Street, a book need not be on a 

shelf. In other words, while it is possible, or may even be zypical, it is not necessary for a 

book to be on a shelf. Another difference is that a book, typically, and unlike a house, can 

over time change its physicai location. In other words, the QC in (55) might be many-to- 

many if we were speaking of books on shelves at different points in time. Table 2 below 

illustrates the possible QCs for the On relation between books/shelves and houses/streets, 

dong with the temporal and modal dimensions. 

# of shelves t h t  a book 1 is typically on 1 mn possibly be on 1 must be on 
I I I 1 at some specific point in tirne 1 ? 1 1  1 O 
I I I 1 

[ at various points in time 1 ? many 1 O I 

1 at various points in time 1 1  1 1 

# of streets that a house 
at some s~ecific uoint in time 

Table 2. The interaction between QCs and the modal and tempord aspects. 

Note that while a book can only be on one shelf at a specific point in time, at various points 

in time a book can be on many shelves. What is interesting to note here is that in (54), it 

seerns that m2, which must necessarïly be 1, is 1 at al1 times. This should not be surprising 

since from modal logic (Gamut, 199 1) we know that 

Is SpicaUy on 

1 

- ~ t ~ w ( $ ) ,  i-e.. # is necessariiy true if ir is rrue in every possible world - 3div(@), i-e., $ can possibly be true if it is mie in some possible worfd 
where (t, w) is a possible worfd 

That is, necessity can be modeled by universal quanmcation over time, while possibilizy 

is modeled by existentid quantification over time. Stated in other words, a necessary relation 

-- 1 

can possibly be on 
1 

- 

must be on 
I 



is m e  $fit is true in every possible world (a place and time index.) Given a quantificational 

constraint (m, ,mz) , therefore, neither rn l nor m2 can change their values over time if either 

one is h o w n  to be necessary. For example, in 

House, ~ t r e e t )  = (many,l) 
~ o t h e r ~ f ;  ~ h i l d )  = (1, many) 

both QCs are the most generaI, Le., they cannot move up to many-to-many if we consider the 

relations at various points in time: suice it is necessary for a house to be on some street, and 

it is also necessary for a child to have a (biological) mother; a house is ahvays on a single 
street, and a child will aiways have the same (one) mother. These restrictions do not apply to 

other quantificational constraints, however, as the exarnples in figure 7 below illustrate3. 

[chiid] -(est)-[cookie] At a specific point in 
tirne, the number of children that can be 
eaung the same cookie is one. and the number 
of cookies that the same child can be eating, 
is also one. At various points in time, 
however. the number of cookies that the same 
child can eat can be many. 

[person] -(mayorOf)-{tityl At a specific 
point in time, the number of people that can 
be mayors of the sarne city is one. and the 
nurnber of cities that the same person can be 
mayor of is also one. At vm-ous points in 
time, however. the number of people that can 
be mayors of a city is many. 

[person] -(SittingOn)-[Chair] At a specific point in tirne the 
nurnber of people that c m  be sitting on the same chair is one. and 
the nurnber of chairs that the sarne person can be sitting on is also 
one. At various points in time. however, both can be many. 

[person] -(manages)-[person] At a specific 
point in time the number of people that 
manage the sarne person is one. and the 
number of peopIe that have the same manager 
is many. At various points in time. however. 
the number of people that manage the same 
person can aiso be  many. 

[book] -(on)-[shelfl At a specific point in 
t h e  the number of  books that can be on 
the same shelf is many, and the number of 
shelves that the sarne book can be on is 
one. At various points in time. however, the 
number of shelves that the same book can 
be located on can d s o  be many. 

Figure 7. Movements  of quant i f icat ional  constraints o n  the t e m p o r a l  dimension.  

"> Again we repeat that QCs are reader-based. and so are the suggested movements in figure 7. 



What the above seems to suggest, therefore, is that we should start with a default QC that 

reflects what is possible at a specific point in tirne and proceed as folIows: 

Q ~ ( R , C  . ~ 2 ) = ( m , . m z  
~ o d ( r n ~ ) = r n o d , ;  Mod 
if ((mod, #v~ec')~(~enre(~)='past'))rnl =(m,r 

if ((mod f ' N ~ C  ')A  ense se (R  ) =' ')) rnz = (m2 )+ 
proceed with the scoping algorirhm a s  before ... 

To illusuate the need for taking the effect of the modal and temporal aspects into 

consideration, consider the following examples: 

(56) An Amencan bartalion led the attack on several fronts 
(57) An American battalion is Ieading the atrack on severalfronts 

There are a couple of interesting points that should be made here. First, in both (56) and (57) 
the scope ordering in 'the atrack on several fronts' must be reversed, since the same attack 

c m  not happen on several fronts. Instead, 'the attack' here refers to several attacks, one on 
each of the several fronts. The scoping in (56) and (57) must therefore proceed as follows: 

on several fronts) 

In order to appIy the final scoping function we require a quantificational constraint that is 

defined on the Lead relation between battalion and attack. The default QC is the one that 

reflects how the conditions under which the relation can happen at a specific point in time. 

The tense differences in (56) and (57) are then used to decide if the QC should be updated, 

as follows: 

Default  lead ad Bnt~ufion. ~ n a c k ) =  (few,l) 
561 a Since ( ( ~ o d  (m, ) #' ~ e c ' ) r ,  s ens se(^) =' then m2 = (m2 )+ 

.: QC used tc ~ ~ ( ~ e a d , ~ a r t a l i o n , ~ t r a c k ) =  (few,~')  

57' * Since si en se(^) =' presenr')defaulr QC is used 

That is, it is quite possible for the sarne battalion to lead the attack on several fronts, if done 

at various points in tirne, but the same battaiion can not, at the same point in time, lead the 



attack on several fronts. The different QCs indeed result in different scope preferences, 

where the direct reading of (57) is not considered pIausible: 

= true, for most (m, ,niz ) 

= false, Vmi m, 

3.6 ABRIEFSUMMARY 

Kurtzman and MacDonald (1993) stated that "for psycholinguists, the interest in quantifier 

scope ambiguities lies in the operations that comprehenders employ to resolve the 

arnbiguities." In this section we have made a suggestion as to what these operations might 

be, and what parameters they might depend on. 

However, it should be evident by now that since Our method is based on the assumption that 

readers associate a cornmonsense constraint on a relation between two concepts, the scoping 
function cannot be vdidated analytically. Moreover, since al1 possible combinations of 
quantifiers, quantificationd constraints, and variations of the linguistic context are infinite, 

al1 we can do here is consider some examples that highlight the main features of the method 

we have proposed. 

in this chapter we tried to provide evidence suggesting that an inferencinp strategy for 

predicting quantifier scope could be attained. What we have proposed seerns to suggest a 

method by which one could hope to: 

1. Explain how different individuals might have different scope preferences; 

2. Predict the set of plausible readings and the preferred reading among them; 

3. Account for variations in the linguistic context and generalized quantifiers; 

4. Provide an explanation for the transformational puzzle; 

5. Account for cornpIex functional dependencies, including branching quantifiers; 

The need for a reader-based approach in the overall task of text comprehension has been 

argued for by a number of authors, most notably by Corriveau (1995). In this dissertation we 

have a rnuch nmower view of this phenornenon. In particular, Our airn was to simply 



suggest a cognitively plausible mode1 that would explain how different individuals seem to 

have different scope preferences, given the sarne linguistic context, as has aIso been 

demonstrated by the experiments of Kurtzman and MacDonald ( 1993). 

To mode1 these individual preferences, we have suggested an algorithm that depends on a set 

of individual beliefs as to how relations between concepts are manifested, with respect to 

their cardinality constraints. This individual parameter, which we termed quantificational 

constraint, also captures the different modalities (necessity, typicality, and possibiliq) that 

different individuals rnight associate with a relation- Clearly, such an approach cannot be 

validated analytically, but has to be validated experimentally, since Our approach does not 

aim at predicting what is syntactically or logically valid, but what is plausible, given a set of 
individual beliefs. 

Regardless of how accurately the process we have suggested captures the process we might 

be employing in resolving scope ambiguities, the process seems to explain how different 

individuals might arrive at different scope preferences. Moreover, the fact that the scoping 

algorithm assigns a numerical measure for the plausibility of a reading seems to provide an 
explanation for the so-cailed 'combinatorial puzzle' where hundreds of thousands of possible 

readings might be available. In particuiar, our approach suggests that readers rnight not 

necessarily select a single reading, but could arrive at an interpretation which is a set of 

meanings which contains d l  the plausible meanings that have a measure of plausibility 

beyond a certain threshold. 

We must note, however, that dthough we have only touched the surface regarding a number 

complex phenornena, such as branching quantifiers, the method we proposed seems to 

provide an adequate avenue for rnodeling the linguistic context and capturing complex 

semantic and functional dependencies. 

Finaily, we must note that in presenting our inferencing strategy we have glossed over some 

representationd and computational issues that could have some impact on the 

implementation of our proposed method. In the next chapter we discuss these issues in some 

detail. The details of the implementation are deferred untiI chapter 5. 



4 Representational and Computational Issues 
In the last chapter we presented an inferencing strategy for predicting the most plausible 

quantifier scope ordering, using a contextually computed value which we termed 

quantificational constraint. Along the way we have made a number of assurnptions and 
glossed over a number of representationd and computational issues, which we will discuss 

in some detail in this chapter. The details of Our implementation are discussed in the next 
chapter. 

4.1 TYPICAL CARD~ALITIES 

In describing the scoping algorithm of figure 6 we have accounted for the linguistic context 

by assuming the algorithm has access to the typicd size of a concept's extension. What we 

like to argue here is that Our notion of a ~ p i c a l  cardinaliv of a set is not problematic in the 
context of a database system. 

First, in a database environment, computing the actual number of elements of a certain entity 

type is trivial. However, it is not the a c t d  size of the concept at a specific point in time that 

we are interested in, but the typical size at dl tirnes, since this value is dynarnically 

changing, and any single value obtained at a specific point in time might be misleading. How 
could we arrive at such a value? 

A good measure of this value might be a running average that is updated periodically, where 

the penod chosen is a function of the semantics of the database and the (extension of the) 

entity in question. For exarnple, the typical cardinality of the concept Student in some 

university database could be the average size of this set that is maintained for the lifetime of 
the database, and updated periodicalIy. A reasonable period in this case rnight be a semester, 
since in that period the cardinality of the set remains more or less constant. Depending on 

their semantics, different concepts (entities) will have different periods. For exarnple, a 

reasonable period to update the running average of the cardinality of Professor in a 

university database might be an academic year. Finally, in a certain context (environment), 

the database could perhaps Se 'bootstrapped' with these typical cardinalities, as part of the 

initial knowledge engineering effort. 

Once the typical size of a concept is identified, linguistic quantifiers such as all, most, many, 
few, etc. c m  be assigned values as described earlier in (16). Note that using this mode1 a 



noun phrase such as 'muny students' would always have the intuitively correct interpretation 

that is dependent on the context. That is, 'rnany students' should reflect a different number of 

students depending on the context (database); i.e., on whether the student's database is that of 
Carleton University, Shanghai University, or the Ministry of Education in Gerrnany. 

In conclusion, therefore, we c m  state that, with minimal knowledge engineering effort, 
procedures to access and penodically update the typical cardinalities of concepts can be 

easily attained in a database environment. 

Clearly, a major ontological claim that we make in this thesis is that readers of natural 

language have access to a quantificational constraint that defines the conditions under which 

a relation between two concepts c m  occur. Admittedly, from a psycholinguistic standpoint. 

such a da im might be questionable. In particular, a valid question might be 'where do these 

quantificational constraints corne from?' One possible answer that we might suggest to this 

question is that quantificationd constraints are learned (by being told, by experience, by 

observation, etc.), as part of learning the concepts and the relations themselves. Our 
reasoning here is that it is not obvious to us how else could a child 'comprehend' the Builton 

relation between houses and streets, without leaming the conditions under which this relation 

can be rnanifested. Therefore, while we have assumed that QCs statically exist in the 

database, we are implicitly assuming that (as with most symbolic approaches) the issue of 

acquiringAearning these QCs is a knowledge acquisition issue which is beyond the scope of 

this dissertation. 

Thus, while we are not making any clairns as to how quantificational constraints might be 

acquired, we have committed ourselves to the postdate that such quantificational constraints 

do exist in the knowledge base. We argue below that this is quite a reasonable assumption to 

make, pafticularly in the context of a database system. Secondly, while this is not Our 

concem here, accepting such a claim does raise an important question regarding the 

demarcation line between word rneaning and world knowledge. For exarnple, an important 

question that should now be answered is which concept (representing the meaning of some 

lexical item) 'owns' this (interactive) piece of knowledge reflecting that many houses can be 

on a single street, but that the sarne house is not rypically Located on more than one street? 

We also briefly discuss this issue below. 



Regarding the above postdate, we argue that regardless of how QCs are acquired (or 

Iemed), assuming the existence of these static constraints in a computational environment is 

quite reasonable. In particular, in a natural language interface to a database system, for 

exarnple, assuming the existence of such quantificationd constraints is not problematic. 

lndeed, relational (Dullea and Song, 1997) as well as more recent object-onented data 

modeIs (Rumbaugh et al., 1991) require such cardinality constraints to be defined to enforce 

referential integrity. Moreover, in relational data models necessary relations have to be 

explicitly stated, and are typically modeled by specifying that a certain value cmnot be 
NULL'~. For example, the following simple data definition in SQL (structured query 

Ianguage) can define the quantificational constraint that we have assumed on the LocatedOn 

relation between houses and streets: 

CREATE TABLE Locatedon 

( House-ID 1 NTEGER, 

Stree t - ID INTEGER NOT NULL, 

PRIMARY KEY ( House-ID) , 

FOREIGN KEY (StreetID) REFERENCES Streets 

1 

The fact that m2 in the many-to-1 quantificational constraint is necessary is captured by the 

NOT NULL clause, which says that this relation cannot have a house that is not located on some 

Street. The SQL statement also impkitly enforces a many-to- 1 relationship since HO US^-ID is 

the prirnary key, which in turn rneans that it must be unique in that relation, Le., there c m  be 

no more than one LocatedOn entry for the same house. Another advantage for the 

implementation of our method in a circurnscribed environment, such as that of a database 
system, is that databases typically reflect a possible world (a context). That is, a data mode1 

typically reflects a specific view of the world, where business d e s  are enforced for some 

organizational reason. Other data models might define a completely different set of 

cardinality constraints reflecting a different set of business rules. 

The second issue to consider peaains to where quantificational constraints are to be defined 

(Le., on Iexical items, concepts, or categories). This is very important for it is related a) to 

the question of the number of QCs that need to be defined in a knowledge base, b) to how 

exceptions are to be handled, and c) to the maintenance of these QCs. As should be evident 

' 6  In databases, NULL is a value that cari roughly be taken to mean 'unknown', aithough this should not be 
confused with the 'unknown' truth-value in multi-valued logics. 



by now, thus far QCs have been assumed to be defined on relations between concepts. 

Moreover, and although we have used a first-order logic representation of logical foms,  our 

approach is not based on that representation nor have we assumed any knowledge 

representation or specific inheritance hierarchies. 

This initial simple approach could be somewhat problematic however, since it would require 
r QCs to be defined, where r is the number of relations in the database (or the number of 

links in an entity-relationship mode1 or in a semantic network). This number can potentially 
be very large, and consequently, the retrievai and maintenance of QCs can becorne quite a 

challenge. In our view, a more reasonable representationd scheme c m  be devised. We 

discuss these enhancements in the following sections. 

A quantificational constraint is a pair of values that are defined on a triple: a binary relation 
and two concepts. When defming a QC, therefore, we are implicitly stating the conditions 

under which a certain relation can occur between the typical etements of two sets. For 

example, in stating that it takes at least two people to Iift a single piano, Le., 
~ ~ ( ~ z j ? , ~ e r s o n , R a n o )  = (2+,1) we are clearly assuming that we are speaking of a typical 

piano (i.e., of a piano that is not extraordinarily large), and of people that are dive, 

reasonably healthy, etc., in short, we are speaking of typical elements". 

Note, however, that what is 'typical' is a function of some features that are relevant to the 

quantificational constraint. For exarnple, in the context of lifting pianos, a typical piano is a 
piano that has a typical sizdweight, regardless of what color it is. In the same context, a 

typicd person is a healthy person with a certain age. In the context of speaking Ianguages, 

for exarnple, a typical person is one that speaks one or two Ianguages (as opposed to 100 

languages), and the age feature in this context is redly irrelevant! As will be discussed 

below, a quantificationai constraint will be implemented as a function of a subset of features 

of the two conceptsB. 

'' Hobbs (1996) formally describes a slightly different notion of typical elements of a set, where each set is 
assurned CO have a typical element with properties that are shared by al1 the elements in the set. Our notion of 
typicai elements differs in one imponant way in that there is no single typicai elemenr chat is always associated 
with a set. In particular, what is typical in one context is not necessarily typicai in another. 
'' The terms 'concept' and 'feature' are used here in the same manner they are used in syrnbolic mificial 
intelligence and knowledge representation research. See, for example, the collection of papers in Sowa (1 99 1). 



When dealing with typical elements, however, an important question arises, namely, what to 

do about exceptions. Fortunately, as far as the scoping algorithm is concerned, we need not 

be concerned with the exceptional cases, as long as we can avoid multiple inheritance (see 

Sowa (1991)). The reason for this is that by assurning a certain quantificational constra.int we 

are not defining what relations cm hold between various concepts, but mereiy defining the 
possible conditions that that reiation occurs under, if and whenever it occurs. That is, 

quantificational constraints are only used to examine the plausibility of a scope ordering in a 
certain linguistic context, and not the plausibility of the proposition itself. For example, in 

(58)  An American general that was killed in the American Civil war was 
leading the attack on every front in the 1991 Guif War. 

the most plausible scope ordering can be detennined, regardless of the fact that (58) does 

not describe a plausible state of affairs. 

4.4 TYPICAL ELEMENTS,  HEE EUT AN CE AND Q U P U ~ C A T I O N  AL CONSWTS 

The notion of typicd elements c m  be combined with inheritance in order to define 

quantificational constraints in an effective manner, Note that the simple representation we 

have suggested thus far dlows us to apply the scope resolution aigorithm using QCs that are 
staticaIly defined; i.e., QCs that have been defined once and for ail. Without exploiting 

inheritance, the amount of data that rnight have to be stored cari be tremendous. To illustrate 

this point further, consider the following example: 

class Lrj? extends Relat;on 
{ 

QC(MW p. Piano n )  = (2+ ,I) 

~ ~ ( w o r n u n  p. Piano n )  = (2' ,1) 

Q C ( M ~ ~  p, Book b )  = 
(59) Q C ( M ~ ~  p, Magazine 

QC(MU~ p. Journul 6 )  = 
~ ~ ( w o m a n  p. Book b )  = 
~ ~ ( W o r n a n  p. 
~ ~ ( ~ o n i a n  p,Journal 

)r 

The representation of the Lift relation in (59) reflects sorne individual's belief that, typically, 

it takes at least two man or woman to lift a single piano, and that any number of men or 

women c m  lift any number of books, magazines, jortmals, etc. As the reader cari easily 



verify, the cases that must considered (one for every combination of a relation and two 

concepts) can lead to a combinatorid explosion. By exploiting inheritance, (59) can be 

represented by something like the following: 

class Lc@ extends Relation 
{ 

tense; // past, present, fiture 
(60)  erson on p. Piano n)  = (2+ ,1) 

 erson on p. PuMication b)  = (rnany,many) 
k 

Thus, inhentance is used for representational convenience only, and the same result could be 

achieved by encoding al1 the combinations individually. The type hierarchy that is impkitly 

assumed by the definition in (60) is shown in figure 8 below. 

Figure 8. Quantificational consuaints defined in a concept hierarchy. 

Note, however, that by incorporating inheritance we would have to answer the question of 

what to do in order to account for situations where the context refers to a relevant 
specialization of the typical element, That is, there are situations where a quantificational 

restriction that is defined on typical elements must be specialized. To illustrate this point 

further consider the following: 

(6 1) Five young girls Iij2ed two pianos to the secondfloor. 

The default quantificational constraint given in (60) States that it takes two (typical) persons 

to lift a single piano. Perhaps, however, it takes more than two young girls to lift a piano, and 

the direct reading in (61) should not be selected. In other words, we must allow specialized 



concepts to re-evaluate the quantificational constraint based on a number of relevant 
features. Thus, instead of a statically defined QC, the QCs defined in (60) could be defined 

as dynamically computed functions of the relevant features, as follows: 

Lift extends Relation 

public QC g e t ~ ~ ( ~ e r s o n  p. Piano n) 
/ 

public QC g e t ~ ~ ( ~ e r s o n  p. Publication b)  
/ 

return (many. many); 
1 

Note that regardless of the (sub)sfpe of Person and Publication, it is assumed that any 
number of Person can lifi any number of Publications. However, when lifting pianos, the 

default quantificational constraint returned is a function of the default QC and some of the 

relevant features of the two concepts. 

This formulation of computing QCs as functions of relevant features, could also suggest a 

method by which we cm handle examples such as every child carried a fake piano, where 

presumably a single child can cany severd fake pianos at once. Of course, there are larger 
questions here that are beyond the scope of this dissertation, namely the issue of whether a 

fake piano 'is a' piano (or, how much is a fake piano a piano, and how much is it an entirety 

different type of an object, e-g., a toy). In other words, computing the appropriate QC in this 

context will depend on how 'fake' contributes to the classification of the concept fake piano. 
which is a question that is beyond the scope of this work. 

4.4.1 A Brief Sumrnary 

In the above sections we discussed the main issues regarding the knowtedge representation 

that is implicitly assumed by the scoping algorithm of chapter 3. Before we discuss the 

details of our implementation in chapter 5, we briefly discuss the overall process that we 

have adopted in testing Our approach. 



Our implementation is concerned with testing the algorithm we suggested in chapter 3. 
However, prier to applying the scoping rules an input sentence must be parsed and the 

appropriate semantic objects must be constmcted, leading a scope neutral logica! form. The 

overall process that we adopted can be described as follows: 

1. The system takes a (declarative) sentence as input. 

2. The sentence is parsed, and according to the syntactic niIe that succeeds, a 

corresponding semantic rule is applied. The semantic rule constructs a 

semantic object of the compound as a function of the semantic objects of the 

constituents. 

3. At the VP level, prepositional attachments are resolved, following a strategy 

that will be descnbed in the next chapter. 

4. Once prepositional attachrnents are resolved, scope ambiguities of the 

constituent noun phrases (if any ) are resolved. 

5. At the top level, a logical form for the sentence is constructed, and a top- 
level scoping function is applied on the entire sentence, whose constituents 
are assumed to have already been scoped. 

This process can be graphically depicted as shown in figure 9 below. Note that in the case of 

the head NP (NP,), prepositional phrase attachments are not problematic, since they can only 
attach to the head NP- In the VP, however, PPs in NP2 can either attach to the NP or to the 

relation. The details of this step are discussed in the next chapter. 

PP artachmenr and PP aitachment and 
scope ambiguities for scope ambiguiries for 
Nfi can be rem fved NP? can be resoived 

VP ( ~ 1 ~ 2 )  ar rhir node. 

Figure 9. The overai1 process cf resolving scope ambiguities. 



Finally, note that since it is only at the VP node that the scope ambiguities of NP2 c m  be 

resolved, the meaning of NP2 c a n o t  be said to be a function of its constituents only. This 

raises an important question that we need not delve into in any detail here, except to point 

out that quantifier scope ambiguities present a serious chdlenge to compositional semantics. 

First, it seems that there is real dificulty in accepting that the meaning of a constituent cm 

be determined solely as a function of its components. For exarnple, in the following, the 

noun phrase 'a restaurant on every street' c m  apparently have different rneanings due to 

slight variations in the context outside the NP: 

John { } a resfnumnr on every streer adve rtised 

It is only at the VP node that we c m  determine the possible attachments of 'on every street'. 

Decisions regarding quantifier scope will differ considerably, depending on which 

attachment has been made. Beyond the sentential level, it also seems that a correct 

interpretation of a sentence (at least with respect to scope preferences), might also be a 

function of the surrounding linguistic context. For exarnple, consider again sentence (41a) 

with some additiond discourse: 

(62) Every student attended a seminar. It was on the application of 
machine learning in information retrïëual, and was given b y an 
Aï researcher at NRC. 

In 41a' (page 3 1), we processed the first sentence in isolation, where we only considered the 

Iocal linguistic context at the sentential level. In the absence of discourse information the 

scoping niles suggested that the reading with narrow scope a is the most plausible reading. 
The indirect reading (wide scope a) was considered to be plausible in one situation only, 

narnely in a situation where we actually had one seminar that al1 students attended. Aithough 

this possibility was not likely, given the sentence in isolation, it appears that subsequent 

information suggests that this unlikely scenario is the actuaI scenario at hand. 

As Zadromy (1992) observes, therefore, it seems that compositionality is either unattainable, 

if it is strict compositionality where the meaning of a constituent is a function of its 

components oniy, or it is a vacuous definition, since otherwise al1 semantic theories are 

compositional in the weakest sense. Strong compositionality might perhaps be achieved at 

larger linguistic boundaries, however. For example, the semantics of a paragraph (see 

Zadromy and Jensen (1991)), might be a function of the meanings of its parts only, although 



even here it might be argued that discourse information beyond a paragraph might play a 

crucial role. Another example where the overall (globai) context plays in important role is in 
capturing the correct linguistic context in the scoping rules. For example, in a context such 

as the following 

1 was at MlT yesterday. E u q  student in Computer Science submitted a paper to ACL'95. 

the scoping algorithm must treat 'student' as an anaphoric term that should be resolved with 

'MIT student in Computer Science' in order to appropriately capture the Iinguistic context. 

We will not be concerned here with this larger process of incorporating discourse 

information and retracting previous inferences. We only point out that what is plausible at 
the sentential level must eventualiy be unified with the plausibility of larger Iinguistic 

fragments, which could force a reassessrnent of previously inferred scope preferences. This 

overall process, therefore, must ultirnately inchde a pragmatic module that integrates 

anaphor resolution with the resolution of scope arnbiguities (Kameyama, 1996), using a 

defeasible inferencing process. 

4.6 SUMMARY 

In this chapter we have discussed some general issues that relate to an implementation of our 

proposed strategy for predicting the most plausible quantifier scope ordering. We have made 

some knowledge representation assumptions that seemed to be quite reasonable in a database 

environment, and suggested how such a representation could be implemented. 

We also discussed the overall process that we followed in our irnplementation, and bnefly 

discussed sorne Iarger issues that have to be dedt with when buiIding a larger pra,matic 

module that should incorporate a defeasible inferencing strategy, as well as integrate the 
inferences involved in predicting the most plausible quantifier scope ordering and anaphor 

(reference) resolution. 

In the next chapter we discuss our implementation in some detail. A sample session with the 

system is given in appendix C. 



5 Implementation 
In this chapter we discuss in some detail the implementation of the mode1 proposed in this 

thesis. We describe the main features of Quasi (Quantifier scope inferencing algorithm), a 

Java implementation of the scoping algorithm discussed in the previous two chapters. A 

sarnple session with the system is given in appendix B. 

5.1 SCOPE OF THE ~~PLEMENTATION 

5.1.1 Testing the Scoping Algorithm 

This thesis is concemed with proposing a new strategy for resolving quantifier scope 
arnbiguities in a computational environment, where the system must decide on an 
unambiguous logical forrn. In order to test Our inferential strategy, a simple naturd language 
'processor' must be built. We emphasis the word 'processor' here, since for our purpuses it is 
not necessary to build a natural language 'interpreter.' The difference between the two is the 

difference between a logical form and its evaluation against some database. In other words, a 
natural language query such as 

(63) Did John receive a passing grade in wery course? 

is said to be fully interpreted only when the system can venfy the corresponding (formal) 
query against some database, and an answer (in this case, yes or no) is generated. Thus, 
given input in the foxm of a naturai language query, a natural Ianguage interpreter generally 

perforrns a number of operations, including syntactic and semantic analysis, and finalIy the 

evaluation (interpretation) of an arnbiguous logical fonn (a formai query) against some 

database. For our purposes, however, this Iast step is not required. We simply apply a 
scoping function on an unscoped (scope neutral) logical form, the result of which is the 

reading with the preferred scope ordering. In other words, a scoped logical form, and not its 
evaluation (interpretation), is the final output that we are concerned with here. 

5.1.2 Function (Process) vs. Data 

Another important aspect of our implernentation is Our decision to develop a general process 

that can be parameterized by an (individual's) knowledge base. Our concern was to suggest 

what the process of resolving quantifier scope arnbiguities rnight be, without making any 

commitrnents regarding the data that this process rnight depend on, including 
quantificational constraints, which reflect an individual's biases. 



Developing a generic module is a challenging software engineering task. Like any other 

computer program a naniral language processing program conforms with the old motto that 

computer scientists are farniliar with, namely that a prograrn = data + control. If a prograrn 

is a collection of data and functions (processes), then the following argument seems to be 

quite reasonable: 

program = data + finctions 
program = solution 

solution = data + finctions 
* generalized(solution) = generafized (data + functionr) 

In other words, to generalize a solution, one could generalize the data, thefunctions, or, of 

course, both". In this thesis, we made cornmitments to a process by which the preferred 

quantifier scope ordering can be inferred, regardless of what some individual's 

quantificational constraints, or what some other parameters such as the typical cardinality 

constraints rnight be. In other words, we made a cornrnitrnent to defend a hypothesis 
regarding a process and not any specific data. As a consequence of this, the question of what 
specific ontology and knowledge representation we have chosen is not critical. 

The only knowledge that has been hard coded in the system is the quantificational 

constraints and the typical cardinalities of the sets. M i l e  the default values that have been 

entered reflect the author's, they could be modified by the user. That is, in order to test this 

data-independent process, we have allowed the user to test various situations by changinp 

the Iinguistic context as well as the relevant quantificational constraints, which are the two 

most important parameters in the inferencing strategy that we proposed. The screen shot in 
Figure 10 below shows the main functions that the user can perform in Quasi. 

5.1.3 The KnowIedge Representation 

As we have already stated above, in this dissertation we are not committed to any knowledge 

representation per se, and a simple entity-relationship (ER) mode1 suffices for our purposes. 
That is, in infemng the preferred scope ordering for the sentence John visited a house on every 

29 Interestingly, the two most recent developments in programrning languages, namely the object-oricnted 
paradigrn and the pure functiond prognmming pandigm, offer dramaticaily different views on what the main 
building blocks in constmcting reusable (abstractlgeneric) code should be, based on different inrerpretations o f  
that equation. in the object-oriented paradigrn th2 emphasis is on data abstraction. where in the hnctional 
programrning paradigrn the emphasis is onfwrcrioml abstraction. 



street, the system need only know that House and Street are entities related to each other by 

the LocatedOn relation, which has a specific QC, in this case onany, b. 

Figure 10. A screen shot of the Quasi interface. 

What we want to underline here is that, in our implementation, we make no knowledge 

representation assumptions whatsoever: concepts need not contain any features, nor even 

form any sort of a hierarchy. In fact, since we are not concerned with evaluating the final 

scoped logica1 forrn, the entities can simpiy be represented as (empty) nodes, and relations as 
simple links. The reason for this conscious effort not to hardcode any specific knowledge is, 

again, our aim to describe and defend a process, and not any specific data. The following is 

a sample of how concepts and relations are represented in Quasi: 

class Concept{ 
int typicalCardinality = defaultTC; 
Concept( int tc ) / wicalCardinality = tc; / 

I P- 

c fass Hous e extendr Concept { House(int rc) {super(tc);/ /; 
class Stre et extenk Concept [ Street(int tc) {supe r(tc);//; 
class Book extends Concept [Ba ok(int rc) [super(tc);/}; 
class Shelf extendr Concept {Shelflint tc)  /super(tc);)/; 



As c m  be seen from this sample, the only assumptions we make are that every concept has a 

typical cardinality, and that a quantificational constra.int is defined for every triple of two 
concepts and a binary relation. Both of these parameters have default values that could be 

rnodified by the user. Finally, a point must be made here regarding the typical cardinaiity of 

a set. This measure, as we discussed in chapter 4, must in practice be updated by some 

special function that takes into consideration the history and knowledge of a certain 

database. Currentiy, these values are not autornatically (and periodically) updated by such 

functions, but are simply set by the user. 

5.1.4 Extending the Knowledge Representation 

In spite of the arguments made above, we have extended the representation in two important 

ways and for two different reasons. First, we have assumed that concepts are represented in a 

type hierarchy. The reason for this, as we argued in chapter 4, was to exploit inheritance and 

reduce the amount of information that has to be stored. For exarnple, we take the following 

c l a n  Lifi extends Relation 
I 

terne; / /past,  presenr, future 
(64)  erson on pl Piano n )  = 

 erson on 
Z 

to be the representation of the L@ relation instead of one where a QC has to be defined for 

every possible subtype of Person and every subtype of Piano, and similarly for ail 
combinations of Person and Publication. 

Exploiting inhentance for storage effectiveness does not corne for free, however. In 
particular, we must now deal witfi exceptions, since it cannot be assumed that al1 subtypes of 

a certain concept obey the same QC in al1 contexts. As discussed in chapter 4, defining QCs 

on concepts that form a type hierarchy requires that we consider ypical elernents, and, 

subsequently, define QCs as dynamicdly computed functions of some relevant set of 

features. The reason for this is that it is very restrictive to define a QC on the Ltj? relation, for 

example, in such a way that it would equally apply to al1 subtypes of Person and Piano. For 
instance, while some individual rnight believe that, in generd, it will take at least two Men to 
lift a piano, tiey might believe that it takes at least four LinleGids to lift a single piano. 

Thus, a very flexible representation might be one where QCs could be computed as hinctions 



of the relevant features, and where the staticdly defined QC rernains to be the default value. 

The following shows how such a representation can be implemented: 

class Lifl extends Relation 

pnblic QC g e t ~ ~ ( ~ e r s o n  pr, Piano 
l 
' ((ipr. g e ~ ~ i ~ ( ) ) . t ~ ~ t r i n g ( ) )  

. compareTo('lPersonlf) = O ]  

retum (2+ .  1); 
else r e t u m f u n c ( ~ ~ e ( p r ) ,  ~ e n d e r b r ) ,  we igh t (p ) ) :  

I 

public QC g e t ~ ~ ( ~ e r s o n  pr, Publication 

return (many,mmy); 
I 

Note that whatever the subtype of Person and Publicatiot. (Le., man or woman, lifting a 
journal, a magazine, or a book, etc.), the QC is onany,muny>. However, in the case of lifting 

a piano, we wiH in general (Le., by default), assume that it takes at least two persons to lift a 
piano. If the type of the person was specified further, a function is used to modify the default 

QC using some features that could be relevant in this context. 

The above discussion sumrnarizes ail the important aspects of the concept representation in 

Quasi. We discuss the representation of al1 these semantic objects (concepts, relations and 
logical forms) further later. For now, however, we turn to the syntactic and semantic analysis 

part of our implementation. 

We ernployed a simple top-down recursive descent parser which was irnplemented in a 
process that resembles an attribute grammar (Knuth, 1968). in an attribute gramrnar (AG) a 
number of attributes are associated with each syntactic category. These attributes are 
separated into synthesized and inherited attributes. Given a syntactic category S, whose 

components are sl and s2, we compute the synthesized attributes of S as functions of the 

(synthesized) attributes of the constituents, Le., as functions of the attributes of sl and s2. 

The inherited attributes of S are those attributes whose values are passed as a contexr to the 

evaluation of the synthesized attributes of S. In a pure and declarative paradigm the 



computation of synthesized attributes has access to inherited (context) attributes via the 

arguments to c o n s t r ~ c t o r s ~ ~  and functions, as opposed to global environment variables. 

class LingObj 
( 

Meaning meaning; // evet-y syntactic objecr has a rneaning (objecr) 
String parseTree; // evet-y syntactic object has a parse tree 
Vector tokens; // the tokens that make up the syntactic objecr 
Vector restOflnput; // the input tokens that are left for a srcbsequent syntactic object 
boolean parsedOK; // true. if the inpur starts with a set of tokens thar make a C object 
Vector input; // the input text that ' this' linguistic object will parse 

// the construcror thar, given an input string per/orrns sorne inrialkations 
~ i n ~ ~ b j e c t ( ~ e c t o r  words) 

input = wordr; 
parsedOK = false; 
etc ... 

/ 

public void ) 
{ 

// this is specialized for each qntactic object 
// according tu the relevant synractic rule(s) 

I 

// this funcrion implements the' +' (or the' :.=')functor in a BNF spec#carion 
// the input is a list of syntuctic objects that make one case/rrde of constntcting 
// ' this' syntactic object (e.g. NP = consisüûf ( ~ e f  TP)) 
private LingObj consists~f (L.ing0bj lobj, , LingObj lobj? ,..., LingObj lobj,, ) 1 :  
// this function implements the ' 1  ' frrnctor in a BNF spec~jkutiun 
// the input is a list of rules (ail cases) rhat ' this' syntactic object can apply 
// (e-g. NP = or~lse(consists~f ( ~ e f ~ ~ ) , c o n r i s t s ~ f  ( D ~ ~ , T P ,  PP)) )  
private Vector or~lse(Ru1e ri . Rule r,, ..., Rule rn ) 
{ 

Figure 11. The attributes and methods of a generic linguistic object. 

Attribute grarnrnars fit very naturdly into the object-oriented paradigm, where syntactic 

categories can be modeled as objects whose synthesized attributes are represented as their 

data members. In such a representation parsing can be viewed as object construction and the 

evduation of synthesized attributes are performed by private methods (see appendix A for 

30 In object-orîented programming a constntctor of an object c m  be viewed as a special function (method) that 
creates the data structure (alïocates space for the object) and properly initializes the (state of the) object. It is also 
convenient to have more than one construccor defined, tach of which c m  initialize the state of the object 
differently, depending on the context. The reader is referred to (Gosling el al., 1996) for an introductory look at 
Java and object-onented programrning (OOP). 



illustration of an object-oriented implementation of an attribute grammar). In what follows 

we briefly describe the strategy we adopted in Quasi for an object-oriented implementation 

of an attribute grammar. In an object-oriented implementation of an attribute gramrnar an 
object (a Java class) is defined for every syntactic category. Moreover, and since a number 

of generic methods (e-g., parsing methods) are used by al1 syntactic categories, ail syntactic 

categories are defined as subtypes of a genenc object, cdled LingObj, whose structure and 

methods (behavior) are cornrnon to (inherited by) al1 the other linguistic objects, The 

structure and behavior of this generic linguistic object is shown in figure I l  above. 

First, note that the generic linguistic object has a number of attributes (data members) that 

are shared by al1 linguistic objects. That is, every linguistic object has a meaning, a 
parseTree, etc. Note aiso that every linguistic object has a parse method, the logic of which 

is different depending on the specific syntactic object. For terminal symbols, the parse 

method is a lexical andyzer that simply performs a dictionary lookup. For non-terminal 

symbols, however, the parse method calls the private methods consistsOf and orElse that 

roughly correspond to '::=' and '1' in a BNF specification. These two higher-order functions 

are used to specifiy the possible components in a syntactic mle (consistsOf), as well as al1 

the alternative rules that a syntactic construct c m  apply (orElse). The following generic 

example shows how the parse method of a specific construct uses consistsOf and orElse to 

implement the syntatic rules. 

// The class C defined below correspondr to some syntactic 
// construct C that has the following BNF rules 

class C exrends LingObj 
{ 

Cl CI ; 
C? ; 
Cj ; 

// initialize using the constructor of the generic linguistic objecr 
~ ( v e c t o r  input){ super(input) } 

public void parse( ) 
/ 

// rule - to - rule corresporidence Cfor every syntrrctic rule, 
// there' s a correspondhg 
if(rule~assed(1,cases)) 
else if (rule~assed (2, cases)) 
else 

1 



Note the use of consistsûf and orElse in implementing the BNF rules of the linguistic 

constnict C. Note also the 'syntactic sugaring' that was achieved by overloading these 

functions so that they would appear to be functions that take a variabIe nurnber of 

arguments. This technique is quite useful since the gramrnar is now very extensible. If, for 

example, we wanted to consider an additiond mle for C, al1 we need to do is insert another 

consistsOf argument to the orElse calI, and define a corresponding semantic rule. The 
alternative (which we had started with), is to have complicated if-then-else logic in every 

parse method, which wouid greatly complicate the task of modifying/extendin,o the 

grarnrnaf- 

It should also be noted here that since grammars involve recursion, the orElse and consistsOf 

methods could be given an argument of the same type as that of the object being parsed. This 

recursive object construction works fine as long cycles are avoided; Le., as Iong as the 

tenninating cases can be reached. The syntactic objects (for both terminal and non-termina1 

symbols) and the syntactic rules that were covered in Quasi are given in the BNF 
specification shown beIow (TP corresponds to 'terrn phrase'): 

Finally, and leading to Our discussion on the semantic analysis, we note that whenever a 

syntactic rule succeeds, the parse is terrninated and the appropriate semantic d e  is called to 

compute the meaning of the compound from the meanings of the constituents. That is, in 

Quasi structural ambiguities were ignored by explicitly ordering the rules according to 

which nile should be preferred when more than one succeeds. 

5.3 s m c  ANAL,YSIS 

Like syntactic analysis, semantic analysis is performed using standard techniques, in this 

case a somewhat compositiond approach that computes the meaning of a compound as 

function of the meanings of the parts. However, it should be noted it is the scope neuual 

logical form corresponding to the entire sentence that is computed compositionally, and not 

the final interpretation, which is the final scoped logical forrn. As will be discussed shortly, 



the final interpretation is a function of d l  the constituents, as well as the relevant 

quantificational conseraints. 

The semantic analysis starts with building a sernantic object for every terminal symbol. 

Compound semantic objects (Iike dauses, logical forms, etc.) are built up according to the 

syntactic construction. Thus, in Quasi there is a semantic object (a meaning) corresponding 

to every syntactic object as shown in tabIe 3 below. Like the syntactic objects, ail semantic 

objects have a root type, called Meaning. The structure of these meaning objects is quite 
simple, however, since we were not concerned with evaluating the final logicai form and 

questiodanswering per se. 

The semantic mies in Quasi are used to build up complex semantic objects from the 

semantic objects of the constituents, according to their rules of construction. For most cases, 

these rules are straightforward, except for the case of prepositional phrase (PP) attachments 

and the processing of quantified concepts. 

In the case of PPs, some procedure must be in place to decide when a PP should rnodify the 

noun, and when it occupies a modifying slot (a case role) in the relation. For quantified 

concepts we must consider the situation when an NP itself involves relations between two 

quantified concepts and potentially scope arnbiguities within the NP. We discuss both of 

these issues in the following sections. 

Svntactic Obiect 

SENT 
VP 
NP 
7-P 
NOUN (S ) 
ADJ (s) 
PP 
R C U  USE 
DET 
VERB 

Semantic Obiect 

Logical Form (proposiri on) 
Clause 
QuantiJied Concept 
Modified Concept 
(possibly a rnodijïed) Concept 
Modifier(s 
Attachrnent (eirher to an NP or to a Relation - 
Modifier 
Quantifier 
Relation 

see text ) 

Table 3. The correspondence between syntactic and semantic objects in Quasi. 

Before we tum CO this discussion, however, we rnust discuss an important semantic object 

that is used to generate the logicd forrn, namely the object fipression. 



5.3.1 LogicaI Expressions 

An important sernantic object out of which logical forms are recunively constnicted is 

LogicalExpression, which couId be thought of as a welI-formed formula (WB in first-order 

Iogic. In constnicting logical expressions we 'loosely' followed Montague's (1974) treatment 

of quantified terrn phrases which we discuss in some detail in chapter 6. 

Essentially the Expression object takes as input a quantifier, a quantified concept, or a 

proper narne and generates the corresponding logical expression, as shown below: 

Eipression(a man) s EHSTS ( x 2 X ~ A N ( x l )  & ~ 2 ( x 2 ) ]  

First we point out that logical expressions are constmcted in a cumied' fashion, which 

allows us to 'partially' evaluate an expression and delay the full evaluation until scope 

ordering commitments can be made. Note also that the expression generated depends on the 

quantifier and the syntactic structure of the noun phrase. For instance, noun modifiers are 

assumed to subtype the noun, while adjective rnodifiers result in a conjunction of predicates. 

Note also that care must be taken in consistently assigning variables, since at higher levels 

where unification of expressions occurs this will be very crucial. Finally, it should be noted 

that unlike Montague's uniform treatment of quantified NPs, proper names in Quasi are 

simple constants. 

A number of important operations (methods) are defined on the LogicalExpression object, 
the rnost important of which is the Apply method which takes an expression and unifies it 

with (Le., applies it to) another expression. 

Here's an illustration of this process: 

3' This term cornes frorn the rnathematician Howard Curry who saw the utility in performing parrial evaluarïons 
of functions. In this technique applying a function of n arguments on an argument renims a function of n-1 
arguments. which takes an argument and retums a function of n-2 arguments. etc. A constant function, one that 
expects no arguments, is the finai value (thus every object is a function!) 



~x~ression(every child) * 
fipression(a cookie) a 
~r~ress ion(nte)  A TE(X, 

~x~ression(every child (are (a cookie))) 
child ), Er ression(ate (a cookie))) 
+ Q~(X~~XEXISTS(X~XCOOKIE(X~) & ATE(X, x2)) 
+ EXISTS(X~)(COOKIE(X~)  & ATE (x, x2)I 

There are a number of important observations to be made here. First, while the process of 

constructing logical expressions is straightforward, care must be taken in variable binding 

and unification. Second, note that the Apply method might replace a 1-place predicate with a 

%place predicate, in which case the variables must be inserted in the right slot. This happens 

when unifying expressions at the clausal level where the binary relation has been identified. 

Finally, and of imrnediate concem to us here, is that scope ordenngs are determined by the 

order in which expressions are appiied. 

For example, the last expression computed above could have been generated as 

~x~ression((ate (a cookie)Xevety child) ) 
~ x ~ r e s r i o n ( e v e r ~  child )) 

& ATE(X, X ~ ) ~ F O R ~ L L ( X ~ ~ H I L D  (A) + Q ~ ( - c I ) D  
& FORALL(.~~~CKILB ( X I )  + A ~ ~ ( x l ,  x2)] 

In Quasi. expressions for individuai (simple) quantified concepts are immediately generated, 

although these expressions are not unified (appIied) until scope decisions have been made. 

This step will occur after prepositional attachments have been resolved, and the complete 

logical form has been constructed (see figure 9, p. 57). Roughly speaking, therefore, the 

scope neutrai logical form is the set of al1 possible combinations by which we could AppS 
(unify) expressions, since each application represents a scope ordering cornmitment. 

5.3.2 Processing Prepositional Phrases 

First, let us consider a simple sentence to illustrate the basic strategy that we follow in 

building up complex semantic objects in Quasi. In figure 12 below we detail the recursive 

construction of semantic objects in the analysis of few MIT sntdents submitted a paper. Note 



that MIT was ultimately attached as a modifier to the concept Smdent, since, syntactically, it 

was processed as a noun modifier. Prepositional phrases that appear in the head noun phrase 

also result in a modifier, much Iike the case of an adjective or a noun modifie?. 

This simple case of prepositional phrases is considered first by processing the sentence few 

students from MIT sstbrnitted a paper in figure 13 below. Semantically, a PP is an 
ATTACHMENT. The decision as to where this attachment belongs must be made at a higher- 

level. In the case of a head NP, the decision is made at the NP level where there are no 

relations that the PPs cm attach $00. An exarnple of how the PP in the head noun phrase 

results in a modifier is s h o w  in figure 13 below. 

The more interesting case, however, is when the PPs are part of the verb phrase's NP, where 

a PP could in principle attach either to the NP or to the relation. In these situations decisions 

regarding PP attachment must be delayed until the construction of the Clause semantic 

object, which corresponds to a VP, since it is at the clausal level that al1 the information 

needed to decide on the attachment of PPs is avaiiable. Regarding this step, we have adopted 

a very simple strategy that can be summarized as follows: 

At the clausal level, a recursive traversai of al1 attachrnents to the quantified 
concept of the VP is made. An attachment can be made to one NP only, but 
could also be an attachment for the relation. 

From the bottom-up (or stnicturally, from the right-most PP), a search for an 
attachment 'candidate' is perforrned. The 'next' candidate for attachment is np 1, 
the NP one Ievel higher than the attachment, followed by np2, the NP one level 
higher than npl, and so on. As soon as a relation with a candidate NP is found, 
the attachment is made. (This simple heuristic says that if an attachment is 
possible on several NPs, the nearest NP is the most likely NP this attachment 
modifies.) 

The possibility of a reading with an attachment of a PP to the relation is also tested with 

every attachment. 

3' Recall that the scoping algorithm takes modifien (both adjectives and nouns) into consideration, since they 
affect the size of the quantified concept, which tums out to be an important measure thai captures the role of  the 
linguistic context. In our implementation each adjective and noun modifier reduces the size of the concept by a 
cenain ratio. We have also incorporateci the heuristic that noun modifiers reduce the size of the concept more so 
than adjective modifiers. 



srudents subrnitred a paper)) 

- 1 = meuningOf[ [Rela&n [&.&itzl 
meaningo/ meaningo/ tneanulgOf DET(a)), 

meaning Of ~ ~ ( p a p e r ) )  

Quamifier [f ew] 
Qumtfledconcepr [Concepi [[MXTJStudent]] ' 1 

Relarion ISuhdtI  

Figure 12. The semantic analysis of jèw MIT students submitted a paper. 



Logicul~om(~enrence(few studenrs ar MIT submirred a aauer)) 

Concept .tudent L 

# j meaningOjf P R E P ( ~ ~  ' 

= meaningof rneaningof NP(MIT 
Relation [Suhmit L 1 

memingo/ meaningOf Quanrifier [a] ( (concepr lpaparl 1 J 

Quantifier [fsoo] 

= rneaningOf 
1 

Figure 13. Prepositionai phrase attachment: the simple case. 

To illustrate how this process works, let us consider the sentence few students at MIT 
srrbmitted a paper on quantification to ACL-95. Pnor to making any decisionr regarding PP 
attachments, the processing will proceed exactly as shown in figure 13 above. n i e  crucial 



step, however, is during constructing the Clause object fiom the meanings of the relation and 

the associated NP. At this stage, we would have the following situation: 

meaning Oj 

Quantifier [al, 

As explained above, when processing the head NP (when applying the function meaningofl 

above), the PP is attached as a modifier on the NP. It is in the second case, when computing 

rnenningofl, that decisions regarding the attachrnent(s) must be made, since they could in 

principle attach either to the relation or to the NP of the VP. Part of this process entails a 

search for the following relations: 

The first attachment will be on the NP if the On relation exists between Paper and Subject, 

and similarly for the second attachment. Essentially, the reasoning behind this simple 

strategy is that a PP describes a relation between two noun phrases, if such a relation exists, 

otherwise, it is a modifier for the relation. Note that two different readings will be generated 

if the attachrnent could be made to both the relation and the NP. For exarnpIe, in John 

advertised a house on every street, the final scope decisions differ considerably depending 

on whether the PP attaches to 'a house' or 'advertised'. 

5.3.3 Processing Quantified Noun Phrases 

When prepositional phrases attach to the noun phrase, the possibility arises of quantifier 

scope arnbiguity within the NP itself. The following shows the structure (ignoring the 

methods) of a quantified concept in Quasi: 



class QuantijïedConcept extends Meaning 
f 

Quantrjïer quant; //A, EVERY, 2. etc. 
Concept concept; // Student, Piano, Paper 
String variable; //xi,x2,x3. etc. 
A trachment attachmenc // on every street. frorn some article, etc. 
Predicate preàicate; // srdent pl[ 
+r-ession expression: // EVER Y XI  tud dent ( x l )  +] 

1: 

class Attachment extenak Meaning 

Relation relation; 
QuanrijïedConcept qconcepr; 

1: 

Note the recursive relationship between a quantified concept and an attachment. A quantified 

concept can have an attachment representing a certain relation with another quantified 

concept, which in tum couid have an attachment- For example, in 'John visired a horrse on 

every street in the cip' the quantified concept 

sentence's VP is constnicted as: 

rifiedConcept 
Quantifier [a] 

Concepr 

A rrachrnen r 

Bous el 
Prep I( al 

Quanrijïer 
Concepr 

Attachment 

The top-level attachment, nameiy every street 

corresponding to the noun phrase in the 

Quanrifler [the] 

A rzachment [ 1 

in the city involves scope ambiguities that 
must be resolved pnor to resolving the scope arnbiguity at the higher-levels, as was dso 

discussed in chapter 3. 

However, as discussed in the next section, it is the scope function at the top-rnost (logical 

form) level that recursively applies a scoping function on al1 the constituents. That is, at the 
NP level we do not decide on quantifïer scope compositionally, since rhe required 

quantifier scope data could be outside the NP! 



5.4 THE SCOPING FUNCTION 

Thus far we discussed how Quasi parsed and built up semantic objects, the rnost important 
of which is a scope-neutral logical form. The foIIowing shows the steps followed in Quasi in 

determining the set of plausible scope orderings of a sentence: 

Sentence sent= new Sentenc "several senators consulted with 
a scientist £rom every country" 

LogicalForm If = sent. get~ogical~orm( ); 
Vector  plaüsibleReadings = lf . scope( ); 

A sentence object is f'rrsst created, which entails parsing the sentence, and, if successful, 

creating al1 the semantic objects recursively leading into the semantic object corresponding 

to the sentence, namely its logical form. The scope method on the logical f o m  object is then 

cailed returning al1 the plausible readings in decreasing order with respect to their measure 
of plausibility. 

Therefore, one of the important methods in the LogicalForm object is scope, which retums 
the set of al1 plausible scope orderings as a result. The folIowing shows the overd1 structure 

and the main functions in the LogicalForrn object: 

Relation relation; 
Quant fiedconcept qConceptl ; 
QuanrifiedConcepr qConcept2; 

Vector plarcsibleReadings; 

/ /a  logical form is made up from an NP and a Clause 
~ o ~ i c a l ~ o m @ u a n r i f e d ~ o n c e ~ t  qc, Clause c )  

relation = c.relation; 
qconceptl = qc; 
qConcepr2 = c.qConcept; 

1 

public Vector scope( ) 
t 

double rl = scopeTop ( relation,scopeQC 
double r2 = scopeTop ( relation,scopeQC 

add~esulr (r l ,  r2): 
1 



Note that the scope function recursively applies a private scope method on al1 the constituent 

quantified noun phrase, since, as we discussed in chapter 3, the noun phrases thernselves 

could involve quantifier scope ambiguities. Also note that eventually the scope function calls 

a top-level scoping algorithm which cornputes a measure of plausibility for each possible 

scope ordering. The result of each cal1 is a rneasure of plausibility, which is a real value 

between O and 1. 

Before we discuss this top-level scoping algorithm, which is the irnpiementation of the 

algorithm described in chapter 3, let us look at the scopeQC function that recursively scopes 
d l  NPs that have attachments (which in tum could have attachments). This function. as 

discussed above, is only called after the attachments have been resolved. That is, an 
attachrnent on an NP at this point is assurned to be a genuine attachment, corresponding to 

some relation. The scopeQC function is defined as foIlows: 

private QuantifIedConcept s ~ o ~ e ~ ~ @ u a n t i f i e d ~ o n c e ~ r  qc) 
/ 

//an NP with no PPs has no scope ambiguities 
i f  (qc.no~ttchrnent( )) return qc; 

/ / a  Proper Name has no scope ambiguities 
i f  (qc. i s ~ r o ~ e r ~ a m e (  )) return qc; 

Relation r = (q~ .~e t~ t tachment ( ) )~e t~e la t ion( ) ;  
QuantifedConcept qcAttached = (qc .ge t~ t tachment ( ) )ge t~~( ) ;  

//store both plausibilities for subsequent use 
qc.aridResults(rl, r2); 

if( rl > r2 ) rerurn qc; 
else retrrrn qc,indirectReading(); 

f 

This function returns the scope ordering of the quantified concept with the best plausibility 

measure, where those quantified concepts that do not involve scope ambiguities are 

considered the only plausible readings. To rneasure the plausibility of a reading, like the top- 

most scope function, this function also calls the scopeTop function. This function 

implements the algorithm described in figure 6 (chapter 3, p. 36). The function and reIated 

(pnvate) functions are shown in figure 14 below. Some of the details of these functions have 

been omitted for clarity. 



5.5 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this chapter we discussed in some detail the prograrn Quasi, which is a Java 
implementation of the quantifier scope inferencing strategy that we described in chapters 2 

and 3. Our main goal in the implementation of Quasi was to demonstrate that a 

cornmonsense inferencing strategy for predicting the most plausible scope ordering is 

feasible. For this verifkation to be valid it was also important not to hard code any data in 

the process, but to build a generic process that, as we view it, depends only on individual 
preferences. 

Beyond the generaiization of the solution, we have also tried to apply some good software 

engineering principle in order to build an extensible prograrn where it would be sufficiently 

eâsy to extend the grammar and the semantic analysis component. For example, with 

minimal effort Quasi should be extended to incorporate anaphora and pronoun resolution. 

pr iva te  double computePliusibility~asure ( V e b o r  rangel ,  Vector range2 1 
C 

double p l  = 0.0 ; 
i n t  summationBrt = 0; 
i n t  szl= rangel . s ia?O;  
i n t  s 2 2 =  range2. siæ ( 1  ; 
i n t  in te rsec tSi=  ( in t e r sec t ( r ange l~ange2  1 ) . s i z e  ( 1 ; 
i n t  pr12= precede (raigel ,range2 1 ; 
i n t  pr21= precede (raige2 ,rangel ; 

for ( i n t  i=l; i c i n t e r s e c t s - 1 ;  i + +  ) 
summationEhrt = summationkrt t s22 pr21 i + 1; 

re tu rn  ( ( (prl2*sz2)  t summationEhrt ( (l/ (double) ( sz l*sz2)  1 1 ;) 1 1 
1 

i n t  range2Min = ( (IntegerIrange2. elmentAt ( O  ) ). intValue O ; 
i n t  p r  = 0; 

f o r  ( i n t  i=l; i<intersectSz-1; i++ ) 
( 

i n t  oneValue = ( ( Integerlrangel . elmentAt (i 1 1. întValue O ; 
if ( oneValue < range2Min) p r +  +; 

1 
r e tu rn  pr ;  

1 

Figure 14. The implementation of  the scoping functions. 

Also, a questiodanswering capability on top of Quasi is already being added, in order to 

investigate quantification issues beyond scope arnbiguities, such as generic quantification 

and quantification over large and potentially infinite domains. For this reason, and although 



it was not technically necessary to implement a generic logical expression module in Quasi, 

the implementation was partly done for possible future extensions, where an SQL query can 
be generated to be executed against some database. 

Regarding the various modules in Quasi, we should note that while there is little novelty in 

the syntactic and semantic analysis components, the pragmatic module (the scoping 

functions) required us to make some careful considerations in both the syntactic and 

semantic analysis components. A particularly challenging task was the incorporation of a 

(weak) compositional approach with deiaying decisions regarding prepositiond phrase 
attachments and quantifier scope until the processing of larger linguistic constructs. 



6 Related Work 
The work we described in this dissertation was motivated in part by the fact that while there 
seerns to be ample evidence that quantifier scope is a phenornenon that must be treated at the 

pragmatic level, there has been littie effort in that regard. Drawing on the logical and 

linguistic research, computational approaches to quantifier scope ambiguities have for the 

most part been inspired by syntactic and semantic treatments of the problem33. In this 

chapter we will review the main computational approaches, starting with a brief review of 

the linguistic and logical models of quantification which have inspired the computational 

models. 

The invention of variables and quantification is generally attributed to the genius of Frege, 

who, according to Dumrnett (1973), "resolved, for the first time in the whole history of logic, 

the problem which has foiled the most penetrating rninds that had given their attention to the 

subject." To appreciate the expressive power of quantifiers and variables, consider the task 

of expressing the mathematical fact that "every natural number multiplied by 2 is an even 

nakral number." This expresses a property of objects in an infinite domain, namely the 

dornain of al1 natural numbers. Such properties are typically established using an axiomatic 

system (e-g., algebra and number theory), and mathematical induction. 

Surprisingly, however, induction is a problematic phenornena since it requires us to have 

faith in a general principle stating that "re,aularities of the past will continue into the future" 

(Gcertzel, 1993). In mathematical reasoning, such regularities are accepted since a 
mathematical object, such as "2", for example, cannot be expected to exhibit a different 

behavior, or take on different properties in different contexts. In everyday cornmonsense 
reasoning, and in particular in language understanding, however, such regularities are not 

accepted so easily. Unlike properties attributed to mathernatical objects, properties of objects 

of thought are context-dependent, and subject to revisions, exceptions, and other 

irregularities. In fact, whatever inductive generalizations we often rnake, must aiways 

involve some sort of "jumping to conclusions" (Flach, 1992). This problem, which has been 

--  - 

j3 The 'problem', for a computational linguist, is not quantifier scope arnbiguity per se. but resoiving the 
ambiguities in a cornputer program. As we stated in chapter 1, arnbiguity itself is not a sin, but an ingenious 
invention that we have developed and deaIt with quite cffectively. It has nevertheless been an obstacle in building 
cornputer programs that cm comprehend naturd Ianguage text. 



termed by McCarthy (1987) as the problem of "generality in artificial intelligence", is 

central to the study of cornmonsense reasoning and natural language understanding. 

This Iast point, concerning the relation of quantification to cornmonsense reasoning, is 

central to Our treatment of quantification in natural language. While the need for variables 

and quantification is generally accepted, the role of cornmonsense knowledge in resolving 
quantifier scope ambiguities has largely been ignored. For the most part, computational 

models that do consider the modeling of quantification do so by using the models of formal 

logic where the "form", and not the linguistic context, dictate the scope of quantifiers. While 

a number of significant results have been achieved, the problem of resolving quantifier scope 

ambiguity rernained largely unresolved. In the remainder of thls chapter we discuss the 

prevailing models of quantification, al1 of which have their roots in formal logic. The 
incorporation of these models in computational linguistics will also be discussed. 

6.2 QUANTIFICATION IN FORMAL LOGLC 

Virtually al1 computational models of quantification are based on some variation of 

Montague's (1974) "proper treatment of quantit-cation" (henceforth PTQ), and the theory of 

generalized quantifiers (Barwise and Cooper, 1981). In this section we briefly review the 

essential features of both approaches. 

6.2.1 Quantification in PTQ 

In P T Q ~ ~ ,  quantifien are modeled as functions that take two properties and retum a truth- 

value as a result, where a property is an object of type ( e j t ) ,  Le., a function that takes an 

entity and returns a tnith-value35. For example, the meaning of every is a function that takes 
two properties, P and Q, and returns true if whenever P is true of some entity so is Q, and 
false otherwise. 

Montague's main contribution was his ingenious use of 

him to propose a uniform treatment for al1 noun phrases. 
the lambda calcuhs that allowed 

The problem here was to explain 

Y Montague's semantic program can be ovemhelming and it would be inappropriate to review the program here. 
The reader c m  consult the excellent introduction to Montague semantics in (Dowty et al., 1981). The entire 
semantic p r o v  of Richard Montague is described in (Thornason. 1974). For a las philosophical exposition, 
the cornputational Linguist could consult "Making computationai sense of Montague's intensional logic" (Hobbs 
and Rosenchein, 1978). 
'' Here we ignore the intensional version of PTQ where an object of type a has an intcnsional type (s-ta).  where 
s is a possible world (worId-time pair) denoting a context of interpretation. 



how noun phrases such as John, every man and some man that talkr seem to ftrnction the 

same in the following: 

(65) {EF~ man 
Some man that talkr 

Seeking generality36, Montague formulated a method by which John and every man could 

denote objects of the sarne type, and consequently, this required a method by which one 
could assign meanings to partid expressions, such as every man. As noted by Partee ( 1974). 

this expression can roughly be rnodeled in FOPL as ~ x ( ~ n n ( x ) +  ... ), which is  not a well- 

formed formula (m. Montague resolved this probIem by utilizing the tools of the lambda 

calcuius ta generalize FOPL expressions. To see how this is done, consider the following: 

(66) evety man walks VX(M~&)  + ~ u l k ( x ) )  

(67)  every man * AQ [VX(MCI~ (x) -+ Q (x))] 

(68)  evev * APAP[.X(P(X) + Q 

In (66) we have a straightforward translation of every man walks into FOPL. Using lambda 

abstraction, a more general expression can be obtained by abstracting frorn the formula the 

property of "walking." The result, given in (67), is a function, cal1 it every man, that takes a 

property and returns true if the property is true of every man and false otherwise. Finally, a 

most general function can be obtained by another lambda abstraction over the property of 
"being a man" resulting in a function that takes two properties and retums a tmth value, 

which is the meaning of every. A similar process is applied on sentences with definite noun 

phrases (NPs): 

(69) John walk  =? walk(johnl) 

(70) John * ~ [ ~ ( j o h n ' ) ]  

In the above, English expressions are transIated into expressions of intensional logic (IL), 
according to a welldefmed set of rules. Note that john' is an expression of iL that ngidly 

designates a person, while John is an expression of English. What is more important to note 

here is that the meaning of John given in (70) and that of every man given in (67) have the 

same (semanticj type, ((e-+r)+t), i.e., both are functions that take a property and return a 
- 

36 Montague believed that "there is no theoretical difference between formal and naturai ianguages." 



mth-value". Forxning one semantic type for the syntaciic category of noun phrases was the 

main goal of this formulation. The table below shows how partial meanings (functions) 
compose to fonn an expression of type t (i.e., a statement that is either true or false.) 

lm 
. - 

ression -- 1 Tmslaîion . . 1 semagic:type 1 description 
I I 

UhQ[Vx(P(x)+Q(x))] 

It is also important to note here that Montague's treatment of quantification is centrai to the 

entire semantic program in PTQ, since as can be seen from the Iarnbda abstractions 

described above, the meaning of a quantifier in Montague's PTQ is a "template" for the 

interpretation of any EngIish expression whatsoever. This also implies that the issue of 

quantifier scope is not directly addressed by this formulation since P and Q could in turn 
involve the use of other quantifiers. For exarnple, in 

every man 

every man walks 

(7 1) Every young man loves a woman that is cheerjiil 

(e+t)+((e+t)+t) 

the property Q in this instance of 'every P is Q' is the property of "loving a woman that is 

cheerful" which is different from the property of "loving every woman that is cheerful." A 

direct translation would therefore force a specific scope ordering that simply mirrors the 

syntactic structure, which is clearly inadequate, as discussed below. 

Function that takes a property 
and returns a Function that takes 
a property and retums a tmth- 

kQ[Qx(Man(x)+Q(x))l 

Vx(Man(x)+ Waik(x)) 

6.2.2 Quantifier Scope in Montague's PTQ 

An important aspect of Montague's system is his adherence to the rule-to-rule 

correspondence between syntax and semuitics. For every syntactic rule there's a 
conesponding semantic rute that evaluates the meaning of the compound as a function of the 

rneanings of the parts. In such a model, the semantic contribution of a certain constituent is 

the same in every context, which is the essence of compositionality in the Fregean tradition. 

Furthemore, in such a model a sentence is arnbiguous if it involves a lexical or structural 

arnbiguity. Clearly, this presents a technical problem since this begs the question of how 

@+O+ 

t 

37 Montague's uniform treatment was not uncontroversial however (See Pariee (1992)). 

vaiue. 

Function that takes a property 
and returns a truth-value. 

Truth value 



could we explain semantic ambiguities of structurally and Iexically unarnbiguous sentences? 

For example, consider the sentence (72) that adrnits the two interpretations given in 72u and 
72b: 

(72) Every man loves a woman 
72a. ~ x [ ~ a n ( x )  + 2y[~aman(y)* ~ o v e ( x ,  y)] 

72b. 3 x [ ~ o m a n ( x )  A V Y [ ~ a n ( y )  -t Lm&, x)]  

Clearly, the truth conditions (meanings) of the two possible interpretations c m  be quite 

distinct, In order to account for this ambiguity, Montague devised a rule (the 'quantifying-in' 
rule) that adrnits multiple derivations trees for structurally unarnbiguous sentences. 
Accounting for scope ambiguity by adrnitting multiple derivations essentially amounts to 

admitting multiple Iogical forms, which is also the standard practice in computational 
linguistics (Hobbs and Shieber, 1987); Akhawi, 1990; Pereira and Pollack, 199 1). Note that, 

in PTQ, one syntactic tree is still assumed (i.e., the sentence is not assumed to be structurally 

ambiguous), and the two derivation trees are obtained by applying different sernarrtic nrles. 
This is quite different from the quantifier raising mechanism (Reinhart, 1983; Fox, 1995; 
Reinhart, 1997), where the ambiguity is assumed to be structural. in a sençe, then, PTQ 
treats scope ambiguities as semantic arnbiguities, whereas in QR they are syntactic. 

Applying the quantifying-in mie on the sentence in (72) results in the two derivations shown 

in figure 15 below. The derivation tree which rnirrors the structure of the sentence (figure 
15a) is called the direct reading, while that of figure 1% is called the indirect reading 
(Garnut, 199 1) obtained by the mie of quantifying-in. 

every man loves a woman every man loves a woman 

every man loves a woman 

every man loves a woman 

a woman every man loves her, 

a woman eve .man loves heq 

?\ / \  
a woman every man loves herl 

Figure 15. Two derivation trees corresponding to the El and 3V readings. 

The interpretation of the derivation tree in figure 15a in PTQ would proceed as follows: 



every man 3 A.Q[Vx[Man *(x)+Q(x)]] 
a woman AQ[.r[Woman ' ( x ) ~ Q ( x ) ] ]  
loves ÂxAy Love '(x,y) 
loves a woman 3y[  Woman '(y)&ve *(x,y)]] 
every man loves a womun Vx[Man ' ( x ) + y [  Woman '(y)&ve ' ( x ,y ) ] ]  

The interpretation of the derivation tree in figure 156 proceeds in the sarne manner, however, 

the noun phrase every man is quantified-inside the scope of a woman in the last step, 

yielding the following translation: 

every man --5 AQ[Vx[Man '(x)+Q(x)] ] 
a ivornan -. ME&[ Woman ' ( x ) ~ Q ( x ) ] ]  
loves her, 3 dy Love '(x,,y) 

every man loves her, Vx[Man '(x)+ ily Love '(x,y)] 
a woman every man loves her, 3y[  Woman ' ( y )~Vx[Man  '(x)+ Love '(x, y)) ] 

While it is ingenious to 'invent' such a mle to salvage compositionaiity, as L.T.F. Gamut 

(1991) notes, Montague does not address the issue of resolving the ambiguity, i.e., of 

choosing between the candidate derivation trees. To be sure, this was never the god of 

Montague's program, as has been noted by (Thornason, 1974; see the "Introduction") and 

(Dowty er al., 1981). Montague was simply developing an aigebra of rneanings, whatever 

the nature of people's employment of these meanings. In computational linguistics, however, 

deciding between the two derivation trees of figure 15 (or, between the two equivalent 

logicd form)  is a central issue, which was the focus of this dissertation. 

Ln the next section we will briefly discuss the theory of generaiized quantifiers and its 

relevance to issues of quantifier scope arnbiguities. 

6.2.3 The Theory of Generalized Quantifiers 

The theory of generalized quantifiers (Barwise and Cooper, 198 1 ; van Benthem, 1986) 
models a quantifier Q as binary relation between two properties A and B, much like the 

treatrnent of quantification in PTQ~'. In the theory of generalized quantifiers, however, the 

treatment is purely extensionai, and thus a quantifier Q is rnodeled as a relation over two 

sets, A and B, where Q is a function of the cardinaiities of the set A, called the restriction set, 

38 For a cornparison between Montague's PTQ and the treatment of quantifiers using the theory of generdized 
quanti fiers see (Cooper, 1987). 



and the intersection set AnB.  Using a set-theoretic model, an intuitive definition of the 

comrnon quantifiers in natural Ianguage couId therefore be easily defined as follows: 

pue, if X G Y 
evev(x ' Y) { falre, orhenvire 

some X , Y -df true, if (X n Y) + 
( )- {fnlsr. ortienuire 

true, V(X~Y)=@ 
'O"' ' l zd f  {false, ortzerwise 

true, i f / ~ n ~ I = n  
{raise, o. iewise 

Therefore, every man walks is true if th set of men is cont .ained in the set of things that 
walk. Similarly, no man is running is true i f  the set of those that are running contains no 

men. The appeal of the set-theoretic formulation is that one c m  easily define the meaning of 

general quantifiers in natural language. For exarnple, assume that . = 1x1 and m = lx n Y I ,  
then, 

y )  { 9 lf (m 2 4  
false, otherwise 

ar l e m  three but less than f i v e ( ~ ,  Y ) =  truc. if (rn > 3) A (rn c S )  
false, orherwise 

From a linguistic standpoint, the schema Q(X,Y), where Q is a natural language quantifier 
and X and Y are the sets representing the extensional meanings of two term phrases, 

Thus, it is assumed here that a syntactic analysis has airead! t detennined the set 
corresponding to the verb phrase Y, and that the sets X and Y are of the same domain (so that 

they could have an intersection set). Indirectly, therefore, this interpretation avoids the 

problem of quantifier scope arnbiguity, by assurning it has been resolved. Below we will 

discuss this point further. 



The main goal of developing a theory of generalized quantifiers was to classify the 
quantifiers of natural language into various classes according to a number of forma1 
properties that they exhibit. By viewing quantifiers as binary relations over sets, one can use 
relationai theory to derive some formai properties of the quantifiers. 

Extensive work in this area has been done, most notably by (Banvise and Cooper, 198 1) and 
(van Benthem, 1986). As a representative set of the various formal properties39 consider the 

following where Q is a quantifier, and X, Y, and Z are sets: 

Persistence (lefi increasing rnonotonicity) Q(X, Y) A X-d + Q(Z Y )  
(ho Cds for Q = a, sorne, at leut n, ..) 
Right increasing rnonotonicity Q(X, Y)  A Y-d + Q(X,Z) 
(holds for Q = every, al& the, a, most, ...) 
Left decreasing monotonicity Q(X. Y) A Z-d + Q(Z Y) 
(hoids for Q = every, no, the, at most n, ...) 
Reflexivity Q(X,X)  
(hoids for Q = the, ail, every, bofh, ...) 

Symmetry Q (X, Y) + Q(Y.X) 
(hoids for Q = a, no, some, exactiy n, ...) 

According to the symmetry property, for example, if Some man from Detroit owns a 196.5 

Corvette is true, then "the set of those who own a 1965 Corvette" must include Some man 

fiom Detroit. While these formal properties do not address the problem of quantifier scope 
arnbiguity directly, they are important in that any proposai for a new mode1 for 
quantification must ensure the validity of the above and other similar formd properties. 

In proposing an inferencing procedure for resolving scope arnbiguities we assumed the 
standard semantics of quantifiers, and thus these forma1 properties stiil hold. However, 
quantifiers at the implementationd Ievel could be modeled by procedures that are much 
more descriptive than the functions discussed in section 6.2.3 (page 89). By suggesting new 

procedures for quantifiers one rnust ensure that the forma1 properties discussed above are 

preserved. We discuss this issue in sorne detail in the next chapter. 

3Y For detailed discussions on these and other forma1 properties see van Benthem (1986), Peres (1990). BarWise 
and Cooper (198 1). and May (1989). 



6.2.5 The Relevance of TGQ in Quantifier Scope Ambiguity 

The relational mode1 of quantification zs suggested by the theory of generalized quantifiers 

does not directly address the problern of quantifier scope ambiguity. As was also pointed out 

by (van Benthem, 1986), in the schema Q(X,Y), where Q is a quantifier, it is assumed that 

the two sets X and Y have been "identified" and that the result of quantification is the 

application of a set-theoretic operation corresponding to "one" quantifier, namely Q. 

Moreover, the two sets involved in the operation are assumed to be in the same domain. 

However, quantifier scope ambiguities arise when we express a relation between "two 

quantified" sets of different domains. That is, we encounter scope ambiguities in a schema 

R(QIX,Q2Y), where R is a binary relation, corresponding to the main verb in the sentence. 

Linguisticaily, this schema corresponds to 

This argument about "determining" the sets to be quantified suggests that there is a duai 
purpose for quantifiers in natural language. In fact Freeman and Stedmon (1986) rnake this 

point by arguing that quantifiers have two main functions: deterrnining and quantifying. The 

first function is to determine "what is to be quantified" while the second finction is to 

determine "how rnuch is to be quantified." It is in the first function that scope ambiguities 

are encountered. The dual purpose of quantifiers, whiIe generaIly overlooked, is also 

consistent with our view that quantifiers operate at two different IeveIs: (a) a semantic (or 

knowledge) level, where the issue is to determine "what" is to be quantified, and (b) an 

implementational level, where the issue is to deterrnine "how rnuch" is to be quantified. 

Scope arnbiguities &se at the first (conceptuai level), whiIe at the implementational level 

the issues that mut be dealt with are related to genenc quantification, and quantifying over 

large and potentially infinite domains. In this work we have focused almost exclusively on 

scope ambiguities at the conceptuai level. In chapter 7, some preliminary investigations of 

quantification at the irnplementational level and future work in that regard are briefly 

discussed. 

6.2.6 How do Scope Arnbiguities Anse in a Set-Theoretic Model? 

As mentioned above, scope ambiguities in the relational mode1 of TGQ are not addressed. 

The reason for this is that issues of quantifier scope ambiguity arise prior to obtaining the 

relational schema Q(X,Y), where Q is a quantifier and X and Y are sets. To illustrate this 

point further, consider the following: 



(74) A child are every cookie 
(75) Every chiid are a cookie 

En order to apply the TGQ model, we have to generate two overlapping sets, Le., two sets in 

the same domain. The first set in both of these exarnples is the set of children. The second 

set, however, is "the set of children that ate every cookie" in (74), and "the set of children 

that ate at least one cookie" in (75). The relation that underlies the sentences in (74) and (75) 
can be expressed as follows: 

The relation R is therefore al1 pairs (x,y) of a child, x, that "ate" some cookie, y. Using R 
table 4 below illustrates the interpretation of (74) and (75) in a set-theoretic model, 

according to the theory of generaiized quanti fiers. 

In both cases, the first set in the Q(X,Y) schema is the set of children. However, the second 

set is determined in a completely different manner. In the first sentence, the second set is the 
set of children that ate "every cookie" while in the second sentence the second set is the set 

of children that ate a ("at Ieast one") cookie. Note that this essentially means that we have 
committed ourselves to a particular scope ordering. The final interpretation, which is simply 

(Ichild n Yl ;t O) and child c Y respectively, is just an extensional set-theoretic operation. 

Essentially, what this analysis suggests is that the set-theoretic interpretation according to 

TGQ is assumed to operate after syntactic and semantic processing has deterrnined what sets 

are involved in the quantification, Le., after scope ambiguities have been resolved. 

SENTENCE 

A child are e v e ~  cookie 

Every child are a cookie 

6.2.7 Branching Quantifiers in Natural Language 

In addition to a nurnber of formal properties that the theory of generalized quantifiers was 

concerned with, logicians have for some years been occupied by the notion of "branching 

quantifiers." As we discussed in chapter 3 (section 3.4). the main issue regarding branching 

Table 4. A se t-theoretic interpretation of quanti fiers 

SCHEMA 

A (X,  Y) 

Every (X,Y) 

X (SET 1 )  

Child 

Child 

Y (SET 2) 

MW, y )  E R )  A ( (Y[ ( * ,  y) E R )  = Cookie) 

& l ( x . Y ) ~  R) 

VALUE 

(XnY&$ 

XcY 



quantifiers was to determine under what conditions quantifiers branch. As we showed in 

chapter 3, this question is a generalization of the scope arnbiguity question, where an 

additional complexity is added due to the complicated functional dependencies that could 

occur when deding with more than two quantifiers. 

6.2.8 Quantifiers as f rocedures 

A final point on the theory of generdized quantifiers that is more relevant to some future 

work that we intend to pursue is the notion of "quantifiers as automata" that (van Benthem, 
1986) has proposed. van Benthem presents an andysis of quantifiers individually viewed as 

an automaton that takes two sets as inputs and retums a truth value as a result. The 
complexity of each automaton is clearly a function of the complexity of the quantifier. For 
exarnple, the following could be an example of an autornaton corresponding to the quantifier 
al1 applied on sets X and Y: 

Figure 16. An automaton corresponding to the quantifier al!. 

In Figure 16, the state S is considered to be a final state, w is considered an element of XnY ,  
y is an element of Y and x' is an element of X-Y, i.e., an element that is in X but not in Y. The 

automaton is fed elements from X, and must end in the final state S if All(X,Y) is true. 
Clearly, the autornaton will end in the final state irevery element it processes from the set X 
is an element of Y, which is the intended set-theoretic interpretation of AIi(X,Y). 

Other quantifiers, for example most, being a context-dependent quantifier, would require a 

more complex state machine than that of every. Computationally, most (and similar fuzzy, or 

context-dependent quantifiers, such as few, several, rnany, etc.) requires a store (a state 

variable), since in cornputing most(X,Y) the relative ratio of Knn to IYi must be stored 

somewhere for later processing. A finite-state-machine would not suffice for the quantifier 

most, although a push-down automaton (e-g., a Post machine or, of course, a Turing 

machine), would. 



The issue of the computational effectiveness of verîfying quantification over large sets is 

very crucial here. That is, this discussion of extensional verification bnngs to the forefront 

questions concerning limitations on working memory and time constraints. This subject, 

which we plan to investigate further in the future, will be briefly discussed in the next 

chapter. For the moment, however, there are two important points regarding van Benthem's 

notion of quantif7ers as procedures that must be noted: 

1. Whiie we agree with the notion of quantifiers as procedures, we suggest that 
quantifiers do not sirnply operate on extensional sets, but are aIso dependent 
on contextual and computational factors. 

2. The view of quantifiers as procedures inevitably brings to the$refront the 
"verificationist" objection to Frege's notion of quantifiers , since the 
standard mode1 cannot explain quantification over large and potentially 
infinite domains4'. 

The first observation has to do with Our view that resolving quantifier scope ambiguities is 

an inferencing process that is dependent on cornmonsense background knowtedge. 

The second point is intended to address the issue of cognitive plausibility. That is, how is it 

that we tend to quanti@ over large and potentialIy infinite domains within limited time and 

memory constraints. Clearly, the purely extensional view suggested by the automaton in 
figure 16 does not explain this adequately. 

Maving sumrnarized the theoretical foundations of quantification in the previous sections we 

now tum to the treatment of quantifier scope in computational linguisticsi'. 

-- -- -- 

a See (Dummett, 1973, pp. 512-541) for an interesting discussion on this subject, 
'' Recall that in Iogicd semantics VxP(x) is modeIed as P ( x 1 ) ~  P(x2) ... A P(xn), for al1 xi in X. The 
"verificationist" objection questions how an exhaustive (and thus computationally effective) verification of a 
property can be performed on a large (or even potentially infinite) domain. This is aiso related to the general 
problem of "generality in Ai" raised by McCarthy (1987) and later addressed by theories of non-rnonotonic 
reasoning (See Thanassas, 1992). 
'' Readers versed in the philosophical and Iogicai literanire on quantification will very cleariy see this brief 
review as, at best, incomplete. A large body of work on quantification as it relates to intensionaiity and opaque 
contexts (de re and de dicto readings), most notably by Carnap, W. V. Quine, and subsequently by Richard 
Montague, David Kaplan, and Barbara Partee, m o n g  others, have been ignored. Our concem here was lirnited to 
quantifier scope arnbiguities in extensional contexts. 



6.3.1 Computational Models of Quantifier Scope Ambiguity 

Virtually al1 natual language systerns that give an adequate treatment to quantification base 

their mode1 of quantification on the models of formal logic, and consequently al1 

computational models are based on some variation of Montague's PTQ o r  the theory of 

generalized quantifiers (TGQ). The issue of resolving quantifier scope ambiguities, which as 

we discussed above was not directly addressed in Montague's PTQ or in the theory of 

generaiized quantifiers, is, however, a practical problem that requires an eficient solution in 

computational models. 

Quantifier scope ambiguity presents a challenge to computational models that are based on 

compositional semantics. First, semantically, the problem translates in computational terms 

into obtaining multiple Iogical forms for the same lexically unarnbiguous syntactic structure. 

Second, quantifier scope ambiguity also presents a challenge at the p r a p a t i c  level, in 

deciding on the most plausible scope ordering (i.e., on the most plausible Iogical form) from 

a multitude (typicaiiy n!) of semanticaily valid logical fonns. As argued in (Grosz et al. 

1987), computationally, this c m  be an intractable problem. 

In computationai linguistics, a number of techniques have been suggested. Typicaily, a 

sentence is first translated into a scope-neutral (Ailen, 1987) or a qruxsi LF (Alshawi, 1990) 

with no scope ordering comrnitments. A number of syntactic and semantic rules are then 

incrementally applied to reduce the number of possible readings. Computational models for 

incrementai interpretation must be carefully crafted if one is to stay comrnitted to 

compositiondity. Elaborate attempts at such models are given in (Pereira and Pollack, 199 1) 
and (Harper, 1992). These models do not directly address the problem of scope ambiguity 

however. Instead, they provide a computational framework for the resolution of quantifier 

scope (md other) arnbiguities. 

Regarding the resolution of quantifier scope ambiguity, several algorithms that apply a 
number of syntacticaily-motivated "preference rules" have been suggested. hstead of 

inferring a most plausible reading, these methods suggest a combinatorial approach where 

less Iikely readings are incrementally disallowed. 

Most of this work is descnbed in (Allen, 1987; Hobbs & Shieber, 1978; Moran, 1988; 

Moran and Pereira, 1992; and Park, 1995). In sumrnary, computationai linguistics work that 



attempts to address the problem of quantifier scope ambiguity can be grouped into two 

general categories: 

1. Computational models to support a compositional and model- 
theorehc interpretatio~~ of urzderspecified (or "quasi", or "scope 
neutral") logicai fonns . 

2. Algorithms for resolving quantifier scope arnbiguities. 

The work in the first category is not directly concerned with describing general procedures 

for resolving scope ambiguities. Instead, the goal of the work is to define a cornputational 

frâmework that would support an incremental (Pereira and Pollack, 199 1) (sometimes 

referred to as conditional (Pollack and Pereira, 1988)) interpretation process. While such 
models are important, and indeed we have adopted such techniques in Our implementation, it 

is the work in the second category that is the one most relevant to our proposai of an 

inferential strategy for resolving scope ambiguities. 

In the following sections, we briefly review models of incremental interpretation of under- 

specified (i.e., not fully cornmitted l o g i d  forms), as well as the proposed algorithms for 

resolving quantifier scope arnbiguities. 

6.3-2 Underspecification and Incremental Interpretation 

The need to devise a conditional (or incremental) interpretation process on an under- 

specified logicai f o m  is due to the fact that a fully unarnbiguous Iogical fonn cannot in 

practice be attained until larger linguistic fragments have been processed, and until various 

inferences that use some background howledge have been perforrned to resoIve various 

types of arnbiguities, including pronoun resohtion and quantifier scope. 

TypicalIy such inferences require access to background knowledge and discourse 

information of larger Iinguistic fragments. in such models, the strategy is to isolate the 

syntactic and semantic aspects of the andysis from the pragrnatic and inferentid aspects of 

language understanding, where contextual world knowledge rnight be brought into the 

analysis at some point. 

-- 

a The debate between modeI-theoretic semanticists and transformationai grammarians regarding the role of 
logical form is an important one. Logical Form is a representation that is one step beyond the surface structure. 
and yet not quite a rneaning. Since rnost interpretation issues appear at the level of logical form, the debate has 
always been what is in rhe realm of syntar, and what is considered semunrics? This also relates to the whole 
question conceming the autonomy of synrax is clearly beyond the scope of this dissertation. 



Allen's scope-neutral logical form (1987) and Cooper storage (1983) were some early 

suggestions on how to delay cornrnitments regarding quantifier scope until further 
information was available. In recent years, more sophisticated techniques have been 

suggested, such as quasi logical forms (QLFs) (Alshawi and van Ejck, 1989; Alshawi, 1 99O), 

and Uaderspecifxed Discourse Representation Structures (UDRSs) (Reyle, 1995). These 
ideas were initially popularized by work on the SRI: Core Language Engine (CLE) (Moran, 
1988; Pollack and Pereira, 1988; Pereira, 1989; Pereira and Pollack, 199 1; and Moran and 

Pereira, 1992). The basic idea behind these techniques can be illustrated by the following 

example: 

(76) Every pilor controls a jet 

The standard notation for representing quantified term phrases in computational linguistics 

rnodels that are based on fonnal logic is as follows: 

(77) ~uapt(variable, quanrifier, restriction) 

where variable is the variable of that binds the quantifier qnantifier, and restriction is a sort 

(type) restriction over which the variable can range. Using this notation, the logical 

expression representing the quantified terni phrase every man is the following: 

Note that in Our implementation we have used a sirnilar notation using the semantic object 
LogicalEjcpression to represent quantified expressions and variable binding. 

A scope-neutral logicd f o m  representing the sentence in (76) can now be defined as 

follows: 

where the first set is a non-ordered set of quantified term phrases (no scope-commitrnents), 

and $J is a set of assumptions and conditions that are discharged by a pragmatics module 

when resolving arnbiguities, including resolving the scope orderings (the 

assumptions/conditions might contain a reference to some entity introduced in the discourse, 

which is then used to resolve an anaphor.) The final disarnbiguated logical form rnust have 

an empty set of discharged (i.e., applied or processed) conditions, and an empty set of yet-to- 



be-ordered quantified term phrases. Thus the following are two possible disarnbiguated 

logical forms corresponding to the 3V and El readings of (76): 

p r r o l ,  fpuantb everyl~iïot\ wax& 
Coritrol, Quant ,a, Jet Quant x, evezy,Pilot 

Different conditions/assumptions are discharged by different sets of rules. Thus, there are 

rules to resolve quantifier scope ambiguities, reference resolution, etc. These rules typicdly 

utilize sort (type) information and rnight have access to semantic information of the main 

verb, as well as discourse information. The application of these mies might also update the 

global context (in cases where new references might be introduced, for example). 

Al1 the proposals for an initial (underspecified) logical form assume that each utterance is 

completely specified and disambiguated (Le., its assumptions set has been completely 

discharged) before the next utterance is considered (Karneyama, 1996). Thus these models 

do not aIlow for large linguistic fragments to be considered, and while the previous discourse 

can be considered, subsequent discourse, which rnight be required (Grosz et ai., 1987), is not 

considered. 

Although in this dissertation we did not spec i fd ly  suggest an overall defeasible inferencing 

strategy, we have suggested a scoping algorithm that c m  be readily incorporated into such a 
strategy. By numerically ranking the plausibility of al1 possible scope orderings, additiond 

information could be used to retract previous inferences in two ways: (i) by iterating. in 

decreasing order of the measure of plausibility, through the possible readings and selecting 

the first scope ordering that is consistent with the discourse information; or (ii) by 

incorporating the discourse information into the computation of the measure of plausibility. 

The development of such an overall strategy is beyond the scope of this work, although, as 

we discuss in the next chapter, we plan to investigate this issue fürther in the future. 

6.3.3 R u k  and Preferences for Resolving Scope Ambiguities 

The computationai work has, for the most part, been mle-based, where the rules incorporated 

have been syntacticaily-motivated. While most of these approaches generally share the same 

strategy, in the following sub-sections we will review the main proposais individually. 



Allen 

Allen (1987) suggests that "while not al1 scoping can be determined independentiy of 

context, certain sectences have strong preferences toward a particular scoping." These 
'preferences' are based on some linguistic data, and are of course subjective, which is Our 
main objection to this approach to quantifier scope. As an example of a simple rule of 

preferences, the following is the order of quantifiers that seem to take wider scope: 

the > each > wh-tenns > every, all, some, a 

So, for example, based on the above observation, a simple rule in a quantifier scope 

resolution algorithm would be "give al1 definite MPs the widest scope." Thus, in a sentence 

such as "The man saw every dog" it is very likely that we are always speaking of a particular 

man (that saw every dog.) 

The general preference rules that are suggested by Allen however are more controversial 

when quantifiers in prepositional attachments and relative clauses are considered. The final 
algorithm suggested has preference rules that are applied in a specific order. Since multiple 

rules might match a certain linguistic construction, the order for applying the rules becomes 

crucial. Furthermore, the algorithm suggests that if a subsequent rule contradicts a previous 
rule, the scoping determined by the first rule applied is maintained. MWle most of the   les 

suggested work in some cases, there is almost always an example where these rules seem to 
predict a reading that is not the one rnost readers would consider. For exarnple, consider the 

following: 

John h o w s  several programmers that work for text retrieval company in Ottawa 
John knows several programmers rhat started g text retrieval company in New York 
John appointed g manager for several programmers on the RAD project 
The cornmittee included everv director of AI research group 
The panel invited every columnist in major newspaper 
John visited g restaurant on g main Street in everv ciry 
A union representative consulted with each executive at General Motors 
John h o w s  three engineers who started rext retrieval companies ihat rvere 
bought by US company 

These examples were chosen to show how most rules, and in fact several at once, might be 

broken if the linguistic context is not considered. For example, one preference 'rule' that is 

strongly suggested is that a quantifier in a relative clause must depend on (Le., must have 

narrow-scope relative to) the quantifier of its head noun. However, the examples in (78) and 

(79) seem to suggest that this preference does not always capture our intuitions. Most 



readers, based on their knowledge of programmers and software companies would choose a 

reading for (78) and (79) where one text retrieval company was implied (Le., a reading 

where a outscopes the quantifier of its head noun.) 

Sirnilarly, (80), (81) and (82) suggest that quantifiers in a PP do not always outscope the 
quantifier of the NP they modifjr. We argue that the most likely readings for these exarnples 
imply, several managers, several AI research groups, and several major navspapers, 

respectively. (83) demonstrates that a quantifier can be raised two levels (have wide scope 
over two preceding quanaers), as most readers would not accept a reading in (83) ~ h a t  

impiies there is some restaurant on some main street which (itself) is in every city, and thus 

every would have the widest scope. (84) shows that each does not necessarily outscope other 

quantifiers, and (85) shows that several rules c m  fail at once: a quantifier can be raised out 

of more than one clause, and a quantifier in a relative clause can outscope the quantifier of 
its head W. 

The reason for pointing out how some of these suggested preference rules (that are 

syntactically-motivated) faiI in some cases to is to underline Our main thesis that purely 
linguistic considerations do not always capture some pragmatic and inferentid aspects of 
quantifier scope. 

Hobbs and Shieber 

In their algorithm for generating quantifier scopings (Hobbs and Shieber, 1987) were not 
concerned with detennining a specific scope ordenng per se, but in "suppressing readings 

that are spurious for purely structural reasons, that is, for reasons that follow from the 

general relationship between the structure of the sentences and the structure of their Iogical 
forms and independent of the rneanings of the particular sentences." In other words, their 

algorithm does not select a preferred scope ordering, but elirninates what they terrn invalid 

readings. They specifically mention that they "are not concerned with infelicity of certain 

readings due to lexical semantic or world howledge." In addition to elirninating some 
readings based on grammatical d e s ,  some readings are aIso elirninated based on the 

resulting translation into logical forrn (LF). For example, in 

(86) Most students talked to a f iend of every professor about his work 

every professor must outscope afriend since otherwise the pronoun his would not be Sound 
in the Iogical fonn. Thus a certain reading is not allowed based on what is known as the 



unbound variable constraint (WC). According to the algorithm of (Hobbs and Shieber, 
1987), therefore, the following sentence does not have d l  120 possible readings (which is 5 ! ,  
where 5 is the number of quantifiers), but 42 "valid" readings: 

(87) Some representative of every department in most cornpunies saw a few 
samples of each product 

As we argued in chapter 1, our main objection to this incremental elimination of invalid 

readings is that this combinatorial approach is neither cognitively, nor computationally 

plausible. Moreover, we cannot escape the need for an inferencing module that utilizes 

commonsense knowledge since the number of remaining readings that are syntactically and 

logically "valid" is stiil not useful, particularly in the context of a query to a database. As we 

suggested throughout this thesis, a preferred strates is one that directly infers, based on 

some background knowledge, the most plausible reading. 

Moran and Park 

The approaches of Moran (1988) and Park ( 1995) are based on a combination of a genera1 

set of preference d e s  (much like the algorithm proposed by Allen (1987)), as well as an 
algorithm that elirninates syntactically and Iogically invalid readings (a la Hobbs and Shieber 

(1987)). 

In Moran's proposa1 several additional criteria are applied, such as the conversarional marinz 
of quantity, which is used to suggest readings that carry the maximum amount of 

information. In chapter 3 we discussed this strategy and suggested what are the factors that 

might motivate this preference, namely the moddity of a relation. Moreover, in our proposa1 

no special rule had to be added in order to account for this preference. That is, the approach 

that we suggested seems to capture this preference, as well as several others, in a very 

simple, generic and computationaily effective formula. 

In Park (1995) there is an interesting addition to most of the proposals suggested in the 

Iiterature, narneIy the consideration of the functional dependency that is impiied by the 

underlying relation. While Park's observation is sound, there is no suggestion on how this 

sernantic dependency can be used systematicaiiy in an inferencing process. Much of what we 

suggested in our proposal is based on exploiting the semantics of the underlying relations 

through the use of quantificational constraints in the inferencing procedure suggested in 

chapter 3. 



Fox 

While most comprehensive treatments of quantification and quantifier scope arnbiguity have 

been made within thz framework of logical sernantics, a number of studies in the tradition of 

transformational grammar have provided some interesting insights. 

Fox (1995) suggests that the two scope shifting operations (SSO) in transformational 

grarnmar, narnely quantifier raising (QR) and quantifier lowering (QL) obey what he termed 

the "economy" principle. According to this principle, a quantifier is not raised (or Ioivered) 

from a constituent if the movement does not produce a logical form that is not already 
implied by the candidacy set that has already been de tedned.  

The essence of what Fox suggests is a way of elirninating redundant readings. While his 

rules are not designed to eliminate (logically) invalid readings, as is done in the algorithm of 

(Hobbs and Shieber, 1987), these two combinations c m  be used to reduce the number of 

possible readings considerably. 

Here we should reiterate what is Our view of the relation between the syntactic, semantic, 

and pragrnatic approaches to scope arnbiguities. As we argued above, the linguistic 

techniques of elirninating readings based on econorny principIes and the restrictions of some 
movements, as well as the IogicaVsemantic approaches that eliminate logically invalid 

readings, will not dways parantee the selection of a single preferred reading, and a 
pragrnatic module that infers the most plausible reading must thus be the last resort. 

While the work of (May, 1989) is not presented in a computational context, but rather within 
the generd frarnework of logical form in transfomational grammars, several important 

insights can be readily incorporated into an algorithm for resolving quantifier scope 

arnbiguities. In particular, May (1989) has suggested some important conditions on logical 

forrns that must be satisfied to correctly predict aII the valid collective and distributive 

readings in sentences involving resurnptive quantifiers. The problem is one of predicting al1 

the valid situations in which the scope ordering suggesting a distributive reading of (88) is 

selected (May, 1989) : 

(88 )  Two detectives solved two crirnes 

Based on k e  possible scopal interpretations (88) has two interpretations that suggest a total 

of four crimes that have been solved, two by each detective (the direct reading), or two 



crimes that have been solved (the indirect reading.) In interpreting (88) however we must 

insure that we do not accept readings that do not conforrn with the intuitive interpretation, 

such as the situations depicted graphicaily below: 

M i l e  in both (a) and (b) we have a total of 2 detectives tbat (collectively) solved a total of 2 
crimes, both of these situations do not satisfy (88), since we require two detectives to be 

involved in the solution of (at least) two crimes. 

The probIem gets even more complicated when the semantics of the underlying relations 

impose further constraints on d l  the vdid distributive readings. For example, while we cm 

allow the distributive reading in (89), the distributive reading in (90) should be blocked since 

2 houses can nos (in any way) be spread over three streets (given Our common notions of 

houses and streets): 

(89) John visited 3 houses on 2 streets 
(90) John visired 2 houses on 3 streets 

May (1989) stops short of involving the semantics of the underlying relation in the defining 
the conditions under which the collective and distributive readings can occur. 

Sher 

Sher (1990) is perhaps the most relevant investigation to our work. Although the focus of the 

investigation was primarily quantifier branching, the conclusions drawn are that a proper 

formulation of quantification in natural language might have to involve Iooking at the 

semantics of the underlying binary relations that "glue" together quantified term phrases. 

Specifically, Sher (1990) looks at the possibiIity of investigating various cardinality 

conditions on the relation, such as one-to-many, each-to-all, etc., and attempts to suggest 

under what conditions do quantifiers seem to branch. 

While the general thrust of Sher (1990) is in line with what we propose in this work, we have 

precisely defined al1 the ways in which cardinality conditions (which we termed 



quantificational constraints) effect quantifier scope for simple as well as more complex 

functional dependencies, including quantifier branching- 

Mora and Pereira 

The work of (Moran and Pereira, 1992) was the outgrowth of several years of research into 

the problem of quantifier scope and related ambiguities in logical form (Pereira and Pollack, 

1991; Pollack and Pereira, 1988; Moran, 1988). 

The scoping algorithm presented in (Moran and Pereira, 1992) is a collection of rules and 

'preferences' that have been compiIed from the literature, with a strong influence from 

(Allen, 1987) and (Hobbs and Shieber, 1987). While the authors do suggest the need for an 

inferencing module that could dmw on domain knowledge in resoIving scope ambiguities. 

the details of this proposal have been left for future work. Thus, neither the nature of the 

domain knowledge that would be required, nor the detaiIs of the inferencing process itseIf 

have been discussed. Since this was preckely our focus in this dissertation, it is our view that 

the main contribution we have made is to suggest for the first time what the nature of a 
cornmonsense inferencing strategy for resolving scope ambiguities rnight be. 

The treatment of quantifier scope in TEAM (Grosz et al., 1987) is also sirnilar to the 
proposais of (Moran and Pereira, 1992). In TEAM al1 n! valid readings are initially 
considered, and multiple pragmatic paths over the candidate logical forms are then assumed 

to eliminate unlikely readings. 

Possible scope orderings are elirninated in TEAM by "quantifier specialists", which are 

essentially special heuristic rules responsible for enforcing syntactic, preference, and some 

pragmatic rules. These mles have the same general flavor of those suggested by (Allen, 

1987; Hobbs and Shieber, 1987; and Moran, 1988), narnely there are mles that elirninate 

scope orderings that result in readings subsumed by others, readings that result in an 
unbound variable, etc. A set of preference rules that uses a pre-defined order of strong 

quantifiers is also used (each, for example, is taken to be stronger than every, etc.). A 
combination of (a) the surface structure information, (b) an order of quantifiers with numeric 

strength assigned to each, with (c) a number of syntactic and preference rules are al1 used in 

tandem to decide on the most plausible scope ordering. 



As the authors correctly note however, the procedure for determining scope orderings still 

fails to predict the most plausible reading in many cases since the pragrnatic (inferencing) 

procedure is rather weak. For example, in the following 

(9 1 )  Who is rhe c o m m a d e r  of every ship 
(92) Who is rhe commander ofevery soldier 

the difference is in the Commnderqfrelation between a person and a ship, and a person and 

soldiers. While there is a different commander for every ship, there is typically one 

commander for a large number of soldiers. It is precisely this type of praomatic and 

background knowledge that we exploit in Our proposal for an inferencing procedure. 

6.4 SUMMARY 

Our brief review of the major theoretical and computational approaches to modeling 

quantifier scoping and its arnbiguities in natural suggests that several aspects of this problem 

remains largely unresolved. In Our view, this is due in part to the following: 

While there is ample evidence that some quantifier scope information must be 

encoded at the pragmatic Ievel, the main approaches to resolving quantifier scope 

arnbiguities has consisted in the use of syntactically motivated preference d e s ,  

and semanticAogical validity. While these rules do help in elirninating a number 

of readings, this general approach to scope ambiguity suffers from the following 

problems: 

1) The preference rules suggested do not always capture our intuition of what 
the preferred reading is. 

2) The incrementd approach of eliminating invdid or redundant readings is 
neither computationaily nor cognitively plausible, since this approach can 

lead to a combinatonai explosion of possible (i.e., of syntactically and 

sernantically valid) scope orderings that must be considered. Moreover, this 

approach does not guarantee the selection of a preferred reading. 

3) A number of issues related to quantification have been addressed in isolation, 
and specific rules to fiandle each situation have been suggested. Besides 



violating the Occam's Razor principle (the simplest solution should be 

preferred), this may lead into an unmanageably large and potentidly 

confiicting set of rules. 

In this dissertation, we have suggested a very simple and generic procedure that seems to 
address these concerns. Arnongst these, perhaps the rnost senous c l a h  that we have made 

here is to suggest that our approach does provide an adequate answer to the concern raised in 

1. Regarding this point, we argue that since our approach is essentially reader-based, the 

scope ordering suggested by our algorithm shouid always refiect the reader's intuition. In 
fact, the algorithm we suggested is entireiy dependent on individual biases as opposed to an 
ad hoc set of rules that rnay or rnay not reflect an individual preference. 



7 Summary and Future Work 
Freeman and Stedmon (1986) suggested that quantification might be "the topic which hoIds 
the most irnmediate promise for working at where the three disciplines (Iogic, philosophy, 

and psychology) may interpenetrate." Semanticists and logicians have indeed aven  much 
attention to quantification, and various proposais have been made to explain the scope 

ambiguity phenomenon. The pragmatic aspect of this problem, however, has not received 

much attention. Since such pragmatic considerations are essentid in a computational system, 

this was almost exclusively our focus in this investigation. In this chapter we summarize the 

arguments made in the previous chapters and discuss some future work. 

7.1 WPRAGMATICSOFQUANTIFIERSCOPE 

Our conviction that scope arnbiguity is a phenomenon that must, at Least in part, and as a last 
resort, be treated at the pragmatic level has been guided by two factors. First, we agree with 

Givon's (1984) observation that natural language expressions are arnbiguous as a result of 

our ingenious method of data compression for storage and performance effectiveness. Based 

on this observation, it would seem that speakers of natural language rely on the hearer's 
(reader's) intuitions and cornmonsense knowIedge in 'working out the details' that were 

omitted. Until it can be demonstrated that such knowledge is encoded at the syntactic and/or 

semantic levels, an inferential and cornmonsense reasoning approach to resolving scope 

arnbiguities (arnong others, such as anaphor), must be developed. 

The second observation that has inspired our approach to quantifier scope ambiguity is based 

on a cornparison with other types of arnbiguities in naturd language. Sentences involving 

lexical, structural, anaphoric and prepositional attachment ambiguities are not inherently 

ambiguous in the sense that scope ambiguities are. Given an appropriately defined context, 

readers seem to be able to resolve al1 these types of arnbiguities in the same manner; Le., 

readers do not seem to have individual preferences as to how lexical, structural or 
anaphoric ambiguities should be resolved. 

We argue that the reason for this is that the disambiguation process in these situations does 

not depend on any individual parameters! This, as we have argued throughout this 

dissertation, does not seem to be the case when resolving scope ambiguities. 



To further argue this point, consider the following examples involving lexical, structurai, and 

anaphoric arnbiguities: 

a. John likes to {z} gin 

John saw a man wirh a telescope 
John drinh te0 with lemon 

c. John saw a man robbing a supermarket. 
He immediareiy called the police. 

In (a-c) it s e e m  that an appropriate context that would resolve the ambiguity is, 

respectively, (i) common knowledge that we play a game (and not a drink); (ii) a picture 

shedding some light on the actual state of affairs; and (iii) common knowledge that a man 

robbing a superrnarket does not cd1 the police, but a witness might very well do so. In 
neither case does the required context involve any individual biases, which might lead to 
individual preferences in how the arnbiguity should be resolved. 

As we have argued above, however, a fully specified context for resolving scope arnbiguities 

does inctude an individual bias (a quantificational constraint, reflecting an individuai belief), 

which is the reason why different individuals seem to have different preferences as to which 
is the most plausible quantifier scope ordering. 

What this suggests, therefore, is that ultimateIy we need to develop formalisms that c m  go 

beyond testing the syntactic and semantic validity of a scope ordering. Since it is neither 

cognitively nor cornputationally ptausible that we consider al1 valid scope orderings, an 
inferential method that could decide on the most plausible scope ordering must be 

developed, where plausibility is a function of the beliefs of some individual. This, 

undoubtedly, takes the scope arnbiguity phenornenon outside the realm of syntax and 

semantics into the realm of pragmatics and cornrnonsense reasoning. 

Developing inferencing strategies that utilize cornrnonsense world knowledge has generally 

been considered problematic for two important reasons. First, unlike syntax and semantics, 

pragrnatics does not deal with validity, but with plausibility, which can be undecidabte. 

Second, and equally important, a pragrnatic module that performs inferences utilizing 

cornmonsense world knowledge might require the storage of, and reasoning with, a massive 

arnount of background lmowledge. 



Regarding the first concern, we argue that human reasoning is undecidable, in the formal 

sense. As noted by (Shastri and Ajanagadde, 1993), much of language understanding is 
inferencing, and in our view, we do not employ formai deductive reasoning only in this 

process, but a combination of deductive, abductive (analogical), inductive, as well as 

probabilistic (uncertainty) reasoning. What sound and complete models of reasoning can we 

employ to model these complex processes? Results from mathematicai logic (see Enderton 

(1972)) have established that once we step outside fust-order logic (even into second-order 

modal logic) we c m  not assume a sound and cornpiete model of reasoning. Therefore, unless 

it can be demonstrated that f~st-order logic is an adequate model for human reasoningu, to 

successfdly build systerns that can interpret natural language text, we must traveI dong that 

(undecidability) road. 

This is not to say that we should not be able to f o d l y  describe whatever process we 

conceive of. Everything that is ultimately executed on a digital machine can be formally 

described. What we are saying however is that the (logical) tools that we currently have at 

our disposa1 to formally describe the cornplex reasoning that language understanding 

requires are inadequate. 

In that sense, we agree with Barwise's (1989) observation that the time has corne to enrich 

our logical forrnalisms to cope with the enormous problems that we face in the study of 

language, intelligence and the mind. In particular, we believe that the logical formalisms that 

are currently available must be complemented by a number of algorithms and processes that 

could be used to model a number of complex linguistic phenornena. Ln this context, we 

believe the work presented here was a step in that direction. 

It is therefore in that spirit (of enriching the currently available logical forrnalisms) that we 

conceived of and developed the work presented here. Moreover, it is Our conviction that this 

work rnust continue, as numerous problerns in the study of language await us. There is little 

doubt that in order to tackle these problerns, some novel extensions have to be made to the 

set of logicd toois that are currently avaiIable. 

Regarding the second point, namely the problems associated with stonng and reasoning with 

a vast amount of background knowledge, we have tried to keep the amount of background 

There are numerous contributions thar argue against the adequacy of first-order logic as a mode1 for human 
reasoning. See, for exarnple, Comveau (1995. pp. 34-35), Lakoff (1987). Chemiak (1992) and Fauconnier 
(1 994). 



knowledge that is required in the scope resolution process to a minimum. In fact, the only 

major ontological comrnitment that we make is to assume that a quantificational constraint is 

defined on every relation between two concepts. Moreover, and since the entire process has 

been reduced to a simple numencal aigonthm, the 'reasoning' process that emerged is 

computationally very effective. 

RegardIess of its simplicity, however, we believe that the method we described in this 

dissertation suggests a novel and computationaily very effective procedure for predicting the 

most plausible scope ordenng. Beyond suggesting a possible solution to this urgent and very 

practical problem, the method we propose raises a number of interesting questions 

conceming the relationship between cornmonsense reasoning and Ianguage understanding, 

which, iindoubtedly, will take 'sorne' tirne to investigate. 

7.2 F ~ W O R K  

Before we proceed in discussing a number of proposals that we plan to investigate in the 

future, we must note that most of the arguments we m&e in this section are, at best, highly 
speculative. 

There are two major extensions envisioned to the work presented here. First, the method we 

proposed in this dissertation for resolving quantifier scope arnbiguity is focused primarily at 

the conceptual level (or in Newellrs terminology, the knowledge level). That is, we have 
considered quantifier scope at the Iogical form level, without any consideration to the 

processing of quantifiers at the processing (or implementational) level. However, at the 

implementational level, quantifiers are essentially procedures (van Benthem, 1986) that 

operate on sets. 

At this level of processing, there are a number issues to consider, such as (i) verifyinp the 

tnith of a proposition that might involve quantifying over large and (potentially) infinite 

domains; and (ii) the interaction between quantification and reference resolution and the 

associated memory search a ~ d  recall operations. 

This overall approach to quantification at both the conceptual and implementational levels is 

what started the investigation we described here. In (Saba and Comveau, 1995), we 

discussed some of the issues that must be addressed at both levels, and subsequent work, 

which resulted in this dissertation, focused almost exclusively at the conceptual (logical 



form) level. In the remainder of this section, we wiII discuss some of the ideas that we 

started investigating and that we hope to develop further. 

7.2.1 The Role of Time and Memory Constraints 

From the sernantic point of view, the meaning of every(P,Q) is V X ( P ( X ) +  ~ ( x ) ) .  

Computationally, however, the meaning of every is a procedure that attempts to verify that 
every element of P is dso  an element of Q, where P and Q are the two sets that correspond 
to the predicates P and Q, respectively. 

We refer to this procedure as the meaning of every at the implementational level. 

Furthemore, we argue that in addition to the linguistic context and background knowiedge, 

the meaning of quantifiers at the irnplementational level is also dependent on time and 

memory constraints. For exarnple, consider the following: 

(93) Cubans prefer rum over vodka. 
(94) Stridents in CS404 work in groups. 

Our intuitive reading of these sentences suggests that in (94) we have an implicit most, while 

in (94) it is more reasonable to assume an implicit all. We argue that such inferences are 
dependent on time constraints and constraints on working memory. That is, since the set of 
students in CS404 is a much smdler set than the set of Cubans, it is conceivable that we are 
able to perform an exhaustive search over the set of dl students in CS404 to veriQ (94) 

within some time and mernory constraints. In (93), however, we are rnost likely performing a 
generalization based on few examples that are currently activated in short-term memory 

(='W. 

What this suggests, therefore, is that there must be some relation between generic 

quantification and comrnonsense reasoning on the one hand, and quantifying over large (or 

infinite) domains. In fact, our suggestion that time and memory constraints play an important 
roIe in defining the boundaries of what is being quantified is based on our view of properties 
and their negation. 

We suggest that there are three ways to conceive of properties and of their negation, as 

shown in table 5 below. 



Table 5. Three models of negation. 

in (a), we take the view that if we have no information regarding P(x), then, we cannot 

decide whether -P(x) is m e  or false. In (b), we take the view that if P cannot be confirrned 

of some entity x, then P(x) is assumed to be falseJ5. In (c) ,  however, we take the view that if 

there is no evidence to negate P(.r), then assume P(x). Note that mode1 (c) essentially allows 

one to "generaiize", given no evidence to the contrary - or, given an overwhelming positive 

evidence. Of course, formally speaking, we are interested in defining the exact 

circurnstances under which modeis (a) through (c) might be appropriate. 

We believe that the three models are used, depending on the context, time, and memory 

constraints. in mode1 (c), we believe that assigning a tmth value for a certain property P(x) is 
a function of the following: 

np(P,x) n umber of positive insrances sari@ ing P(x) 
nn(P,x) number of negative instances satisfjring P(x) 
cf(P,x) the degree tu which P is "generally " believed of x. 

It is assumed here that cf is a value v E {L) u [O,I]. That is, a value that is either undefined, 

or a real value between O and 1. We d s o  suggest that this value is constmtly rnodified 

through a feedback mechanisrn, as more examples are e ~ ~ e t - i e n c e d ~ ~ .  

7.2.2 A Suggested Procedure that is Sensitive to Computational Constraints 

In modeling quantifiers as procedures that are sensitive to time and memory constraints we 

are interested in interpreting statements of the forrn every C P (the set-theoretic counterpart 

of the @Vx(C(x)+P(x)), where C has an indeterminate cardinality. Verifying every(C,P) is 

depicted graphically in Figure 17 below, where it is assumed that the property P is generally 

attributed to members of the concept C with certainty cf(C,P), and where cf(C,P)=O 

jS Note that this is the Ciosed World Asswtprion (CWA), typically assumed in database systems. 
j6 This is sirnilar to the dynamic reasoning process suggested by Wang (1994). 



represents the fact that P is not generally assumed of objects in C. On the other hand, a value 

of cfnear 1 represents a strong bias towards believing P of C at face value. In the former 

case, the processing depends little, if at d l ,  on our general belief, but more on the actual 
instances. 

In the latter case, and especially when faced with time and memory constraints, more weight 

might be given to prior stereotyped knowledge that we rnight have accurnulated. Based on 

these arguments, an algorîthm that implements a procedure for the quantifier eve- is 
suggested below: 

Figure 17. Quantification with time and memory constraints. 

An attempt at an exhaustive verificatior. of al1 the elements in the set C is first 
made, within a fixed amount of time and some memory constraints (this is the 
default meaning of "every"). 

If time andior memory capacity allow the processing of all the elements in C, 
then the result is "true" iff np = /CI (that is, if every C P), and "false" 
othenvise. 

If time andor memory constraints do not dlow an exhaustive verification, 
then we will attempt making a decision based on the evidence at hand, where 
the evidence is based on d, nn, np (a suggested function is given below). 

In 3, cf is computed from C elements that are currently active in short-tenn 
memory, if any, otherwise cf is the current value in the knowledge base. 



5. The certainty factor cfcan be updated based on the new resultYevidence. 

In 3, the final output is detemiined as a function F that could be defined as follows: 

where E and o are quantifier-specific parameters. In the case of every, the function in (95) 

States that, in the absence of time and memory resources to process every(C, P) exhaustively, 

the resuit of the process is true if there is an overwhelming positive evidence (high value for 

E), and if the there is some pnor stereotyped belief supporting this inference (Le., if cf > o > 
O). This essentially arnounts to processing every(C, P) as rnost(C,P), which seerns reasonable 

in situations such as those in (93)"'. 

Note that the modality of a relation (discussed in chapter 3) could also be added as art 
additional parameter, since these generalizations (from every to most, for exarnple), should 

perhaps not be ailowed when a relation is obligatory (necessary). That is, in some situations 

it is probably necessary that the verification be exhaustive, which would be the situation 
corresponding to (b) in table 5. 

Note also that if most was the quantifier we started with, then the function in (95) and the 

above procedure c m  be applied, although smailer values for e and o will be assigned. These 

parameters should resemble the ratios suggested in (16) in chapter 3. Finally, it should be 

noted that the above function is a generaiization of dl quantifiers as defined by the theory of 

generaiized quantifiers. For exarnple, in table 6 belcw we suggest what the parameters in 

(95) should be for the standard definitionsa. 

Table 6. The standard quantifiers using the function in (95). 

Quantifier 
ewry  

some 

47 Strzalkowski (1989) proposed a similar solution in the context of treating genen'cs in natural language, 
dthough the cardinality of the set was considered as the only re!evant parameter. 

We therefore agree with (Fauconnier, 1994) that logic is an idealized absuact mode1 that works under well- 
constrained situations (called models, in formal Iogic), but in general fails to capture the idiosyncratic nature of 
cognition. 

np 
np = ICI 

np > O 

nn 

nn = O 
nn < ICI 

E 

E >  O 

& > O  



Note also that since Our formulation of quantifiers as procedures that are sensitive to time 
and memory constraints is a generalization of the standard definition, the formai properties 

generaily attributed to generalized quantifiers (which we bnefly discussed in chapter 6 )  will 

still hold tme. 

7.2.3 Further Work 

Our interest in M e r  investigation of quantification at the implementational level which we 

started in (Saba and Corriveau, 1995) is part of Our interest in developing an overail strategy 
for cornonsense reasoning in reference resolution and resoIving scope ambiguities. As we 

argued earlier, quantifiers serve a d u d  purpose, namely to detemine what is tu be quantifSed 

(the 'determining' function), and to determine how much is quanrirfied (the 'quantifying' 

function). Scope ambiguities occur when determining what is CO be quantified, Le., at the 

conceptual level, pnor to the evaluation of a logical form against some datahowledge base. 

Addressing this issue has been our focus in this dissertation. 

The implementational level addresses the issue of ven@ing/evaluating a disarnbiguated 

logical form against sorne datahowledge base. At this Ievel, as we argued above, the exact 
nature of the procedures that implement the behavior of the various quantifiers becomes 

critical. For exarnple, the verification of properties that are universaily quantified must occur 

in a time/memory constrained model, so that generalizations and uncertainty reasoning can 

be explained. 

Another important aspect of investigating quantificatior! at the implementational level is its 

strong relation to reference resolution, which essentially is a memoty search and retneval 

process that must conform to some computational constraints, For example, consider the 

interaction between quantification and reference resolution in the following: 

al .  John's report or: Japanese professiomls is rernarkable. 
61. David has four very hardworking children. 

a2. Everyone works ut least 14 hours. 
62. They work ar least 14 hours. , 

Note that everyone (or the pronoun they) must be resoIved against some set of entities that 

has been detennined by the previous discourse. Regardless of the reference resolution 

process itself, there is an additional complexity of determining the venfication criteria in 



each case. For example, 96al might force everyone (or they) to be processed in a 

timdmemory constrahed procedure that would perhaps result in interpreting everyone as 

most. In 96b1, however, time and memory constraints would most likely allow an exhaustive 

verification to be performed- 

Admittedly, such proposais are highIy speculative at this point. However, early 

investigations in this regard (see (Saba and Corriveau, 1995)), as well as some early work on 

reference resolution (Frost and Saba, 1991) suggest that ân overdl inferencing process 

integrating procedures for handing quantification and reference resolution might be a 
worthwhile endeavor. 

Finally, we have to acloiowledge a very important remark that was made by an AAAI-97 

reviewer of (Saba and Comveau, 1997). The use of quantificational constraints in an 
inferencing procedure, as discussed in this thesis, is essentially a f o m  of a constraint 

satisfaction procedure. Therefore, the possibility exists of either under- or over-constraining 

by the algorithm. What is worth investigating M e r  here, is the relationship between 

individuid beiiefs (i.e., biases) and between over- and under- constraining by the scoping 

procedure. 

7.3 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this dissertation we have investigated a central problem in computationai linguistics, 

narnely the resolution of quantifier scope ambiguities. While most approaches to this 

problem incorporate decision procedures that implement a nurnber of syntactic and sernantic 

d e s ,  we have suggested that these combinatonal approaches do not suffice. Quantifier 

scope ambiguity seems to be encoded at the pragmatic level, and as such, inferencing 

procedures that utilize comrnonsense world knowledge must be developed. 

We described an inferencing procedure that makes two simple assumptions regarding the 

knowledge representation, and we showed that the result is a highly effective procedure that, 

in addition to providing an elegant treatment for quantifier scope, seerns to explain a number 

of related phenomena that have traditionally been studied in isolation. 

Finally. we have suggested that the resolution of scope arnbiguities at the conceptual level is 

but one part of the puzzle, and another inferencing process that operates at the 

implementational level must also be developed. This process would have to interact with 



inferential procedures that are employed in reference resolution. We aim to continue this 

investigation of building an overall inferencing strategy for the treatment of quantification 

and reference resolution. 

At this early stage, we believe that this integration must be made in a time and mernory 

constrained mode1 that we hope can help us explain several phenornena, such as uncertainty 

reasoning and generdization (stereotyping). 

Our motivation in continuing these investigations is our belief that, ultimately, a natural 

Ianguage understanding system must somehow incorporate a number of reasoning strategies, 

inchding inductive, deductive, probabilistic, and cornmonsense reasoning. If the experience 
of few decades of research in NLP tells us something, it should be that developing natural 

language understanding systems will not be achieved by irnplementing simple and one- 

dimensional (psychologicd, logical, linguistic) models. Instead, our conviction is that 

several reasoning strategies have to be integrated, knowing fully well that integrating such 
reasoning strategies into one language processing system will no doubt prove to be a very 

challenging task. 

With this realization of the difficult road ahead, we cannot but reiterate how it was mly 
amazing of Turing to accurately predict nearly half a century ago what the most challenging 

task in building intelligent machines might be: understanding spoken language! 
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Appendix A. An Object-Oriented Attribute 
Grammar 
The foIlowing is an example of the specification of an attribute grarnmar (AG) for one 

syntactic construct, Sent. Sent has two synthesized attributes: meaning and parseTree, which 

are computed as functions of the context (represented by inhented attributes) and the 

synthesized attnbutes of its constituents, Le., as functions of the context and the synthesized 

attributes of NP and VP. 

Syntactic Rule Attribute Evaluation (Semantic) Rules 

(sent) + (NP)(VP) Senr f rneaning = func, (sent contexr, NP f rneaning, VP T rneaning) 
Sent f paresTree = funcl (NP T parseTree. VP f parse~ree) 
NP .L contexr = ent 4 context 
VP .1 context = gent .1 conten,NP f meanirg) 

The following is an example of how such an AG specification could be implemented in an 

object-oriented language, in this case Java, 

class Sent exrenàs LingObj 
{ 

Meaning meaning; 
ParseTree parseTree; 
boolean parsedo K; 
Vector corztext; 

~ent(Vector input. Vecror cnrrt) 
/ 

superfinput); 
context = m a t ;  

1 
LingObj lobj = comists~f  ( c o n t a  np, v p )  
if (10 b j . p a r s e d ~ ~ )  
/ ' 

meaning = funq (context, np.meaning, vp.rneaning ) 
parsedOK = true; 
parseTree = (np.parse~ree, vp.parse~ree) 

1 
&vate Meaning func, ( ~ e a n i n ~  npMeaning, Meaning vp~ean ing)  { ... 
private ParreTree func2 ( ~ n r s e ~ r e e  npPa rseTree. ParseTree 

); 



Appendix B. A Detailed Example 
In this appendix we detail the process of resolving the scope ambiguities in a non-trivial 
sentence. Consider the following sentence: 

Some salesman of every department in mosr 
companies saw a few samples of each product. 

In an incremental approach, where al1 5 !  Readings are initially considered, the sentence has 
120 valid readings. However, in our approach the most plausible reading is selected at every 

step in such a way that there is always a single preferred reading selected. 

The processing of the exarnple given above proceeds as s h o w  in the following steps. 

Some salesman of every department in most 
companies sarv a fav samples of each product 1 
(scope, @orne salesmn of every depanment in most cornPanies) 1 scope, (a fewsumples of each product) 

Some salesman 

mcope3 (every depanmenr in ntosr cornPanies) 

a few samples 

1 
each producr 

= scope 

a fewsamples 

each produrr 

f 

scope 

Saw 

1' 

3m(~alesman(m) A ~ ( m ) )  

~ r y  depanmenr 

mort cornpunies 1, = stop, 

Saw 

ecope, 
3m(~afesman(n t )~  ~ ( m ) )  
of 

\ 

~ d ( ~ e ~ a r r m e n r ( d )  + ~ ( d ) )  

3 (mosr ) r ( ~ o m ~ a n ~ ( c )  4 Q(c)) 



corn any(c)+ ' (morr~Vd~epeponmenr (d )  A h ( d ,  c)+ ~ ( d ) )  
= scoge 1 

= scope 
saw 

1 

Note that at  the various steps the scoping algorithm invoked by the scope Function cails uses 

various quantificational constraints as follows: 

scope, uses Q C ( O ~ ,  Sulesman, ~e~czr tment )  = (many,~) 

scope, uses ~~(~f,~am~le,~ruducr)=(man~,l) 

scope, user Q C ( I ~ .  ~ e ~ m r n e n t ,  ~ o m ~ a n y )  = (many,l) 



Appendix C. Sample Session with Quasi 

List of Examples Tested in Quasi 

John 
John 
John 
John 
John 
John 
John 

every engineer attended a seminar 
a senior engineer gave 2 seminars 
every senior engineer attended a conference at MIT 
a senior engineer attended every seminar at MIT 

visited a house on every street 
advertised a house on every street 
advertised a house on every occasion 
visited a house on every occasion 
visited every house on some street 
placed a book on every shelf 
placed every book on some shelf 

every senior engineer of a software Company attended ACL98 
every senior president of a software Company attended ACL98 
every student submitted a paper 
a paper was submitted by every student 
every student speaks a foreign language 
a foreign language is spoken by every student 
every MIT student subrnitted a paper to AAAI98 
several MIT student students submitted a paper to -198 
2 MIT student students submitted a paper to M A I 9 8  
a paper was submitted to AAAI98 by 2 MIT students 
2 men lifted every piano 
2 men lifted 4 pianos 
4 men lifted 2 pianos 
4 men are lifting two pianos 
3 men lifted 2 pianos 
3 MIT students submitted a paper on quantification to ACL98 
a paper on quantification was submitted to ACL98 by 3 MIT 
s tudent s 

a scientist was consulted by two senators 
a scientist £rom every country was consulted by two senators 
an author of every novel was mentioned in an article by 
every critic 
4 young girls lifted 2 pianos 



A Detailed Trace of several ExampIes 

Note: 
The typical cardinaiity of dl concepts was assumed to be 100 by defauIt. Each noun 
modifier reduces the cardindity by 15% and each adjective by 10%. This is done to capture 
the effect of the linguistic context, as explained in chapter 3. 

Input: every senior engineer gave a seminàr 

-> Sentence( [eve-~y, senior, engineer, gave, a, seninarl) 

-> Parse succeeded. - . Rezzaining input = [ 1 

-> Scope Neutra1 Logical Form: 

[ 

FORALL(x1) [ENGINESR(xl) & SENIOR(x1) ->EXISTS ( ~ 2 )  (SEMINAR ( ~ 2 )  & Gave (XI, ~ 2 )  ] 1 

EXIsTS (xl) [SEMINAR(xl) E FORALL (x21 [ENGINEER(xZ & SENIOR(X~) ->Gave (~2.~1) 1 1 

1 

-> Applying the scoping function 

- Accounting for the linguistic context ... 
- Retrieving the relevant QC-.. 

- Retrieved QC(Give,Student,Seminar)=~l,lt> 
- Cons tructing appropriate ranges. . . 

- For ml=l lower bound = 1.0; upper bound = 1.0 

- For d=l+ lower bound = 1.0; upper bound = 100.0 

- For QI=every lower bound = 100.0; upper bound = 100.0 

- For Q2=a lower bound = 1.0; upper bound = 1.0 

- Constructed appropriate ranges-.. 

- Multiplying ranges by appropriate (linguistic conrext) ratios ... 
- Dividing ranges. . . 
- Done preparing ranges. .. 
- Computing plausibility measure-.. 

- PLAUSIBILITY of direct reading = 1.0 

- PLAUSIBILITY of indirect reading = 0.11 

-> Completed scoping function .... 
-w Direct reading is more plausible. 

-> Retrieving the most plausible reading: 



Input: a senior engineer gave 2 seminars 

-> SenLence([a, senior, engineer, gave, 2, seminarsl) 

-> Parse succeeded ... ~emaining input = [ ]  

-> Scope Neutra1 ~ogical Fom: 

Ej(ISTS(x1) [ENGmER(xl) & SENIOR(x1) & E!(2:) (x2) [SEMINAR(x2) & Gave(x1,xZ)Ii; 

E! (2:) ixl) [SEMINAR(xl) & EXISTS(xS} [ENGINEER(xZ) & SENIOR(x2) & Gave(x2,xl) 1 1  

-> Applying the scopinq function 

- Accounting for the linguistic context.,. 
- Retrieving the relevant QC ... 
- Retrieved QC (Give, Student, Seminar) =cl, 1+> 

- Constructing appropriate ranges ... 
- For ml=l lower boud = 1.0; upper bound = 1.0 

- For m2=1+ lower bound = 1.0; upper bound = 100.0 

- For Q1=every lower bound = 100.0; upper bound = 100.0 

- For Q2-a lower bound = 1.0; upper bound = 1.0 

- Constructed appropriate ranges ... 
- Multiplying ranges by appropriate (linguistic rontextl ratios ... 
- Dividing ranges. .. 
- Done preparing ranges..- 

- Computing plausibility measure... 
- PLAUSIBILITY of direct reading = 1.0 

- PLAUSIBILITY of indirect reading = 1.0 

-> Completed scoping function .... 
-> Bo th readings are (equally) plausible. 

-> Retrieving the most plausible reading (direct reading): 



Input: John visited a house on every street 

-> Sentence([John, visited, a, house, on, every, street]) 

-> Parse succeeded-.. Remaining input = [ l  

-> Scope Neutra1 Logical Fom: 

[ 

EXISTS(x1) lHOUSE(x1) & FORALL(x2) [STREET(xS) & ~n(xl,xS)->~isited(Joh,xl) 1 1  

FOmL(x1) (STREET(x1)->EXISTS(x2) IHOUSE(x2 & On(x2,xl) & Visited(~ohn.x2)! 1 

1 

-> Applying the scoping f~nction 

- Accounting for the linguistic context . . . 
- Retrieving the relevant QC ... 
- Ketrieved QC (Give, Student , Seminar 1 =cl+, l> 

- Constructing appropriate ranges ... 
- For nl=l+ lower bound = 1.0: upper bound = L0O.O 

- For m2=1 lower bound = 1.0; upper bound = 1.0 

- For Ql=a lower bound = 1.0; upper bound = 1.0 

- For Q2=every lower bound = 100-0; upper bound = 100.0 

- Constructed appropriate ranges..- 
- Multiplying ranges by appropriate (linguistic context) ratios. . 
- Dividing ranges.,- 
- Done preparing ranges ... 
- Computing plausibility measure ... 

- PLAUSIBILITY 3f direct reading = 0.0 

- PUUSIBILITY of indirect reading = 1.0 

-> Completed scoping function -... 
-> Indirect reading is more plausible. 

-> Retrieving the most plausible reading: 



Input: a paper was submitted Lo AAAI98 by 2 MIT students 

-> Sentence([a, paper, was, submitted, to, AAAI98. by. 2, MIT, studentsl) 

-> Parse succeeded..- Remaining input = 11 

-> Scope Neutral Logical Form: 

[ 

EXISTS(x1) [PAPER(xl) h E!(~:)(XS)[M~T-STUDENT(XS) & Submitted(x2,xl)lI 

E! (2:) (xl) [MIT-STUDENT(x1) & EXISTS(x2) CPAPER(X~) & SubmLtted(xl,x2) 1 1  

1 

-> Applyicg the scoping function 

- Accounting for the linguistic context.., 
- Retrieving the relevant QC ... 
- Retrieved QC(Give,Student,Seminarl=c2-,l> 

- Constructing appropriate ranges ... 
- For ml=2- lower bound = 1.0; upper bound = 2.0 

- For m2=1 lower bound = 1.0; upper bound = 1.0 

- For QI=a lower bound = 1.0; upper bound = 1.0 

- For Q2=2 lower bound = 2.0; upper bound = 2-0 

- Constructed appropriate ranges ... 
- Multiplying ranges by appropriate (linguistic context) ratios 
- Dividing ranges. . - 
- Done preparing ranges ... 
- Computing plausibility measure. .. 

- PLAUSIBILITY of direct reading = 1.0 

- PLAUSIBILITY of indirect reading = 1.0 

-> Completed scoping function .... 
-> 30th readings are (equally) plausible. 

-> Retrieving the most plausible reading (airect reading): 



Input: every MIT student submitted a paper to AAAI98 

-> Sentence ( [every, MIT, student, submitted, a, paper, to, M I 9 8  1 1 

-> Parse succeeaed ... Remaining input = [ 1  

-> Scope Neutra1 Logical Form: 

I 

FORALL(X~) [MIT-STUDENT(xl) -> EXISTS(x2) [PAETR(x2) & Submitted(xl,x2) 1 1  

EXISTS(xl)[PAPER(xll & FORALL(x2) [MIT-STUDENT(X~) -> Submitted(x2,xl)~l 

1 

-> Applying the scoping function 

- Accounting for the linguistic context ... 
- Retrieving the relevant QC--. 
- Retrieved QC(Give,Student,Seminar)=<2-,l> 

- Constructing appropriate ranges ... 
- For m l = 2 -  lower bound = 1.0; upper bound = 2.0 

- For m2=1 lower bound = 1.0; upper bound = 1.0 

- For Ql=every lower bound = 100.0; upper bound = 100.0 

- For Q2=a lower bourid = 1.0; upper bound = 1.0 

- Conçtructed appropriate ranges ... 
- Nulciplying ranges by appropriate (linmistic coctext) ratios ... 
- Dividing ranges ... 
- Done preparing ranges ... 
- Computing plausibility measure ... 

- PLAUSIBILITY of direct reading = 1.0 

- PLAUSIBILITY of indirect reading = 0-0 

-> Completed scoping furictior .... 
-> Direct reading is more plausible. 

-> Retrieving the most plausible reading: 




